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ABSTRACT
Three full-size developmental batteries were tested with electric ve-
hicles: the Eagle-Picher nickel-iron battery, the Globe ISOAlead-acid bat-
tery, and the Westinghouse nickel-iron battery. Constant-speed and driving-
schedul e tests were done on a chassi s dynamometer. Several aspects of bat-
tery performance were evaluated, including capacity, recharqe efficiency,
voltage response, and sel f-di scharge. Each of these three batteri es exhi-
bited some strengths and some weaknesses, but the Westinghouse battery was
found to hdve significant limitations in several important areas.
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SECTIONI
INTRODUCTION
A. SCOPE
This report covers testing, done by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL),
of three battery subsystems designed for use in electric vehicles:
(1) The VNF300,a nickel-iron (Ni-Fe) battery being developed by Eagle-
Picher Industries, Incorporated (EPI).
(2) The ISOA (Improved State-of-the-Art) battery, a lead-acid (Pb-A)
battery being developed by the Globe Battery Division of Johnson
Controls, Incorporated (Globe).
(3) A Ni-Fe battery being developed by Westinghouse Electric Corpora-
tion.
These batteries were tested during the period beginning October 1980 and ending
May 1982.
Battery performance in a vehicle environment was evaluated by testing
the batteries in conjunction with electric vehicles on a chassis dynamometer.
The procedures used for testi ng each battery subsystem are described, and
the test results are presented. A discussion of the significance of these
results is included, and, whenever possible, direct comparisons between the
three battery subsystems are made. In addition, the Westinghouse battery is
compared with an earl ier version of the battery that was tested by JPL in
1979. Specific recommendations for further development and testing of the
three battery subsystems are given at the end of the report.
B. BACKGROUNDI FORMATION
1. General
In September 1976, Congress passed Public Law 94-413 (The Electric
and Hybrid Vehicle Research, Development, and Demonstration Act). The purpose
of this Act was to reduce national dependence on imported petroleum by speed-
ing the rate at which advanced electric and hybrid vehicle technology becomes
available. In support of this law, the United States Department of Energy
(DOE)was chartered to conduct a research and development program.
At JPL, the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle (EHV).project was started in
April 1977 to support the DOEefforts in vehicl e-systems research and de-
velopment. Under contract to DOE,this project has done testing of state-of-
the-art electric and hybrid vehicles and research into advanced concepts
for vehicles that use non-petroleum-based propulsion systems.
At Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), the Office for Electrochemical
Project Management(ANL/OEPM)was formed to support the DOEefforts in energy-
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stnrage-systems research and development. ANL/OEPMhas managed contracts
v-. ',! several battery manufacturers to develop improved battery technology
for electric and hybrid vehicles. As new battery technology is developed
under these contracts, it is tested at the ANLNational Battery Test Labora-
tory (NBTL).
The EPI Ni-Fe, the Globe ISOAPb-A, and the Westinghouse Ni-Fe batteries
were all developed under ANL/OEPMcontracts. Before being tested at JPL,
each of these battery techno 1ogi es had demonstrated good performance cha r-
acteristics, at the cell and/or module level, in tests at NBTL.
Test i ng of battery systems at JPL is not meant to repl ace, but rather
to supplement, the testing done at NBTL. The testing at NBTLis done mostly
at the cell or module level, and the emphasis is on acquiring data under
controlled, laboratory conditions for the purpose of evaluating, on a common
basi s, battery technology from vari ous contractors (Reference 1). In con-
trast, the testing at JPL is done with full-scale battery subsystems, and the
emphasis is on system-level characterization of battery performance in a
vehicle environment. By testing electric vehicles on a dynamometer, any
vehicle/battery interface problems are brought to light, and the overall
viability of the battery as a vehicle subsystem can be evaluated.
The vehicle/battery combinations used for these tests do not necessarily
demonstrate the best electric vehicle performance that is possible with the
developmental batteries. The test combinations were constrained by the
existing design of batteries and the limited availablity of test vehicles.
In some cases, vehicles were tested with batteries having a system voltage
that was lower than the vehicle's design voltage. Therefore, vehicle range
data are not necessarily representative of the range that could be obtained
with an optimized vehicle system. Of more significance are the data that de-
scribe battery performance in a vehicle environment. These data are presented
in terms of specific energy, internal resistance, self-discharge rate, and
recharge efficiency--not in terms of vehicle range.
2. The EPI Ni-Fe Battery
The EPI Ni-Fe battery has been part of the ANL/OEPMproqram since
1977. Tests of the EPI battery were conducted at JPL from October 1980 to
January 1981. This battery was tested in two configurations: 80 cells and
90 cells.
3. The Globe ISOA Pb-A Battery
Globe has been in the ANL/OEPt,1program since 1977. The ISOAbattery
represents their 1981 level of Pb-A battery technology. Tests of the ISOA
battery were conducted at JPL from February 1981 to May 1982. Two ISOA bat-
teries were used for these tests.
4. The Westinghouse Ni-Fe Battery
During the time period from t1ay 1979 to April 1980, four develop-
mental batteries from the ANL/OPEMprogram were tested in conjunction with
state-of-the-art electric vehicles (see Reference 2). One of the batteries
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tested was the Westinghouse Ni-Fe. This battery had a circulating electrolyte
system to provide cooling and to manage the gasses generated during charging.
Based on these tests, the following recommendation was made to DOE:
"The Westinghouse nickel-iron battery shows potential
for extending vehicle range and performance. Considerable
effort is needed, however, to improve the electrolyte cir-
culation system before this battery can be considered suit-
able for installation within a vehicle. It is recommended
that additional work be done on the electrolyte circulation
system, with emphasis being placed on the safe handling of
the relatively large quantity of hydrogen generated during
charge."l
Based on the results of the t~ay 1979 to April 1980 testing, DOEfunded JPL
to manage a contract, under which Westinghouse was to develop their Ni-Fe
battery sufficiently for integration into an electric vehicle. This contract
was initiated in 1980. Meanwhile, the Westinghoue Ni-Fe battery continued
in the ANLjOEPMprogram and continued to be tested at NBTL. Twoupdated ver-
sions of the Westinghouse battery were tested at JPL from February 1981 to
March 1982.
1Reference 2.
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SECTIONII
EXECUTIVESUMMARY
This report covers testing, done by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, of
three battery subsystems designed for use in electric vehicles:
(1) A nickel-iron (Ni-Fe) battery being developed by Eagle-Picher Indus-
tri es , Incorporated (EPI).
(2) The ISOA (Improved State-of-the-Art) battery, a lead-acid (Pb-A)
battery bei ng developed by the Globe Battery Divi s ion of Johnson
Controls, Incorporated (Globe).
(3) A Ni-Fe battery being developed by Westinghouse Electric Corpora-
tion.
These batteries were tested during the period beginning October 1980 and
ending May 1982.
A. BATTERYDESCRIPTIONS
1. The EPI Ni-Fe Battery
EPI is developing their Ni-Fe battery under a cooperative agreement
with the Swedish National Development Company. The testing covered in this
report was done with a developmental prototype version of the battery. This
developmental battery consisted of a collection of cells packaged as 10-cell
strings with air gaps between each cell for cooling. There was no provision
for handl i ng gasses, and no si ngl e-point wateri ng system; each cell was
vented di rectly to the atmosphere, and each cell was watered separately.
Si ntered pl ates are used for both el ectrodes. The des i gn of the nega-
tive electrode is based on iron-electrode technology from the Swedish National
Development Company. It consists of a sintered, iron-powder plate on an ex-
panded, iron substrate. The positive electrode is an unusually thick (2.0 nm),
s i ntered, ni ekel pl aque which has been el ectrochemi cally impregnated with
active material.
The EPI battery was tested in two configurations: as an 80-cell battery
and as a 90-cell battery. The mass of the 80-cell battery was 595 kg, and
the mass of the gO-cell battery was 670 kg.
2. The Globe ISOA Pb-A Battery
The Globe battery is a complete battery subsystem. It is comprised
of eight 12-V modules (connected in series electrically), a vent/watering
system, and an el ectrol yte st i rri ng system. The vent/wateri ng system vents
gasses during charge and discharge, and also provides a single-point access
for watering. The el ectrolyte sti rring system 1ifts dense el ectrolyte from
the bottom to the top of the cell to prevent electrolyte stratification during
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charge and discharge. The reasons for inclusion of the stirrinq system are
as follows:
o Promote uniform utilization of active materials.
o Minimize the amount of overcharge required.
o Thermal maintenance.
The electrolyte stirring system is used during both charge and discharge.
The stirring action occurs as shown in Figure 2-1: air pulses periodically
travel to individual cells, depressing a column of high-density electrolyte
in one leg of a U-shaped tube in each cell. Most of the electrolyte in the
U-shaped tube is thereby lifted up the second leg and emitted above the elec-
trodes; then, because of its high density, it flows down between the plates.
A small hole near the bottom of the U-shaped tube allows high-density electro-
lyte from the bottom of the cell to refi 11 the tube in preparat i on for the
next air pulse. In thi·s manner, the stirring system prevents stratification
without bubbling air through the electrolyte.
Pasted plates are used for both the negative and the positive electrodes.
The end electrodes in each module are thinner than the interior electrodes,
and a patented grid design is used for all electrodes. The negative plates
are bagged in envelope-type separators. The mass of the Globe battery was
602 kg.
3. The Westinghouse Ni-Fe Battery
The Westinghouse battery is also a complete subsystem. It is com-
prised of ninety cells (connected in series electrically) and an electrolyte
management system (EMS). The EMShas the following functions:
o
o
o
o
o
o
Control battery temperature.
Separate gas from electrolyte and safely vent the gas.
Contain excess electrolyte during charge and supply el ectr-ol yt e to
cells during discharge.
Prevent over-pressure in the system.
Isolate electrolyte from outside air.
Provide a single access for water and electrolyte replenishment.
The EMSis plumbed to the cells through a manifold/header system.
The operation of the EMSis shown in Figure 2-2. Electrolyte and gas
are circulated from the cells to a stainless-steel reservoir. Within the
reservoir, heat exchanger coils are immersed in the electrolyte, and tap
water is used to maintain electrolyte temperature during charge. The reser-
voir is only partially filled with liquid, so it also serves as a separation
chamber for gas and electrolyte. The gas is removed from the reservoir and
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Figure 2-2. Westinghouse Ni-Fe Battery, Electrolyte ManagementSystem (EMS)
exhausted through a tank of water--the bubbl ere The bubbl er serves as a
flame arrestor and also isolates the electrolyte from the outside air to
prevent carbonation. In addition to the EMS suppl ied by Westinghouse, hard-
ware for diluting and venting the gas was added by JPL.
A substrate of sintered, steel fiber is used for both positive and nega-
tive electrodes. Active material for the iron electrode is loaded in the
form of a thick, water-based paste which is pressed into the plaque and dried.
The steel-fiber substrate for the positive, nickel electrode is nickel plated.
Active material is loaded into the pores of the nickel-plated, steel-fiber
substrate by electrochemical precipitation. The mass of the Westinghouse
battery was 607 kg.
B. TEST METHODOLOGY
1. General
Battery subsystem performance was eval uated primari ly by d ri ving
electric vehicles on a chassis dynamometer. In some instances, the batteries
were installed in the vehicle, but, in other instances, the batteries were
connected to the vehicle by an umbilical cord. Two types of vehicle tests
were done: constant-speed tests and driving-schedule tests.
Before a vehicl e-range test, the battery is charged fully. If the bat-
tery type is Ni-Fe, the discharge normally begins within 10 min after com-
pletion of recharge. If the battery type is Pb-A, the battery is normally
1eft stand i ng after compl et i on of recharge unti 1 battery temperature is at
23 +3°C. The time interval between the end of charge and the start of di s-
charge for a Pb-A battery is usually about 10 to 20 h. These pretest criteria
were established to provide repeatable data. It was felt that self-discharge
woul d be the pa rameter havi ng the most effect on the performance of Ni-Fe
batteries, so the time interval during which self-discharge could occur was
limited to 10 min to minimize variation in test results. Similarly, it was
felt that temperature would be the parameter having the most effect on the
performance of Pb-A batteries, so the allowable variation in pretest battery
temperature was restricted. However, some vehicle tests were done specifical-
ly to evaluate the effects of self-discharge and temperature; for the purposes
of this evaluation, the pretest criteria of time between charge and discharge
and of battery temperature were varied.
The terminafion criteria used for range tests are as follows:
(1) Low voltage. If battery voltage drops below a minimum level, the
test is terminated. There are two minimum-voltage criteria speci-
fied far each battery: one during cruise or idle and one during
acceleration.
(2) Speed. During constant-speed tests, if vehicle speed cannot be
maintained within 95%of the specifed value, the test is terminated.
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(3) Acceleration. During driving-schedule tests, if the acceleration
portion of the profile cannot be completed within 2 5 of the time
specified by the procedure, the test is terminated.
2. Testing of the EPI Battery
Fi fteen vehi cl e range tests of the aO-cell EPI battery were at-
tempted. Ten of these tests were successful. Five vehicl e-range tests of
SCT-2 with the gO-cell EPI battery were attempted. All of these range tests
were successful. The voltage-termination criteria used for all range tests
was 1.0 V/cell during cruise or idle, 0.5 V/cell during acceleration.
A limited amount of testing was done with the aO-ce11 battery to deter-
mine the effect of sel f-di scharge on the capacity of the EPI battery. The
purpose of these tests was not to provide data for a detailed analysis, but
rather to assess the importance of this effect. The procedure for these
tests was s imil ar to the procedure used for the range tests. As for the
range tests, a full recharge was done fi rst, but the battery was 1eft stand-
ing for a longer time between the end of charge and the start of discharge.
The same charge procedure was used before all vehicle tests of the EPI
battery: after a full di scharge, the battery was recharged unt il 300 Ah had
been returned; after a partial discharge, the battery was recharged until
120% of the previous discharge (on a coulombic basis) had been returned.
Charging was always done at a constant, 60-A rate. Thi s charge procedure
was specified by the manufacturer.
Maintenance was performed every second charge/discharge cycle. The
maintenance procedure consisted of watering the individual cells until the
sight glass on each cell indicated that it was full, cleaning salt deposits
off the tops of the cells, and checking the vents on each cell.
3. Testing of the Globe Battery
Two Globe ISOAbatteries were used for the vehicle tests. The first
battery (designated ISOA-1) underwent twenty charge/discharge cycles in the
vehicle-test program and then began to show a loss of capacity. The vehicle
testing was, therefore, continued with a second battery (designated ISOA-2).
The ISOA-1 battery was returned to Globe for analysis, and the capacity loss
was found to be the result of inadequate electrolyte stirring. Shortly after
the start of testing with the ISOA-2 battery, this battery was inadvertently
subjected to an excessive overcharge. Damage to the battery as a result of
the overcharge affected performance during driving-schedule tests, but did
not affect performance during constant-speed driving.
Eight vehicle-range tests with the ISOA-1 battery were attempted. All
of these range tests were successful. Twenty-one vehic1e-ranqe tests of the
ISOA-2 battery were attempted. Nine of these tests were successful. The
voltage-termination criteria used for range tests with the ISOA-1 battery
was 1.65 V/cell during cruise or idle, 1.3 V/cell during acceleration. The
voltage-termination criterion during cruise was raised to 1.75 Vlcell for
tests with the ISOA-2 battery because it was felt that the lower termination
voltage might be damaging to the battery.
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A limited amount of testing was done with the ISOA-2 battery to observe
the effects of temperature on battery performance. Two consecutive 72 km/h
(45 mi/h) range tests were done to observe the effect of temperature on capa-
city. In addition, a Schedule D test was done at an elevated temperature to
observe the effect of temperature on effective internal resistance.
A taper-charge procedure was used with the Globe battery: the battery
was charged at 48 A until voltage reached a maximumlevel; voltage was then
maintained for 9 h. The maximumvoltage level is temperature compensated:
it is reduced at high temperatures and increased at low temperatures. At
27°C, the maximumvoltage level is 2.67 V/cell, and the temperature compen-
sation useJ with this battery is -0.007 V/oC/cell.
Hatering of the Globe ISOAbattery is required after every 3,000 Ah of
charge. Several attempts to use the battery IS wateri ng system resul ted in
the battery being overfilled. Every time this happened, electrolyte would
be forced out of the battery through the watering and electrolyte stirring
systems duri ng the subsequent recharge. However, when the wateri ng system
was used immediately after recharge (while the electolyte level was raised
by gas bubbl es on the pl ates), it worked correctly, and the battery was not
overfilled.
4. Testing of the Westinghouse Battery
Fifteen vehi cl e-range test s of the Westi nghouse battery were at-
tempted. Thi rteen of these tests were successful. The voltage-termination
criteria used for range tests was 1.0 V/cell during cruise or idle, 0.5 V/cell
during acceleration.
A 1imited amount of testing was done to determine the effect of self-
discharge on the capacity of the Westinghouse battery. The purpose of these
tests was not to provide data for a detailed analysis, but rather to assess
the importance of thi s effect. The procedure for these tests was simi 1ar to
the procedure used for the range tests. As for the range tests, a full re-
charge was done fi rst, but the battery was 1e f t .st andt ng for a longer time
between the end of charge and the start of discharge.
Several probl ems were encountered duri ng test i ng of the Westi nghouse
battery, including the following:
°
°
°
Electrolyte leaks.
Cracks in cell cases.
Cell failures.
The charge procedure used during range tests with the Westinghouse bat-
tery is as follows: the battery is charged at 70 A until it reaches 157 V;
the voltage is then maintained, and current is allowed to taper; the charge
is terminated at 300 Ah.
t~dintenance was performed as needed. Lights on the charger indicate
whether the el ectrolyte 1evel in the reservoi r or the water 1evel in the
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bubbler are low.
discharge cycle.
cycles.
Water was added to the reservoir every second charge/
Water was added to the bubbler approximately every twenty
C. DISCUSSIONOF TEST RESULTS
1. Capacity
Figure 2-3, a plot of specific energy versus power, shows the capa-
city obtained from each of the two Ni-Fe batteries during constant-speed-
range tests. As shown in this figure, the specific energy of the EPI battery
is substantially higher than the specific energy of the Westinghouse battery.
Figure 2-4 shows the capacity obtained from the Globe battery during
constant-speed-range tests at 23°C. In addition, the estimated capacity of
the Globe battery at 33°C (the average end-of-charge temperature of the Globe
battery) is shown in this figure.
The sensitivity of capacity to discharge rate is an important aspect of
electric-vehicle batteries. In electric-vehicle applications, it is advanta-
geous for battery capacity to have little sensitivity to discharge rate be-
cause the power demands during normal use will vary. If battery capacity is
relatively insensitive to these variations, vehicle range will be more con-
sistent and predictable--especially under strenuous driving conditions. The
capacity of the Ni-Fe batteries is less sensitive to discharge rate than is
the capacity of the Globe ISOA battery. The EPI Ni-Fe battery perfo rms es-
pecially well in this respect.
2. Self-Di scharge
In general, the capac i ty of a fully-charged Pb-A battery will re-
main relatively stable over a period of several days, but the capacity of a
Ni-Fe battery wi 11 decrease substanti ally, due to self-di scharge, as the
battery stands without an applied load. Because of this self-discharge, the
capac ity data obtained from vehi cl e-range tests of the two Ni-Fe batteries
is only representative of the capacity available immediately following charge
termination. If the vehicle-range tests with the Ni-Fe batteries had been
preceded by a one or two day open-c t rcuit stand, as were the range tests
with the Globe Pb-A battery, less capacity would have been obtained. Figure
2-5, a plot of capacity loss versus open-circuit stand time, compares the
effect of self-discharge on the capacity of each of the two Ni-Fe batteries.
As shown in Figure 2-5, the EPI and the Westinghouse batteries have dif-
fering self-discharge characteristics: for the first 24 h, both batteries
lose capacity at about the same rate, but after 24 h, the rate of self-dis-
charge is substantially 1ess for the EPI battery than for the Westinghouse
battery. Thus, over a period of several days, self-discharge would be less
of a problem with the EPI battery than with the Westinghouse battery.
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3. Internal Resistance
In a vehicle application, the vehicle/battery interface must be
given consideration. The voltage response of the battery under a load is an
important part of this interface: if a momentary load presented to the bat-
tery produces a large voltage drop, a high battery current will be required
to satisfy the power demand.
High momentary loads occur during acceleration. For the following rea-
sons, it is di sadvantageous for the momentary loads presented to the bat-
tery, during normal vehicle operation, to produce a large voltage drop:
o The resulting high battery current can cause damage to components
through resistive heating.
o The motor operates less efficiently under conditions of low voltage
and high current.
o Battery capacity is depleted more quickly and less efficiently at
higher current densities.
For a given power requirement, the greater the battery's effective internal
resistance, the larger the voltage drop. The effective internal resistance
of a battery varies with depth-of-discharge.
In Figure 2-6, the effect ive internal resi stance of each of the three
developmental batteries has been voltage-normalized and plotted versus depth-
of-discharge. As shown in this figure, the Globe battery has less internal
resi stance than either of the two Ni-Fe batteri es , Thus the Globe battery
could be expected to exhibit the least voltage drop during acceleration.
4. Recharge Characteristics
The recharge efficiencies typically obtained from the three de-
velopmental batteries during vehicle testing are shown in Table 2-1. During
vehicle testing, discharges were seldom terminated before 100% depth-of-
discharge, whereas, during normal use, the batteries would seldom be dis-
charged below about 80%depth-of-discharge. In addition, the charge procedures
generally were tailored to provide maximumcapacity rather than maximumre-
charge efficiency. Because vehicle-range testing is not representative of
normal use patterns, the recharge efficiency data shown in Table 2-1 may not
be representative of the efficiencies that would be obtained in a vehicle
application.
Although the efficiency data in Table 2-1 was not obtained under condi-
tions of normal use, these data provide information on the relative charge
efficiencies of these battery technologies. As shown in Table 2-1, the Globe
ISOAbattery demonstrated the highest energy effici ency (71%). The enerqy
efficiency of the Westinghouse battery (39%) is much lower than that of the
other batteries.
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Tab1e 2-1. Typical Energy, Coulombic, and Voltage Efficiencies
Recharge Coulombic Recharge
Energy Recharge Voltage
Effi ci ency , Efficiency, Efficiency,
Battery % % %
EPI 60 77 79
Globe 71 86 83
Westinghouse 39 56 70
The power requirements for charging these batteries are substantial:
9 kWfor the 90-cell EPI battery, 5 kWfor the Globe battery, and 10 kWfor
the Westinghouse battery. These requirements include only the dc power into
the battery from the charger. The power required from a wall outlet would
be higher because of charger inefficiencies. The high power required to
charge these batteries may present difficulties for residential users.
5. Gassing
These batteries release large amounts of hydrogen gas each charge/
discharge cycle. The 90-cell EPI battery releases about 2300'£. The Globe
battery releases about 9001. The Westinghouse battery releases about
2600 i. Hydrogen has a broad flammability range in air. Safety provisions
should be carefully considered, especially for the Ni-Fe batteries.
D. CONCLUSIONS
The EPI Ni-Fe battery was found to have the highest specific energy. The
capacity of this battery is relatively insensitive to discharge rate, so spe-
cific energy at high discharge rates is especially good. The Globe ISOA
Pb-A battery also demonstrated good specific energy characteristics. The
Globe battery was found to have a higher specific energy than Pb-A batteries
previously tested at JPL. The specific energy of the Westinghouse Ni-Fe
battery was found to be lower than that of the other two developmental bat-
teries.
The EPI and the Westinghouse batteries lose capacity during open-circuit
stand as a result of self-discharge. Although significant, the magnitude of
the sel f-di scharge effect is not 1arge enough to precl ude use of the Ni-Fe
batteries for electric-vehicle propulsion.
Both the EPI and the Globe battery exhi bited a moderate voltage drop
during acceleration. In a well-designed vehicle system, voltage drop is not
likely to be a problem with these batteries. However, the Westinghouse bat-
tery exhibited much more voltage drop during acceleration.
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The Globe battery demonstrated the highest recharge efficiency during the
vehicle tests. The recharge efficiency of the EPI battery was moderate t but
the efficiency of the Westinghouse battery was quite poor.
During charge t the amount of hydrogen gas released by the Ni-Fe batteries
is about twice as much as that released by the Globe battery. Ther-ef'or-e,
safety duri ng recharge is of greater concern with the two Ni-Fe batteri es
than with the Globe battery.
E. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are based on the results of the vehicle
tests and on the experience gained in handling the battery systems rluring
testing:
(1) The performance of the EPI Ni-Fe battery system is promisin9t es-
pecially in terms of energy capacitYt and continued development is
encouraged.
(2) The Globe ISOAbattery technology offers the potential for good
battery perfo rmance with a minimumof mai ntenance and safety re-
quirements. Development of this technology should be continued.
(3) If development work with the Westinghouse Ni-Fe battery is to be
ccnt inued , the reasons for the low capac t ty , high internal resis-
t ance , and poor recharge efficiency of this battery should be rle-
termined. Any further development work on this battery technology
should be concentrated on alleviating these problems.
(4) More research should be done to determine the optimum recharqe
procedure for the EPI Ni-Fe battery.
(5) The cooling requirements of the EPI battery during operation in
high ambient temperature conditions should be investigated.
(6) Further development work should be done to improve the Globe water-
ing system.
(7) Further testing should be done to quantify the effects of tempera-
ture on these batteries and to fully characteri ze sel f-di scharge
of the Ni-Fe batteries.
(8) All three developmental batteries generate hydrogen qas , and ade-
quate safety precautions should be a primary consideration in their
use.
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SECTIONII I
BATTERYDESCRIPTIONS
A. THEEPI NI-FE BATTERY
EPI is developing their Ni-Fe battery under a cooperative agreement
with the Swedish National Development Company. The testing covered in this
report was done with a developmental prototype version of the battery. This
developmental b~ttery consisted of a collection of cells packaged as la-cell
strings. There was no provision for handling gasses, and no single-point
wateri ng system; each cell was vented di rectly to the atmosphere, and each
cell was watered separately. At JPL, nine 10-cell battery strings were in-
stalled in a plywood box (shown in Figure 3-1). This box had two IOO-ft 3/min,
squirrel-cage fans mounted on opposite sides for cooling and hydrogen dilu-
tion. A 4-in. diameter hose was installed to collect the gas mixture and
vent it outside. During charge and discharge, the box was kept covered.
For tests of the gO-cell battery, all nine strings were connected in series;
for tests of the BO-cell battery, one IO-cell string was bypassed.
Sintered plates are used for both electrodes. The design of the negative
el ectrode is based on i ron-el ectrode technology from the Swedish National
Development Company. It consists of a sintered, iron-powder plate on an ex-
panded, iron substrate. The positive electrode is an unusually thick (2.0 mm),
sintered, nickel plaque which has been electrochemically impregnated with
active material (Reference 3).
The cells are packaged individually, and have the following dimensions:
5.5-cm wide, 17.5-cm long, and 28.0-cm high. The cells are joined into
strings as shown in Figure 3-2. There are air gaps between each cell for
cooling (Reference 3). A single cell is shown in Figure 3-3. The vent plug
and the watering point are visible on the top of the 'cell, and the intercell
connector is visible on the side of the cell. Each l O-cel l string is con-
tained within a separate frame. The mass of a 10-cell string and frame is
74 kg.
B. THEGLOBEISOAPB-ABATTERY
The Globe battery (shown in Figure 3-4) is a complete battery subsystem.
It is comprised of eight 12-V modules (connected in series electrically), a
vent/watering system, and an electrolyte stirring system. The vent/watering
system vents gasses during charge and discharge, and also provides a single-
point access for watering. The electrolyte stirring system lifts dense
el ectrolyte from the bottom to the top of the cell to prevent el ectrolyte
stratification during charge and discharge. The reasons for inclusion of
the stirring system (Reference 4) are as follows:
(1) Promote uniform utilization of active materials.
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Figur e 3-1 . The EPI Ni - Fe Battery, JPL Install ati on in a Pl ywood Box
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(2) Minimize the amount of overcharge required.
(3) Thermal maintenance.
Both the vent/watering and the electrolyte stirring systems are controlled
by a single electronics package. The system operating mod~ is selected
with a switch that can be set to one of three positions: CIRCULATE,WATER,
or OFF.
A diagram of the vent/watering system is shown in Figure 3-5. A common
mani fol dis used both for venting gasses duri ng operation and for wateri ng.
Two valves determine the configuration of the system. Normally, the valves
are positioned so the manifold vents the battery gasses through flame arrestors
to the outside air. When the batteries are being watered, these two valves
are positioned so that the inlet side of the manifold is open to the water
reservoir and the outlet side is open to the vacuum pump. The manifold is
directional, so water from the reservoir fills each cell consecutively and
then the vacuum pump circul ates excess water back to the reservoir. The
vacuum pump runs only during watering.
The electrolyte stirring system operates whenever the main, three-posi-
tion switch is set to the CIRCULATEposition. It is used during both charge
and discharge. The stirring action occurs as shown in Figure 3-6: air
pulses periodically travel to individual cells, depressing a column of high-
density electrolyte in one leg of a U-shaped tube in each cell. Most of the
electrolyte in the U-shaped tube is thereby lifted up the second leg and
emitted above the electrodes; then, because of its high density, it flows
down between the plates. A small hole near the bottom of the U-shaped tube
allows high-density electrolyte from the bottom of the cell to refill the
tube in preparation for the next air pulse. In this manner, the stirring
system prevents stratification without bubbling air through the electrolyte
(Reference 4).
A diagram of the electrolyte stirring system is shown in Figure 3-7.
When one of the valves opens, air pulses travel to all the cells in four of
the eight modules. The sequence of operations for this system is shown in
Figure 3-8. The air pump turns on every 20 s, and runs until the accumulator
pressure reaches an upper limit. The pump is then turned off and one of the
valves is opened, initiating an air pulse. The air pulse lasts until the
accumul ator pressure drops to a lower 1imit. The val ve then closes, terminat-
ing the pulse. The valves are operated electronically, and they are activated
alternately so that (as shown in Figure 3-7) one air pulse will pass through
Valve 1 to one half of the cells, and the next 'atr pulse will pass through
Valve 2 to the other half of the cells. The air pump is powered by the
battery and, when it is on, it draws 9.8 W.
Pasted plates are used for both the negative and the positive electrodes.
The end electrodes in each module are thinner than the interior electrodes,
and a patented grid design is used for all electrodes. The negative plates
are bagged in envelope-type separators. Module cases are made of polypropy-
lene and have the following dimensions: 33-cm wide, 38-cm long, and 30-cm
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high. The mass of a sing1e module is about 74 kg; the mass of the air pump
is 4.6 kg; the total mass of the other accessori es, excl udi ng i ntermodul e
cables, is 1.5 kg.
C. THEWESTINGHOUSENI-FE BATTERY
The Westi nghouse battery (shown in Fi gure 3-9) is also a compl ete sub-
system. It is comprised of ninety cells (connected in series electrically)
and an electrolyte management system (Et~S). The Et~S has the following
functions:
(1) Control battery temperature.
(2) Separate gas from electrolyte and safely vent the gas.
(3) Contain excess electrolyte during charge and supply electrolyte to
cells during discharge.
(4) Prevent over-pressure in the system.
(5 ) Isolate electrolyte from outside air.
( 6) Provide a single access for water and el ectrolyte rep 1en i shment.
The ~1S is plumbed to the cells through a manifold/header system.
The operation of the EMSis shown in Figure 3-10. Electrolyte and gas
are circulated from the cells to a stainless-steel reservoir. Within the
reservoir, heat exchanger coils are immersed in the electrolyte, and tap water
is used to maintain electrolyte temperature during charge. The reservoir is
only partially filled with liquid, so it also serves as a separation chamber
for gas and electrolyte. The gas is removed from the reservoir and exhausted
through a tank of water--the bubbler. The bubbler serves as a flame arrestor
and also isolates the electrolyte from the outside air to prevent carbonation.
In addition to the EMS supplied by Westinghouse, hardware for diluting and
venting the gas was added by JPL: exhaust gas from the bubbler is captured
by a vent tube and diluted with air by a blower before being exhausted outside
(Reference 5).
Plumbing for the 8~S is shown in Figure 3-11. The electrolyte pump is
in the feed line from the reservoir to the cells. The pump can be run either
continuously or at regular intervals, and the on/off timing can be varied.
The pump draws 242 W when it is running. System pressure is monitored by a
pressure guage in the feed line. Flow through the cells is controlled by a
bypass line which allows electrolyte to be shunted back to the reservoir;
a valve controls flow through the bypass line. Each cell has a separate
fluid inlet and outlet for electrolyte circulation, and flow paths through
each of the cell s are in parallel.
A substrate of sintered, steel fiber is used for both positive and nega-
tive electrodes. Active material for the iron electrode is loaded in the
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Figure 3-9. The Westinghouse Ni-Fe Battery
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form of a thick, water-based paste which is pressed into the plaque and dried.
The steel-fiber substrate for the positive, nickel electrode is nickel plated.
Active material is loaded into the pores of the nickel-plated, steel-fiber
substrate by electrochemical precipitation. The cell cases are made of in-
jection molded polyphenylene oxide. Cell dimensions are 4.4-cm wide, H~-cm
long, and 27-cm high. Each row of cells is bracketed by two end plates and
bound with steel bands. The mass of a single cell is 5.42 kq ; the mass of
the intercell cables is 11 kg; the total mass of the two tanks is 44 kg; the
mass of the electrolyte is 57 kg; the total mass of the hoses and manifolds
is 7 kg.
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SECTIONIV
TESTMETHODOLOGY
A. INTRODUCTION
Battery subsystem performance was evaluated primarily by driving elec-
tri c vehi cl es on a chass is dynamometer. In some instances, the batteri es
were installed in the vehicle; in other instances, the batteries were con-
nected to the vehicl e by an umbil ical cord. The speci fic test configura-
tions for each battery are described later in this section. The test vehicles,
general test procedures, and specific details of test procedures for each
battery are also described in this section. The test results are presented
in Section V. The vehicle tests were conducted in JPL's Automotive Research
Facility. The data acquisition capabilities of this facility are described
in Appendix C. During the tests, both analog and digital data were acquired
and recorded on magnetic tape. The parameters that were normally recorded
during each test are listed in Appendix D.
A Clayton twin-roll dynamometer, with 218-mrn(8.6-in.) diameter rollers
and direct-drive inertia weights in increments of 57 kg (125 l b) , was used
for the vehicle tests. Aerodynamic loads are simulated with a hydraulic
power-absorption unit. The load due to the power-absorption unit is nominally
proportional to the cube of roller speed. The magnitude of the proportion-
ality constant can be varied, and it is set by adjusting the power-absorption
unit to a specified load while operating the dynamometer at a specified,
constant speed. Rolling losses are simulated by adjusting the tire pressure
and the proportion of vehicle weight which is on the rollers. The dynamometer-
calibration procedure is described in Reference 6.
In addition to the vehicle tests, a few constant-current-discharge tests
were al so done. These tests were done to condition the batteries and for
various special purposes as expl ained by the test hi story for each battery.
A resistive load was used for these tests.
B. ELECTRIC-VEHICLETESTPROCEDURE
1. Pretest Preparat ion
Before a vehicle-range test, the battery is charged fully. If the
battery type is Ni-Fe, the discharge normally begins within 10 min after
completion of recharge. If the battery type is Pb-A, the battery is normally
left standing after completion of recharge until battery temperature is at
23 +3°C. The time interval between the end of charge and the start of dis-
charge for a Pb-A battery is usually about 10 to 20 h. These pretest criteria
were established to provide repeatable data. It was felt that self-discharge
would be the parameter havi ng the most effect on the perfo rmance of Ni-Fe
batteries, so the time interval during which sel f-discharge could occur was
limited to 10 min to minimize variation in test results. Similarly, it was
fel t that temperature would be the parameter having the most effect on the
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perfonnance of Pb-A batteries, so the all owabl e variation in pretest battery
temperature was restricted. However, some vehicle tests were done specifi-
cally to eval uate the effects of sel f-di scharge and temperature; for the
purposes of this evaluation, the pretest criteria of time between charge
and discharge and of battery temperature were varied.
The test-vehicle temperature and the ambient temperature of the dyna-
mometer room must be 23 +3°C at the start of the test. Before each test,
a dynamometer warm-up is done by spinning the rollers at 80 kmjh (50 mijh)
for 5 min and then at 56 kmjh (35 mi/h) for 5 min.
The test vehicle is then winched onto the dynamometer and configured
for testing. For each vehicle, there is a predetermined vehiclejdynamometer
configuration which consists of an aerodynamic load setting at 80 kmjh
(50 mijh), an inertia weight setting, the tire pressure, and the proportion
of vehicle weight which is on the rollers. The proportion of vehicle weight
on the rollers is controlled by a pneumatic 1ift under the test vehicle. A
fan, positioned in front of the car, is used to simulate the forced-convection
cooling from airflow while driving. Figure 4-1 shows the test set-up. In
this figure, the test vehicle is on the dynamometer rollers; the pneumatic
lift and the fan are positioned as for a test.
Before beginning the test, the following data are recorded:
(1) Battery recharge energy.
(2) Amount of coulombic recharge.
(3) Battery temperature.
(4) Dynamometer aerodynamic load setting.
(5) Tire pressure.
(6) Pneumatic lift pressure.
(7) Vehicle's odometer reading.
2. Conduct i ng the Test
Three types of vehicle tests were done: constant-speed tests, J227a
driving-schedule tests, and EPA Urban Driving Cycle tests. Constant-speed
tests are started by accelerating the vehicle as quickly as possible to
cruise speed. During the test, speed is maintained within 5% of the nominal
crui se speed. The test is termi nated by bri ngi ng the vehi cl e qui ckl y to a
stop. The J227a driving-schedules, shown in Figure 4-2, are JPL-standardized
versi ons of the SAE J227a profi 1es , Schedul e C and Schedul e D tests were
done. Tables 4-1 and 4-2 give a time-versus-velocity breakdown of these
profiles. The EPA Urban Driving Cycle profile is shown in Figure 4-3.
While following the driving schedule, the driver is aided by a dual-pen
strip-chart recorder. The time-versus-velocity profile, which is to be fol-
lowed, is drawn in blue ink and, as the test progresses, actual vehicle velo-
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Figure 4-1. DynamometerSet-Up for a Vehicle Test
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Figure 4-2. JPL Standardized J227a C and 0 Drivinq Schedules
Table 4-1. JPL-Standardized Version of J227a Schedule C
Time, Speed, Time, Speed, Time, Speed,
s mi/h s mi/h s mi/h
0 0 21 30.00 54 2.89
1 2.65 t t 55
a 0
2 5.31 56 0
3 7.97 57 0
4 10.60 37 30.00 58 0
5 13.05 38a 30.00 59 0
6 15.28 39 29.19 60 0
7 17.33 40 28.52
t t8 19.18 41 27.899 20.89 42 27.40
10 22.43 43 26.95 78 0
11 23.83 44 26.59 79 0
12 25.08 45 26.27 80a Repeat cycle
13 26.21 46a 26.00 starting at
14 27.20 47 23.11 o s
15 28.07 48 20.22
16 28.82 49 17.33
17 29.45 50 14.44
18a 30.00 51 11.56
19 30.00 52 8.67
20 30.00 53 5.78
aOenotes transition points from one mode to another (i.e., acceleration
to cruise).
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Table 4-2. JPL Standardized Version of J227a Schedule D
Time, Speed, Time, Speed, Time, Speed,
s mijh s mijh s mijh
0 0 25 43.31 91 19.00
1 2.56 26 43.93 92 15.83
2 5.12 27 44.49 93 12.67
3 7.68 28a 45.00 94 9.50
4 10.24 29 45.00 95 6.33
5 12.80 30 45.00 96 3.17
6 15.36
t t
97a 0
7 17.79 98 n
8 20.08 99 0
9 22.24 75 45.00 100 0
10 24.28 76 45.00
t t11 26.20 77 45.0012 28.01 78a 45.00
13 29.72 79 43.53 120 0
14 31. 34 80 42.33 121 0
15 32.85 81 41. 33 122a Repeat cycle
16 34.27 82 40.40 startinq at
17 35.60 83 39.53 o s
18 36.85 84 38.73
19 38.01 8Sa 38.00
20 39.09 86 34.83
21 40.08 87 31.67
22 41. 00 88 28.50
23 41.85 89 25.33
24 42.61 90 22.17
aDenotes transition points from one mode to another (i.e., acceleration
to cruise).
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Figure 4-3. EPAUrban Driving Cycle Profile
city is plotted in red ink over the desired profile. Thus, a visual repre-
sentation of driving accuracy is continuously available as feedback to the
driver. The purpose of the strip-chart recorder is to enhance the repeata-
bility of driving-schedule tests.
The instrumentation hardware used for data acquisition and power measure-
ment during electric-vehicle testing is described in Appendix C. During a
test, about 40 data channels are scanned, at a rate of about 500 channels/s,
and written to magnetic tape for later processing. Test data are also printed
by an alphanumeric printer for a "quick-look" capability during the test.
3. Test Termination Criteria
Normal termination of a vehicle-range test occurs when the battery
is fully discharged. The termination criteria used for range tests are as
follows:
(1) Low voltage. If battery voltage drops below a minimum level, the
test is terminated. There are two minimum-voltage criteria speci-
fi ed for each battery: one duri ng crui se or i d1e and one duri ng
acceleration. Minimum voltages for each battery are given in Ap-
pendix A.
(2) Speed. During constant-speed tests, if vehicle speed cannot be
maintained within 95% of the specified value, the test is termi-
nated.
(3) Acceleration. During J227a driving-schedule tests, if the accelera-
tion portion of the profile cannot be completed within 2 s of the
time specified by the procedure, the test is terminated.
In actual testing, valid constant-speed range tests are almost invariably
terminated by the low-voltage criterion, and valid driving-schedule range
tests are usually terminated by the acceleration criterion.
In addition to these criteria, vehicle tests are terminated if any
component (motor, battery, controller, etc.) overheats. Also, tests are
sometimes terminated by vehicle or equipment failures. A test that is termi-
nated by component overheating, or by vehicle or equipment failure is consi-
dered an invalid range test.
4. Post-Test Processi ng of Data
Test data are recorded on magnetic tape during the test and processed
1ater with a main-frame computer. Test data from the magnet i c-tape record
are routinely plotted and tabulated on printouts. The magnetic-tape data
can also be manipulated in a number of ways: calculations involving data
from one or more channels can be done; the data can be integrated or differ-
entiated with respect to time; and expanded plots of a portion of the test
can be made. Additional operations are also possible.
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C. GASSING-RATEMEASUREMENTS
The gassing rate of the Globe and the Westinghouse batteries was mea-
sured during charge using the set-up shown in Figure 4-4. A large container
(the outer tUbe) was filled with water. A pipe was inserted into the bottom
of thi s outer tube and extended upwards to open above the surface of the
water. The battery gasses were channelled into this pipe. A second container
(the inner tube) was inverted and placed inside the outer tube to trap the
gas from the pi pe , As gas is evol ved by the battery, the inner tube ri ses,
sliding along two guide rails. Pressure inside the inner tube is controlled
with a counterweight and monitored with a U-tube manometer. A scale on the
side of the inner tube is used for taking volumetric measurements. Volume
and fill time are measured at intervals during charge, and gassing rate is
calculated from these measurements.
D. TEST-BEDELECTRICVEHICLES
1. ETV-l-l and ETV-I-2
Twoof the vehicles used for testing these batteries were DOEls
Electric-Test-Vehicle-One (ETV-l) vehicles. These two cars are essentially
i dent i cal, although there are some performance di fferences between them.
They were designed and built by the General Electric Companyand the Chrysler
Corporation under contract to DOE. Construction was completed in 1979. The
vehicles are two-door fastbacks, and the vehicle dimensions are 4.30-m (169.4-
in.) long, 1.67-m (65.7-in.) wide, 1.31-m (51.6-in.) high, with a 2.49-m (98.0-
in.) wheelbase (Reference 7). A picture of an ETV-l vehicle is shown in
Figure 4-5.
The ETV-l vehicles have a curb weight of 1520 kg (3350 lb) and a gross-
vehicle weight of 1792 kg (3950 l b) , They are front-wheel-drive vehicles,
with 1978 Dodge Omni front suspensions. A single-speed transaxle developed
by the Chrysler Corporation is used.
The motor, made by General Electric, is a separately-excited, shunt-
wound, dc motor. The continuous-power-output rating is 15 kW (Reference 7).
At low speeds, field strength is at a maximum, and motor speed is con-
trolled by varying armature power with a chopper circuit. At higher speeds,
full battery voltage is maintained across the armature, and motor speed is
controlled by varying the field strength with another chopper circuit. A
quick-disconnect system prevents battery current from going above 400 A
(Reference 7). During deceleration, regenerative braking occurs at all motor
speeds.
The accessories are powered by an auxiliary 12-V battery. A qasoline-
fueled heater, with a I-gal fuel tank, is provided to heat the passenger
compartment and to defrost the windshield.
The two ETV-l vehicles have been designated ETV-l-l and ETV-I-2. r~ost
of the ETV-l testing was done with ETV-I-2. However, during tests of the
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Globe ISOA battery, ETV-1-2 developed operational prob1 ems requi nng exten-
sive repair. Therefore, testing of the ISOA battery was completed with
ETV-1-1. The only discernab1e performance difference between the two vehicles
occurs during deceleration: ETV-1-2 returns more regenerative energy to the
battery during deceleration than does ETV-1-1.
2. SCT-2
Another electric vehicle used for the battery testing was an R-1
E1ectri c by South Coast Technology (SCT), des i gnated SCT-2. SCT-2 is a
1979 Volkswagen Rabbit that has been modified by SCTto operate as an elec-
tric vehicle. Its dimensions are 3.94-m (155.3-in.) long, 1.61-m (63.4-in.)
wide, 1.41-m (55.5-in.) high, with a 2.40-m (94.5-in) wheelbase. It is a
two-door, hatch-back model. A picture of SCT-2 is shown in Figure 4-6.
As a result of the conversion, the curb weight was increased from 880 kg
(1940 l b) to 1424 kg (3140 l b}, and the gross-vehicle weight was increased
from 1309 kg (2887 l b) to 1633 kg (3600 l b}, Several modifications were
made to handle the increased vehicle weight: the rear suspension was re-
designed, and the front and rear shock absorbers were replaced by heavy-duty
Koni shock absorbers. SCT-2 is a front-whee1-drive vehicle, and the Rabbit's
four-speed, manual transax1e and clutch assembly have been retained.
The motor, made by Si emans Motor Company of Germany, is a seperate1y-
excited, shunt-wound, dc traction motor. The continuous-power-output rating
is 17 kW, and the peak-power-output rating is 33 kW. Base (idle) speed is
1800 rev/min, and the recommended maximum speed is 6700 rev/min. Motor
temperat ure is monitored by two internal thermi stors. A two-speed blower
cools the motor while the vehicle is being driven. The blower remains on low
speed unless motor temperature rises to 75°C; then it switches to high speed.
Vehicle speed is controlled by varying the motor's field strength with
a 20-Hz chopper. Under normal conditions, armature current varies in response
to changes in the fi e1d strength. but the armature current is 1imited to a
maximumof 300 A. In addition to the logic for speed control under normal
conditions, logic has been added to limit armature current to a maximum of
150 A if the motor temperature reaches 115°C. Ouri ng dece1 erat ion, regen-
erative braking occurs as long as motor speed is above 1800 rev/min.
The accessories are powered by an auxiliary 12-V battery. A gaso1ine-
fueled heater, with a I-gal fuel tank, is provided to heat the passenger
compartment and to defrost the windshield.
E. TESTINGOF THEEPI BATTERY
1. General
At the time of these te§ts, development of the EPI battery was not
sufficiently advanced to allow installation in a vehicle. The battery was,
therefore, kept in a plywood box. Fans, for cooling the battery and for
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Figure 4-6. 5CT-2
Iii
pur qf nq gasses, were installed in the box. A 20-ft umbilical cord was used
t car ry battery power to the vehicle being tested. The umbilical cord con-
sisted of two cables of 4/0 annealed copper wire (resistance = 4.9 x 10- 5
Q /ft) and two 350-A connectors (resistance = 50 fLQ/contact). The EPI bat-
tery was tested in both an 80-cell and a 90-cell configuration with SCT-2,
and it was tested in an 80-cell configuration with ETV-I-2.
The same charge procedure was used before all vehicl e tests of the EPI
battery: after a full discharge, the battery was recharged until 300 Ah had
been returned; after a partial discharge, the battery was recharged until
120% of the previous discharge (on a coulombic basis) had been returned.
Charging was always done at a constant, 60-A rate. Tni s charge procedure
was specified by the manufacturer.
Maintenance was performed every second charge/discharge cycle. The
maintenance procedure consisted of watering the individual cells until the
sight glass on each cell indicated that it was full, cleaning salt deposits
off the tops of the cells, and checking the vents on each cell.
2. Range Tests
Fifteen vehicl e range tests of the 80-cell EPI battery were at-
tempted. Ten of these tests (Battery Cycles 106, 110, 118, 120, 121, 122,
123, 124, 125, and 126) were successful. Three of the attempted range
tests (Battery Cycles 107,108, and 109) were invalidated by operational
probl ems with ETV-1-2. Two of the attempted range tests wi th SCT-2 were
inval idated by motor overheating. These two range tests were an 88 krn/h
(55 mi/h) test and a Schedule 0 test. Because SCT-2 limits armature current
when the motor overheats (see description of SCT-2 in this section), speed
could not be maintained during the 88 km/h (55 mi/h) test, and the acceler-
at i on profi 1e coul d not be met duri ng the Schedul e 0 test. The successful
range tests with SCT-2 consisted of constant-speed tests at 56 km/h (35 mi/h),
72 km/h (45 mi/h), and 80 km/h (50 mi/h), and of Schedule C driving tests.
The successful range tests wi th ETV-1-2 consi sted of constant-speed tests
at 56 km/h (35 mi/h), 72 km/h (45 mi/h), and 88 km/h (55 mi/h) and of Schedule
C and Schedule 0 driving tests.
Fi ve ve hi c 1e - ran get est s (Batt e ry Cyc 1es 135 , 136, 137, 138 , and 140)
of SCT-2 with the the 90-cell EPI battery were attempted; all of these
range tests were successful. These range tests consisted of constant-speed
tests at 56 km/h (35 mi/h), 72 km/h (45 mi/h), and 88 km/h (55 mi /h), and
of Schedule C and Schedule 0 driving tests.
The voltage-termination criteria used for all range tests were 1.0 Vj
cell during cruise or idle, 0.5 V/cell during acceleration.
3. Sel f-Di scharge Tests
A limited amount of testing (Battery Cycles 116, 111, 119, and 128)
was done with the 80-cell battery to determine the effects of self-discharge
and temperature on the capacity of the EPI battery. The purpose of these
tests was not to provide data for a detailed analysis, but rather to assess
the importance of these effects.
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The procedure for these tests was simil ar to the procedure used for the
range tests. As for the range tests, a full recharge was done first, but the
battery was left standing for a longer time between the end of charge and the
start of discharge. Two tests (Battery Cycles 116 and 119) were done with a
24-h stand period between charge and discharge. During the stand period for
Battery Cycle 119, a 120-V float charge was maintained across the battery to
prevent self-discharge, but during the stand period for the other test, no
such sel f-di scharge compensation was used. Simil arly, two tests (Battery
Cycles 117 and 128) were done with a 67-h stand period between charge and
discharge. Again, this was done both ways: once with the 120-V float charge
and once with no self-discharge compensation.
In addition to these tests, the 80-cell battery was inadvertently left
to stand for 0.5 h between the end of charge and the start of discharge
during Battery Cycle 115.
4. Test History
The EPI battery was received at JPL on October 17, 1980. Prior to
test i ng at JPL, it had been tested by EPI and had been through about one
hundred charge/discharge cyc l es i l The charge/discharge cycles accumulated
on this battery during testing at JPL have been numbered starting at Battery
Cycle 101. During testing by EPI, this battery was installed in an electric
vehicle and driven on city streets in July and August. No cooling was pro-
vided during driving, and, as the ambient temperature was 30 to 40°C during
these two months of testing, battery temperature frequently rose above 65°C.
Testing by EPI has indicated that a subsequent loss of capacity can occur
when battery temperature is allowed to rise this high during discharge. 2
The following charge/discharge cycles were done after the battery arrived at
JPL:
Battery Cyc1es
(90-ce11 battery)
101-103
Deseri pt i on
First use after arriving at JPL.
Conditioning cycles.
Discharge at 75 A.
1The exact number of cycles is not known.
2EPI has found that addition of LiOH to the electrolyte will restore capacity,
but this was not donE with the battery tested at JPL (information obtained
by telephone from Ray Cooper of EPI on 8/16/82).
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On October 24, 1980, the battery was configured to a pack of 80 cell s
to be used for vehicle testing. The following charge/discharge cycles were
done with the 80-cell battery:
Batte ry Cyc1es
(80-cell battery)
104 and 105
106
107-109
110-115
116 and 117
118
119
120
121-126
127
128
129
130
Description
Verification tests.
Discharge at 75 A.
First vehicle test.
72 km/h (45 mi/h) range test with ETV-1-2.
Invalid range/diagnostic tests with ETV-1-2.
Operational problems with ETV-I-2 during these tests.
Various range tests with SCT-2.
Self-discharge tests with SCT-2.
72 km/h (45 mi/h) range test with SCT-2.
Self-discharge test with SCT-2.
80 km/h (50 mi/h) range test with SCT-2.
Various range tests with ETV-I-2.
Invalid range test.
Operational problems with ETV-I-2 during this test.
Self-discharge test with 5CT-2.
Schedule C range test with ETV-1-2.
Schedule C range test with SCT-2.
On December 15, 1980, two weak cells wer e replaced and a leaking cell
was repaired. The battery was then reconfigured to a pack of 90 cells. The
following charge/discharge cycles were done with the 90-cell battery:
Battery Cycles
(90-cell battery)
131-133
Description
Conditioning cycles.
Charge to 300 Ah.
Discharge at 75 A.
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Battery Cycles
(90-cell battery, cont1d) Description
134 Conditioning cycle.
Charge to 450 Ah.
Discharge at 58 A.
135-138 Various range tests with SCT-2.
139 Special 72 km/h (45 mi/h) test with SCT-2 to 50%
depth-of-discharge.
140 Obtained magnetic-tape record of data during charge
following partial discharge.
Schedule D range test with SCT-2.
141 Charge to 300 Ah.
Obtained magnetic-tape record of data during charge.
Discharge at 75 A.
Additional information regarding each charge/discharge cycle is given in
Appendices E and F.
F. TESTINGOF THEGLOBEBATTERY
1. General
Two Globe ISOA batteries were used for the vehicle tests. The
fi rst battery (des i gnated ISOA-1) underwent twenty charge/di scharge cycl es
in the vehicle-test program and then began to show a loss of capacity. The
vehicle testing was therefore continued with a second battery (designated
ISOA-2). The ISOA-1 battery was returned to Globe for analysis, and the
capacity loss was found to be the result of inadequate electrolyte stirring.
During the vehicle testing, the ISOA battery was installed in an SCT
R-1 Electric. Vehicl e tests were conducted with ETV-1-1 and ETV-1-2. A
20-ft umbilical cord was used to carry battery power from the SCT vehicle to
the test vehicle. The umbilical cord consisted of two cables of 4/0 annealed
copper wi re (res i stance :: 4.9 x 10- 5 n /ft) and two 350-A connectors (resi s-
tance :: 50 ,un/contact).
One of the test criteria for vehicle-range tests with Pb-A batteries
is that battery temperature must be 23 ~3°C at the start of di scharge. Ouri ng
testing of the ISOA-1 battery, this was accomplished by using a 300-ft 3/min
fan to cool the battery during charge. The fan was not used with the ISOA-2
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battery. Instead, this battery was allowed to stand until battery temperature
was 23 +3°C.
A taper-charge procedure was used with the Globe battery: the battery
was charged at 48 A until voltage reached a maximum level; voltage was then
maintained for 9 h. The maximum voltage level is temperature compensated:
it is reduced at high temperatures and increased at low temperatures. At
27°C, the maximum voltage level is 2.67 V/cell, and the temperature compen-
sation used with this battery is -0.007 V/oC/cell.
Shortly after the start of testing with the ISOA-2 battery, this battery
was inadvertently charged without temperature compensation. As a result,
the battery went into thermal runaway during charge,3 and received an exces-
sive overcharge. Damage to the battery as a result of this incident affec-
ted performance during driving-schedule tests, but did not affect performance
during constant-speed driving.
Watering of the Globe ISOA battery is requi red after every 3,000 Ah of
charge. Several attempts to use the battery's watering system resulted in
the battery being overfilled. Every time this happened, electrolyte was
forced out of the battery through the watering and electrolyte stirring sys-
tems during the sUbsequent recharge. However, when the watering system was
used immediately after recharge (while the electrolyte level was raised by
gas bubbl es on the pl ates), it worked correctly, and the battery was not
overfilled.
2. Range Tests
Eight vehicle-range tests (Battery Cycles 58,59, 60, 61, 62, 63,
64, and 65) of ETV-1-2 with the ISOA-1 battery were attempted; all of these
range tests were successful. These range tests consisted of constant-speed
tests at 56 km/h (35 mi/h), 72 km/h (45 mi/h), and 88 km/h (55 mi/h) and of
Schedule C and Schedule D driving tests.
Twenty-one vehicl e-range tests of the ISOA-2 battery were attempted.
ETV-1-2 was used for the first seven tests, and ETV-1-1 was used for the rest.
Nine of these tests (Battery Cycles 36, 42, 43, 52, 59, 60, 61, 63, and 64)
were valid range tests. All of the driving-schedule tests with the ISOA-2
battery a re cons i dered to be i nva 1i d range test s because damage from the
excess i ve overcharge affected battery performance duri ng these tests. The
valid range tests with the ISOA-2 battery consisted of constant-speed tests
at 56 km/h (35 mi/h), 72 km/h (45 mi/h), and 88 km/h (55 mi/h).
The voltage-termination criteria used for range tests with the ISOA-l
battery were 1.65 V/cell during cruise or idle, 1.3 V/cell during acceleration.
The voltage-termination criterion during cruise was raised to 1.75 V/cell
3A thermal runaway response can occur when a Pb-A battery is char-qed at a
voltage which is too high. If the voltage is too high, temperature rise
will reduce the internal resistance, and charge current will begin to in-
crease. The increased charge current causes temperature to continue rising
which further increases the charge current.
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for tests with the ISOA-2 battery because it was felt that the lower termina-
tion voltage might be damaging to the battery.
3. Discharge-Rate r·1emoryTests
A seri es of fi ve range tests was done with the ISOA-2 battery to
determi ne to what extent battery capacity is affected by the rate of the
previ ous di scharge. 4 The purpose of these tests was to determine whether
discharge-rate memory has a significant effect on the capacity of the Globe
ISOAbattery. These range tests were done with ETV-1-1 in the sequence
shown in Table 4-3. Battery Cycle 62 (the third test in this series) was an
i nval id range test because the test was inadvertently terminated at 1. 77
Vlcell rather than at 1.75 Vlcell.
Table 4-3. Globe ISOABattery: Test Sequence to Observe
Discha rge-Rate ~lemory Effects
Test
Sequence ISOA-2
Number Battery Cyc1e Test Type
1 60 56 km/h (35 mi/h)
2 61 56 km/h (35 mi/H)
3 62 88 km/h (55 rni/h)
4 63 88 km/h (55 mi/h)
5 64 55 km/h (35 mi/h)
4. Elevated Temperature Tests
A 1imited amount of test i ng was done with the ISOA-2 battery to
observe the effects of temperature on battery per f'ormance, Two consecutive
72 km/h (45 mi/h) range tests (Battery Cycles 74 and 75) were done. The
range test of Battery Cycle 74 was started with battery temperature at
28.7°C t and the range test of Battery Cycle 75 was started with battery
t emperat urr- at 22.7°C. These two tests were done to observe the effect
of temperature on capacity. In addi t t on , a Schedule 0 test (Battery Cvcl e
66) was done at an elevated temperature to observe the effect of temperature
on effective internal resistance.
4See Section VI for a discussion of discharge-rate memory.
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5. Test History
The first Globe ISOAbattery (ISOA-1) arrived at JPL in February
1981. Prior to testing at JPL, it had been tested by Globe and by the NBTL,
and had been through 49 charge/discharge cycles. The charge/discharge cycles
accumulated on this battery during testing at JPL have been numberedstarting
at Battery Cycle 50. After two conditioning cycles were completed, the ISOA-1
battery was installed in an SCTR-1 Electric.
The foll owing charge/d i scharge cycles were done with the ISOA-1 battery:
Battery Cyc1es
(ISOA-1)
50-57
58-66
67
68 and 69
Descripti on
Conditioning and verification.
Discharge at 83 A.
Various range tests with ETV-1-2.
Diagnostic test with ETV-1-2.
Conditioning cycles.
Discharge at 83 A.
A capacity loss was observed after cycle 66, and the ISOA-1 battery was
returned to Globe for analysis following Battery Cycle 69.
The second Globe'battery (ISOA-2)arrived at JPL in August 1981. Prior
to testing at JPL, it had been tested by Globe and by the NBTL,and had been
through 32 charge/discharge cycles. The charge/discharge cycles accumulated
on this battery during testing at JPL have been numbered startinq at Battery
Cycle 33.
After the discharge of Battery Cycle 36, the ISOA-2battery was inad-
vertently charged with no temperature compensation. As a result, the battery
received an excessive overcharge. During this charge, the following occured:
(1) The battery went into thermal runaway.
(2) Electrolyte temperature rose to a maximumof 68°C.
(3) A total charge of 402 Ah was delivered.
(4) Approximately 1 gal of electrolyte was lost.
(5) Electrolyte level fell below the plates in 8 cells.
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After the excessive overcharge, electrolyte levels and specific gravities
were adjusted in all of the cells. Five conditioning cycles were done, and
vehicle testing was then resumed. The following charge/discharge cycles
were done with the ISOA-2battery:
Battery Cycle
(ISOA-2)
33-35
36
37-41
42 and 43
44
45 and 46
47-49
51
52
53-58
59-61
62
63-66
67
68
69
70-73
74 and 75
76
Description
Conditioning and verification.
Discharge at 83 A.
72 km/h (45 mi/h) range test with ETV-I-2.
Thermal runaway during recharge resulted in
excessive overcharge.
Conditioning cycles.
Various range tests with ETV-I-2.
Invalid Schedule D range test with ETV-I-2.
Conditioning cycles.
Invalid Schedule D range test with ETV-I-2.
Diagnostic test with ETV-l-l.
72 km/h (45 mi/h) range test with ETV-l-l.
Conditioning cycles.
Various range tests with ETV-l-l.
Invalid 88 km/h (55 mi/h) range test with ETV-l-1.
Various range tests with ETV-i-l.
Invalid 72 km/h (45 mi/h) range test with ETV-l-1.
Conditioning cycle.
Invalid 72 km/h (45 mi/h) range test with ETV-l-l.
Self-heating tests.
Various range tests with ETV-l-l.
Conditioning cycle.
Measured gassing rate during charge.
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Additional information regarding each charge/discharge cycle is given in
Appendices G and H.
G. TESTINGOF THEWESTINGHOUSEBATTERY
1. General
In 1979, JPL contracted Westi nghouse to bui 1d two Ni-Fe battery
systems which could be installed in SCT R-1 Electrics such as SCT-2. The
emphasis of this contract was on developing the system-level aspects of the
battery. Ouring tests of these two battery systems (designated W-220-1 and
W-220-2) at JPL, reliability problems, especially cell failures during charq-
ing, precluded meaningful results being obtained from testing.
To improve the battery's reliability, charge-algorithm tests were done,
and a JPL-standardized charge procedure was developed for use with the
Westinghouse battery. A new battery was assembled from the best 90 cells of
the W-220-1and W-220-2 batteries. This new battery was designated W-220-3.
Reliability improved, and the JPL-standardized charge procedure was used for
all subsequent vehicle tests of the Westinghouse battery. During vehicle
testing, the battery was installed in SCT-2.
The JPL-standardized charge procedure for use with the Westinghouse bat-
tery is as follows: The battery is charged at 70 A until it reaches 157 V;
the voltage is then maintained, and current is allowed to taper; the charge
is terminated at 300 Ah.
Maintenance was performed as needed. l.i qht s on the charger indicate
whether the electrolyte level in the reservoir or the water level in the bub-
bler are low. Water was added to the reservoir every second charge/discharge
cycle. Water was added to the bubbler approximately every twenty cycles.
2. Range Tests
Fifteen vehicle-range tests of the W-220-3 battery were attempted.
Thirteen of these tests were successful (Battery Cycles 10,11,12,13,14,
15,19, 20, 21, 22,23,24, and 25). All vehicle-range tests of the W-220-3
battery were done with SCT-2. One of the attempted range tests (Battery
Cycle 9) was invalidated by motor overheating. This range test was a Schedule
D test. Because SCT-2 1imits armature current when the motor overheats, the
acce 1erat ion profil e coul d not be met duri ng thi s test. The success ful
range tests consi sted of constant-speed tests at 56 km/h (35 mi/h}, 72 kru/h
(45 mi/h), and 88 km/h (55 mi/h), and of Schedule C driving tests.
A few range tests of the W-220-1 and W-220-2 batteries were also done.
However, the reliability problems experienced during testing and the small
number of tests completed precl udes a meaningful eva1uat ion of those tests.
Therefore, only the results of range tests with the W-220-3 battery are
discussed in this report.
The voltage-termination criteria used for range tests were 1. 0 Vlcell
during cruise or idle, 0.5 Vlcell during acceleration.
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3. Oischarge-Rate Memory Tests
A series of four range tests was done with the W-220-3 battery to
determine to what extent battery capacity is affected by the rate of the
previous discharge. 5 The purpose of these tests was to determine whether
discharge-rate memory has a significant effect on the capacity of the Westing-
house battery. These range tests were done with SCT-2 in the sequence shown
in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4. Westinghouse Battery: Test Sequence to Observe
Oischa rge-Rate r1emory Effects
Test H-220-3
Sequence Battery Cycle Test
Number Number Type
1 22 88 km/h (55 mi/h)
2 23 88 kfll/h (55 mi/h)
3 24 56 km/h (35 mi/h)
4 25 56 kl11/h(35 mi/h)
4. Self-Discharge Tests
A limited amount of testing (Battery Cycles 7, 26, 27,28, and 29)
was done to determine the effect of self-discharge on the capacity of the
Westinghouse battery. The purpose of these tests was not to provide data
for a detailed analysis, but rather to assess the importance of this effect.
The procedure for these tests was simi 1ar to the procedure used for the
range tests. As for the range tests, a full recharge was done first, but
the battery was left standing for a longer time hetween the end of charqe
and the start of discharge. The open-circuit stand time between the end of
charge and the start of di scharqe for each of the sel f-di schar-qe tests is
shown in Table 4-5.
5. Test History
The first of the two 11estinghouse batteries built under contract to
JPL (designated H-?20-1) arrived for testing in July 1980. The 101-220-1bat-
tery was installed in SCT-2 in August 1980. Following Battery Cycle R, the
battery was removed from SCT-2, and the interconnects were modified in an
attempt to reduce ohmic resistance. Before Battery Cycle 17, the battery
was dismantled and moved to another location. DUr-ing reassembly, 42 of the
5See Section VI for a discussion of discharge-rate memory.
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Table 4-5. Westinghouse Battery: Self-Discharge Tests
W-220-3 Open-Circuit
Battery Cycle Stand Time,
Number h Test Type
7 0.5 72 km/h (45 mijh)
28 1.0 72 kmjh (45 mijh)
29 4.0 72 kmjh (45 mijh)
26 24 72 kmjh (45 mijh)
27 72 72 kmjh (45 mijh)
90 cells were inadvertently installed backwards and, thereby, electrically
reversed. During the subsequent recharge, these 42 cells were driven negative
for 4 h before the error was di scovered and corrected. Subsequent tests
showed no decrease in capacity, and it was concluded that these cells were
not damaged by the reversal. This battery was always charged at a constant,
70-A rate. The following chargejdischarge cycles were done with the W-220-1
battery:
Battery Cycles
(W-220-1)
1-4
5 and 6
7
8-11
12-19
20-22
23 and 24
Descri pt ion
Conditioning and verification.
Discharge at 70 A.
Invalid range tests with SCT-2.
88 kmjh (55 mijh) range test with ETV-1-2.
Donewith 84 cells to reduce voltage.
Constant-current-discharge tests to measure
battery internal resistance.
Constant-current-discharge tests.
Conditioning cycles.
Tests conducted by Westinghouse personnel.
Testing to select best cells for use in
W-220-3battery.
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Table 5-6. Globe ISOAPb-A Battery: Averaged Results of All Range
Tests with ETV-l-l and ETV-1-2.
Table 5-7. Globe ISOAPb-A Battery: Results of MemoryTest Series
Test
Sequence
Number
Type of
Discharge
Battery
Discha rge
Energy,
kWh
1 56 km/h (35 mi/h) 22.2
2 56 km/h (35 mi/h) 22.4
3 88 km/h (55 mi/h) N.A.a
4 88 km/h (55 mi/h) 16.5
5 56'km/h (35 mi/h) 21.9
aThis discharge was inadvertently terminated before 100%depth-of-
discharge was reached.
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Fi qur e 5-8. Globe ISOA Pb-A Battery: Spec i fi c Enerqy versus Power
It appears that there may be a small memoryeffect: battery capac i ty
at 56 kmjh (35 mijh) increased slightly when this low-power test was repeated
and decreased slightly following the high-power, 88 kmjh (55 mijh) tests. The
usefulness of these results is somewhat limited because the battery was not
completely discharged on the third test of the sequence. Also, immediately
after these tests, battery capacity began to decline (probably as a result of
the excessive overcharge given at the start of the vehicle testing). The
small magnitude of the variation in capacity indicates, however, that any
discharge-rate memoryeffect which maybe present is of only minor importance.
3. Internal Resistance
The effective internal resistance of the Globe battery was calcula-
ted using voltage-drop data that were recorded during the acceleration por-
tions of driving-schedule tests. 4 Figure 5-9 shows the effective internal
r-est st ance of this battery versus depth-of-discharge. The results of indi-
vidual resistance calculations are shown as data points.
4. Effects of Excessive Overcharge
After the first vehicle test with the second Globe ISOAbattery, the
battery was inadvertently charged without temperature compensation--resulting
in an excessive overcharge due to thermal runaway.5 Recharge current and bat-
tery temperature during thi s charge are shown in Figure 5-10. The total charge
was 402 Ah, and battery temperature rose to 68°C.
In discussions with JPL, Globe indicated that several deleterious effects
were likely to occur as a result of the overcharge, including corrosion of the
positive grid. They further indicated that a short cycle life and loss of
capacity at high discharge rates, due to reduced grid conductivity, would
probably occur as a result of damagesustained during the excessive overcharge.
It appears that both these predictions were accurate: Schedule D tests were
conducted after the overcharge, and internal resistance during these tests was
found to be signi ficantly higher than the internal resi stance of the fi rst
battery. This higher internal resistance resulted in significantly less
capacity for Schedule Drange tests. The effect of the overcharge on internal
resistance is shown in Figure 5-11. In addition, battery capacity began to
decline after Cycle 66--indicating a short cycle life as a result of the over-
charge.
5. Self-Heating
A test series, consisting of Urban Driving Cycles done on consecu-
tive days, was conducted to observe the cumulative temperature rise due to
4}\ detailed description of the internal resistance calculations is given
in Appendix B.
5A thermal runaway response can occur when a Pb-A battery is charged at a
voltage whi ch is too hi qh, If the charge current does not taper, battery
temperature increases rapidly. As temperature increases, the charge current
must also increase to maintain the voltage level.
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self-heating during normal vehicle use. 6 Average battery temperature during
thi s test seri es is shown in Figure 5-12. At the end of the test seri es ,
the spread in module temperatures was 5.7°C.
Table 5-8 shows the average temperature rise of the Globe battery during
vehi cl e-range tests with ETV-1-1 and ETV-1-2. Average temperature ri se at
50%and at 100%depth-of-discharge is shown in this tahle. The average tem-
perature rise during recharge is also shown.
Tab1e 5-8. Globe ISOAPb-A Battery: Average Temperature Rise Due to
Self-Heating During Vehicle Testing
Average
Temperature
Activity Rise,a °C
56 km/h to battery depletion 3.7
72 km/h to battery depletion 5.4
88 km/h to battery depletion 6.2
56 km/h to 50%depth-of-discharge 2.4
72 km/h to 50%depth-of-discharge 3.2
88 km/h to 50%depth-of-discharge 3.7
Schedule C to battery depletion 6.8
Schedule D to battery depletion 9.2
Schedule C to 50%depth-of-rlischarge 2.9
Schedule D to 50%depth-of-discharge 3.8
Recharge after a full discharge
Recharge after a partial discharge
aAmbient temperature was maintained at 23 +3 °C.
6See Section IV for a description of this test series.
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6. Temperature Effects
A limited amount of testing was done to observe the effect of tem-
perature on the capacity and on the effective internal resistance of the
Globe battery. These tests were conducted on the second battery after it had
been damaged by the excessive overcharge. Therefore, the absolute magnitude
of the results may not be representative of the performance of an undamaged
battery. However, the relative results provide a basis for making some
preliminary observations on the effect of temperature.
Energy capacity during a 72 km/h (45 mi/h) range test was found to in-
crease with temperature by 1.1% per °C. Internal resistance was found to de-
crease with temperature by 0.8% per °C at 0%depth-of-di scharge and by 0.7%
per °C at 50% depth-of-di scharge. Thus, temperature appears to be an im-
portant parameter affecting the performance of the Globe battery.
7. Recharge Characteristics
A two-part charge was used with the Globe battery. During the first
part, a constant, 48-A charge current is maintained until battery voltage
reaches a temperature-compensated, voltage-clamp level; voltage is then main-
tained at this level for the remainder of the charge. Battery voltage, cur-
rent, power, and temperature during recharge are shown in Figures 5-13 through
5-16. As shown in Figure 5-13, battery voltage increases fairly steadily
during about the first two hours of charge; voltage then increases very rapid-
ly until the voltage-clamp level is reached. As shown in Figure 5-14, charge
current tapers to about 3.5 A by the end of charge. As shown in Figure 5-16,
battery temperature rises until the charge current falls below about 7 A.
Temperature levels off at this point and remains fairly constant through the
remainder of the charge. As shown in Table 5-6, the recharge efficiency of
the Globe battery was about 71%on an energy basis and about 86%on a coulombic
basis.
8. Gassing
Because of difficulties with the watering system (see the Globe
battery test history, Section IV), the water consumption of the Globe battery
could not be determined. Thus, the quantity of water dissociated into hydro-
gen and oxygen gasses each char~e/di scharge cycl e could not be ~al cul at ed,
Based-on the amount of coul ombtc overcharge'? however, the maximum amount
of hydrogen gas that can be released each charge/discharge cycle is 900 £
(at standard conditions).
The' gassing rate of the Globe battery during charge was measured, and
these data are shown in Appendix B. Calculations based on these gassing-rate
measurements (see Appendix B) indicate that only about 100 £ of hydrogen gas
are released each charge/discharge cycle. As it seems unlikely that only
1/9 of the coulombic overcharge is used for electrolysis, the gassing rate
data are probably too low. Possibly the measurements were taken during a
non-representative charge. There may also have been some leaks in the system
which allowed gas to escape into the atmosphere.
7Calculations are shown in Appendix B.
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c. WESTINGHOUSENI-FE BATTERY
1. Range
Ten range tests of the SCT-2powered by the Westinghouse Ni-Fe bat-
tery were completed. The results of these tests are summarized in Table 5-9.
A Schedule D test was attempted, but battery voltage-drop resulted in hi gh
currents during acceleration, causing the motor to overheat. A plot of speci-
fic energy versus power, based on constant-speed-range tests, is shown in
Figure 5-17.
Table 5-9. Westinghouse Ni-Fe Battery: Averaged Results of All Range
Tests with SCT-2
Recharge Coulombic
Specifi c Energy Recharge
Test Range, Energy, Efficiency, Effi ci ency ,
Type km (mi) Hh/kq % %
56 km/h (35 mi/h) 160.1 (99.5) 31. 3 42.8 59.1
72 km/h (45 mi/h) 135.5 (84.2) 29.1 39.5 56.3
88 km/h (55 mi/h) 91. 2 (56.7) 25.7 34.9 51. 6
Schedule C 76.9 (47.8) 28.9
2. Discharge-Rate t1emory
A test sequence consi st ing of four constant-speed-range tests was
done to determine the importance of discharge-rate memoryas a parameter af-
fecting the capacity of the Westinghouse battery.8 The results of this test
sequence are shown in Table 5-10.
There does appear to be a small memoryeffect: the data in Table 5-10
show a 1%variation in range between repeated tests. The magnitude of this
variation indicates, however, that discharge-rate memory has only a minor
impact on energy capacity.
8See Section IV for a description of the memorytests.
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Table 5-10. Westinghouse Ni-Fe Battery: Results of 11emory Tests
Battery
Test Discharge
Sequence Type of Energy,
Number Discharge kWh
1 88 km/h (55 mi/h) 15.8
2 88 km/h (55 mi/h) 15.6
3 56 km/h (35 mi/h) 18.9
4 56 km/h (35 mi/h) 19.1
3. Self-Discharge
A limited amount of testing was done to observe the effect of self-
discharge on battery capacity. (See Section IV for a description of the test
procedures.) The results of the self-dischar~e tests are shown in Table 5-11
and in Figure 5-18. Figure 5-18 i ndicates that the rate of sel f-di scha rqe
decreases after a few hours, but that--even after several days--self-discharge
continues to reduce capacity at a substantial rate.
Tab1e 5-11. Westinghouse Ni-Fe Battery: Effect of an Open-Circuit Stand
Between End of Charge and Start of Dischargea
Duration of Discharge Energy
Open-Circuit Energy, Capacity
Stand, h kWh Loss, %
0.5 17.0 4.0
1 16.9 4.5
4 16.5 6.8
24 15.3 13.6
72 12.9 27.1
aAll data are from 72 km/h (45 mi/h) dynamometertests of SCT-2.
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4. Self-Heating
Table 5-12 shows the average temperature rise of the Westinqhouse
battery during vehicl e-r anqe tests. Average temperature rise at 50%depth-
of-discharge is also shown in this table.
Table 5-12. Westinghouse Ni-Fe Battery: Average Temperature Rise
Due to Self-Heating During Vehicle Testing
Average
Temperature
Activity Rise,a °C
56 km/h to battery depletion 21. 8
72 km/h to battery depletion 23.4
88 km/h to battery depletion 24.1
56 km/h to 50%depth-of-discharge 10.2
72 km/h to 50%depth-of-discharge 10.8
88 km/h to 50%depth-of-discharge 10.0
Schedule C to battery depletion
Schedule C to 50%depth-of-discharge
aAmbient temperature was maintained at 23 +3°C.
5. Internal Resistance
27.0
11.6
The effective internal resistance of the Westinghouse battery was
calculated using voltage-drop data that were recorded during the acceleration
portions of driving-schedule tests. 9 Figure 5-19 shows the effective internal
resi stance of thi s battery versus depth-of-discharge. The resul ts of i ndi -
viduai resistance calculations are shown as data points.
9A detailed description of the internal resistance calculations is given in
Appendix B.
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6. Recharge Characteristics
During the vehicle tests, the battery was charged at 70 A until it
reached 156 V. This voltage was then maintained until 300 Ah had been de-
l ivered to the battery. With thi s procedure, current tapers to about 40 A
by the end of charge. Battery voltage, current, and power during the taper
charge are shown in Figures 5-20, 5-21, and 5-22. As shown in Tahle 5-9,
the recharge efficiency of the Westinghouse battery during vehicle testing
was about 40% on an energy basis and about 56% on a coulombic basis.
Battery temperature during recharge is shown for two different initial
conditions in Figures 5-23 and 5-24. In Fiqure 5-23, battery temperature
was low at the start of recharge, and it rose slowly throughout the charge.
Figure 5-24 shows a recharge that was started while battery temperature was
high. Whenthe charge was started, the Electrolyte Management System cooled
the battery, and the temperature dropped during the first part of recharge.
7. Gassing
The gassing rate of the Westinghouse battery during the standard taper
charge is shown in Figure 5-25. As shown in this figure, gassing begins
after about 0.5 h of charge. The rate increases throughout the charge, and
begins to 1evel off somewhat near the end of charge. Figure 5-26 shows the
gassing rate during charge when the voltage-clamp level is lowered so that
current tapers to about 10 A by the end of charge. In this case, the gassing
rate peaks as current begins to taper, and then the rate remains fairly con-
stant through the end of charge.
The proportion of hydrogen to oxygen in the gas generated at various
times duri ng the charge may vary, and these proportions are not known.
However, the total amount of hydrogen and of oxygen generated during each
charge/di scharge cycle was determined by integration of the gassing-rate
data shown in Figure 5-25. Based on these data,10 about 3000 j, of hydrogen
gas are released each charge/discharge cycle.
10Calculations of electrolysis by-products are shown in Appendix B.
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SECTIONVI
DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS
In this section, data from the vehicle tests are analyzed in detail.
All aspects of battery performance that were covered by the vehicle testing
are evaluated. Comparisons are made between battery systems, and areas
where further development or additional testing is likely to be worthwhile
are identified.
A. CAPACITYCHARACTERIZATION
1. Constant-Speed Driving
a. The Westinghouse and EPI Ni-Fe Batteries. Figure 6-1, a plot
of specific energy versus power, shows the capacity obtained from each of the
two Ni-Fe batteries during constant-speed-range tests at JPL. These two
batteri es were tested at different 1evel s of developmental maturity, and
therefore capacity comparisons based on the vehicle testing done to date
should be viewed as tentative.
As shown in Figure 6-1, the specific energy of the EPI battery is sub-
stantially higher than the specific energy of the Westinghouse battery: 16%
hi gher at 5 kWand 41%hi gher at 15 kW. It may appear that the Westinghouse
battery is penalized, in terms of specific energy, because the battery mass
includes the EMShardware whereas, during the vehicle testing at JPL, the
EPI battery did not have any similar hardware. However, since then, EPI has
developed hardware for watering, venting of gasses, and cooling, and, with
the approach taken by EPI, the mass of this hardware is negligible compared
to the battery mass. l
During vehicle tests, the Westinghouse battery was always charged to
300 Ah. Constant-current test data indicate that about 6% more capacity
could have been obtained from this battery by increasing the amount of charge
to 350 Ah. This was not done, however, because rel i abil ity probl ems were
experienced when the battery was repeatedly charged with more than 300 Ah,
An estimate of the capacity increase that could be obtained with increased
overcharge is shown as a dashed line in Figure 6-1. As shown in this figure,
even with a 350-Ah charge, the specific energy of the Westinghouse battery
would still be substantially less than that of the EPI hattery.
It was mentioned, in Section IV, that the EPI battery may have suffered
some loss of capacity as a result of operation at elevated temperatures before
being tested at JPL. Thus, it is possible that the results of the vehicle
testing at JPL understate the capacity of the EPr battery. Unfortunately,
lEPI Ni-Fe batteries are presently being field tested in electric vehicles,
and, in these batteries, the additional hardware consists of hoses for
watering and a 300-ft 3/min fan for cooling. The total mass of this hardware
is estimated to be less than 5 kg.
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Figure 6-1. FPI and WestinQhousp Batteries: Specific Energy versus Power
insufficient data are available to estimate the magnitude of the capacity
loss of the EPI battery (if any) due to the elevated-temperature operation.
b. Earlier Version of the Westinghouse Battery. In Figure 6-2,
the capacity of the ~'est; nghouse battery ; s compared with the capacity of
the earlier version of that battery that was tested at JPL in 1979. As this
figure shows, the earlier version had more capacity at high discharge rates
than the present version. Insufficient data were obtained to determine the
capacity of the earlier version at low discharge rates: only two low-power,
constant-speed-range tests were comp1eted, and the resu1ts from these two
tests differ by 18%.
c. Globe ISOAPb-ABattery. Figure 6-3 shows the capacity of the
G10be ISOAbattery, the ETV-l baseline battery, and the SCT-2 baseline bat-
t ery2 during constant-speed-range tests. As shown in this figure, the speci-
fic energy of the Globe ISOAbattery is 10 to 20% higher than the specific
energy of the two baseline Pb-Abatteries.
d. Sensitivity to Discharge Rate. In Table 6-1, the sensitivity
of battery capacity to constant-power di scharge rate has been expressed as
the mean gradient of the curves shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-3 (sP3cific energy
a~ a function of discharge power) between 5 kWand 15 kW(G5- 15) for each ofthe three deve1opmenta1 batteri es and for the two commerct ally-ava il ab1e
Table 6-1. Mean Gradient of Specific Energy as a Function of Discharge
Power Between 5 kWand 15 kW
Battery
EPI Ni-Fe
Globe ISOAPb-A
Westinghouse Ni-Fe
ETV-I-2 baseline
SCT-2 baseline
G5-15, Wh/kH-kg
-0.30
-1.1
-0.82
-1.4
-1. 2
2The baseline configuration of a test vehicle is the configuration when de-
livered by the manufacturer. The baseline battery for ETV-I-2 is a proto-
type version of the Globe EVIOOO,and the baseline battery for SCT-2 is the
Exide XPV-23.
35 kW represents roughly the lower 1imit and 15 bJ represents roughly the
upper limit for power requirements during constant-speed operation.
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Figure 6-3. Globe ISOABattery, ETV-l Baseline Battery, and SCT-2
Baseline Battery: Specific Energy versus Power
baseline batteries. 4
the capacity of the
A shallow gradient (i.e. close to zero) indicates that
battery has little sensitivity to discharge rate.
The sensitivity of capacity to discharge rate is an important aspect of
electric-vehicle batteries. In electric-vehicle applications, it is ad-
vantageous for battery capacity to have little sensitivity to discharge rate
because the power demands during normal use wi11 vary. If battery capacity
is relatively insensitive to these variations, vehicle range will be more
consi stent and predi ctab1 e--especi ally under strenuous driving conditions.
As indicated in Table 6-1, the gradient is shallower for the two Ni-Fe
batteries than for the Pb-A batteries--indicating that, within the power
rangee 0 nsid er ed, the capacity 0 f the Ni - Feb at t er i esis 1essse nsit i vet a
di scharge rate than is the capaci ty of the Pb-A batteries. The EPI Ni-Fe
battery performs especially well in this respect. The Globe ISOA battery
has a shallower gradient than the two Pb-A baseline batteries, demonstrating
that a performance improvement in this area was obtained with the ISOAtech-
nology.
2. Variable-Speed Driving
A limited amount of capacity characterization under variab1e-
speed driving conditions was done. The variable-speed tests consisted mostly
of SAE Schedu1e C and Schedu1e D range tests. Although the SAE schedu1es
are composed of the basic elements of variable-speed driving (i.e., acceler-
ation, cruise, coast, brake, and idle), the velocity-time profiles are not
(nor are they intended to be) representative of typical driving patterns dur-
i nq normal vehicle use. For this reason, the results of the Schedule C and
Schedule D range tests should not be considered predictions either of the ve-
hicle range or of the battery capacity which would be obtained during normal
vehicle use. However, these tests do provide a repeatable basis for comparing
the capacity of the batteries tested under the dynamic power requirements of
variable-speed driving.
Both the 90-cell EPI Ni-Fe battery and the I~estinghouse Ni-Fe battery
were tested with SCT-2; Schedule C range tests were done with both batteries.
The specific energy of the Westinghouse battery was 28.9 Wh/kg, ~nd the speci-
fic energy of the EPI battery was 38.1 Wh/kg--a difference of over 20%--during
Schedule C range tests with 5CT-2. Thus it appears that the capacity of the
EPI battery under the conditions of variable-speed driving is substantially
greater than the capacity of the Westinghouse battery.
Both the Globe ISOAbattery and the ETV-l basel i ne battery were tested
with ETV-1-2. For Schedule D driving, the specific energy of the I50A battery
was about 6%higher than the specific energy of the ETV-l baseline battery.
Thus, although an increase in specific energy was obtained with the ISO!,
ba t t ery , the magnitude of this increase is only moderate.
4Calculations are shown in Appendix B.
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3. Dischar qe-Rat.e Memory
Some batt er tes show a di scharge-rate memory effect duri nq re-
petitive charge/discharge cycling (Reference 8). That is, the capacity
available under a given set of discharge conditions is influenced by the
previous discharge. If a discharge is done at a high power (resulting in
reduced capacity), battery capacity will be impai red during the subsequent
discharge. If a discharge is done at a low power (resulting in increased
capacity), battery capacity will be enhanced during the subsequent discharge.
This memory effect is undesirable because it adds to the uncertainty already
present in the predictions of battery capacity which are used to estimate
depth-of-discharge during use.
The Westinghouse hattery and the Globe battery were tested for discharqe-
rate memory. A memory effect was observed in both batteries, but, in both
cases, it was so small that it can undoubtedly be neglected. Although the
EPI battery was not tested for di scharge-rate memory, the capaci ty of thi 5
battery was found to be unusually consistent: in Reference 9, it is shown
that, throughout the entire series of vehicle tests, the maximumdeviation in
the net coulombic capacity of the EPI battery was 1.5%. Therefore, it appears
that memory effects are not significant in this battery. Thus, all three of
these batteries appear to be essenti ally free of di scharge-rate memory.
There is another memory effect which can occur when a battery is subjec-
ted to repeated partial discharge. In this case, a capacity loss occurs
when a full discharge is preceded by a number of partial discharges. Several
full charge/discharge cycles are then required to restore hattery capacity.
This memory effect was not quantified during the vehicle tests.
4. Effect of Self-Discharge on Capacity
In general, the capacity of a fully-charged Pb-A battery wi11 re-
main relatively stable over a period of several days, but the capacity of a
Ni-Fe battery will decrease substantially, due to self-discharge, as the
battery stands without an applied load (Reference 10). Because of this self-
discharge, the capacity data obtained from vehicle-range tests of the two
Ni-Fe batteries is only representative of the capacity available immediately
fo l l owinq charge termination. If the vehicle-range tests with the Ni-Fe
batteries had been preceded by a one or two day open-circuit stand, as were
the range tests with the Globe Pb-A battery, 1ess capacity wauld have heen
obtained. Figure 6-4, a plot of capacity loss versus open-circuit stand
time, compares the effect of self-discharge on the capacity of each of the
two Ni-Fe batteries.
As shown in Figure 6-4, the EPI and the Westinghouse batteries have
differing self-discharge characteristics: for the first 24 h, both batteries
lose capacity at about the same rate, but after 24 h, the rate of self-dis-
charge is substantially less for the EPI battery than for the Westinghouse
battery. Thus, over a period of several days, self-discharge would be less
of a probl em with the EPI battery than with the \~estinqhouse battery.
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The purpose of the self-discharge tests was not to provide data for a
detailed analysis, but rather to assess the importance of this parameter.
The self-discharge characteristics presented in Figure 6-4 should be con-
sidered preliminary, because this figure is based on a limited amount of
testing (three tests of the EPI battery and five tests of the Westinghouse
battery). All the self-discharge tests were done at an ambient temperature
of 23 +3°C. Since chemical reaction rates are generally temperature de-
pendenf', the self-discharge characteristics of these batteries are probably
functions of temperature.
The occurrence of self-discharge in the Ni-Fe batteries must be consi-
dered when eva1uati ng battery performance duri ng normal vehi c1e use. There
are several possible ways of handling this problem of self-discharge:
(1) One approach would be to plan on using the vehicle within a few
minutes after terminating the charge. This might not always be
practical, but whenever it could be done, it would ensure maximum
capacity and energy efficiency from these batteries.
(2) A second approach would be to adjust battery capacity predictions
to include the self-discharge losses based on the time interval
between end of charge and start of discharge.
(3) A third approach would be to prevent self-discharge hy applying a
trickle charge to the battery when there must be a wait period
between charge and discharge. The trade-off with this approach
would he reduced recharge efficiency because additional energy
must be used for the trickle charge. Further testing would be
required to determine the effectiveness of trickle charging and
the energy trade-offs involved.
5. Effect of Temperature on Capacity
At the end of charge, the temperature of all three batteries was
typically about 30 to 35°C. During vehicle-range tests, both the EPI and the
Westinghouse batteries were discharged shortly after charge termination,
but the Globe battery was allowed to cool to 23 +3°C before discharge (see
Sect i on IV). The capacity of Ni-Fe and of Pb-A- batteri es is temperature
dependent. In the case of Pb-A batteries in general, capacity has been found
empirically to vary linearly with temperature (Reference 11). In Ni-Fe bat-
teries, the influence of temperature on capacity is generally as shown in
Figure 6-5: above some critical temperature, approximately full capacity is
available, but below the critical temperature, capacity rapidly decreases.
The crit i cal temperature for a Ni-Fe battery varies with di scharge rate
(Reference 8).
The effect of temperature on the capacity of the developmental batteries
(over the full temperature range likely to be experienced during normal vehicle
use) must be determined before a meaningful evaluation of battery capacity
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can be made. 5 This was not done during the vehicle testing. However, i'l
1imited amount of testing was done which provides some prel iminary data.
More extensive testing of the effect of temperature on capacity is be i nq
done at the NBTL.
In tests done by EPI (Reference 3), the capacity of the EPI Ni-Fe cells
was found to be approximately constant when operated at ambient temperatures
down to about O°C. Even at ambient temperatures of -20°C, the EPI cell s
were found to have over 80% of full capacity. In tests done by vlestinghouse
(Reference 12), the Westinghouse Ni-Fe cells were found to have about 70% of
full capacity at O°C.
A capacity increase of 1.1% per °C was observed in the Globe battery
during vehicle testing. A temperature sensitivity of this magnitude seems
reasonable because a simil ar temperature sensitivity has been observed in
other Pb-A batteries (References 8 and 11).
6. Comparison: Pb-A and Ni-Fe Batteries
A compari son of the capacity of the Globe battery to the capa-
cities of the two Ni-Fe batteries based soley on the results of the vehicle-
range tests shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-3 would not be valid. Such a comparison
should also include, at the least, the effects of self-discharge and tempera-
ture. A comparison which includes an estimate 6 of these effects is shown in
Figures 6-6 and 6-7.
In Figure 6-6, the estimated capacity of the Globe battery at 33°C (the
average end-of-charge temperature of the Globe battery) is shown along with
the data from range tests of the two Ni-Fe batteries. This figure represents
capacity available, imrnediately after charge termination, for each of the
three developmental batteries. As shown in this figure, the specific energy
of the EPI battery is substantially higher than the other two batteries, and
the specific energy of the Globe battery is higher than the Westinghouse
battery. Under warmer or cooler ambient conditions, the end-of-charge temper-
atures of the batteri es would be di fferent. The effect of temperature on
capacity is different for each of the two types of batteries, ann a complete
comparison should include capacity data over a large temperature range. How-
ever, at this time, such a comparison would have a great de al of unccr t e tnty
bec ause of the preliminary nature of the data available.
In Figure 6-7, the estimated capacity of the two Ni-Fe batteries after
an overnight open-circuit stand is shown along with the data from range tests
of the Globe battery. The relationship between the capacities of the three
batteries in this figure is similar to the relationship shown in Fiqure 6-6.
5Even if a thermal management system is used to control battery temperature,
capacity will still be affected by the ambient temperature because power
will be required to regulate battery temperature.
6Calculations are explaineo in Appendix B.
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B. RESPONSEUNDERLOAD
1. Internal Resistance
In a vehicle application, the vehicle/battery interface must be
given consideration. The voltage response of the battery under a load is an
important part of this interface: if a momentary load presented to the bat-
tery produces a large voltage drop, a high battery current will be required
to satisfy the power demand.
High momentary loads occur during acceleration. For the followinq
reasons, it is disadvantageous for the momentary loads presented to the hat-
t ery , during normal vehicle operation, to produce a large voltage dr op :
(1) The resulti ng high battery current can cause damage to components
through resistive heatinq.
(2) The motor operates less efficiently under conditions of low voltage
and high current.
(3) Battery capacity is depleted more quickly and less efficiently
at higher current densities.
For a given power requirement, the greater the bat terys effective internal
resistance, the larger the voltage drop. The effective internal resistance
of a battery varies with depth-of-discharge.
In Figure 6-8, the effect i ve i nterna 1 res i stance of each of the three
development batteries has been voltage-normalized? and plotted versus depth-
of-discharge. As shown in this figure, the Globe battery has less internal
res i stance than either of the two Ni-Fe hatteri es. Thus the Globe battery
could be expected to exhibit the least voltage drop during acceleration.
The internal resistance of the EPI battery is only slightly higher than
that of the Globe battery. The internal resistance of the Westinghouse
battery, however, is significantly higher than that of the other two bat-
teries. Depending on the vehicle/battery combination, the high internal
resistance of the Westinghouse battery could cause difficulties due to vo1taqe
drop during acceleration. Indeed, attempts to do a Schedule D ranqe test
using SCT-2 with the Westinghouse battery had to be abandoned because voltaqe
drop during acceleration resulted in motor overheating after 32 driving
cyc1es. Yet, SCT-2 completed 66 dri vi nq cyc l es duri ng a Schedul e D ranqe
test with the gO-cell EPI battery, and no motor overheating was observed.
The way in which effective internal resistance varies with depth-of-
discharge is also important. Figure 6-8 shows that in both the EPI battery
and the Globe battery, internal resistance remains nearly constant until
about ?5 to 80% depth-of-discharge. During normal use, the battery would
seldom be discharged more than about 80%, so internal resistance would not
fluctuate much. In the \~estinghol!se battery, however, internal resistance
?Ca1culations are shown in Appendix B.
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decreases between 0% depth-of-di scharge and about 25% depth-of -di scharge;
after about 40% depth-of-discharge, internal resistance begins to increase
rather rapidly through the end of discharge. Thus, the voltage response of
the Westinghouse battery during acceleration would be less consistent through-
out discharge than that of the other two batteries.
The reasons for the differences in the shape of each of the three curves
shown in Figure 6-8 are not clearly understood, but some possible explanations
can be postulated:
(1) The very rapid increase in the internal resistance of the two Ni-Fe
batteri es, after about 95%depth-of-di scharge, is undoubtedly due
to final depletion of the active material. The Pb-A battery does
not show this rapid increase because the voltage cut-off criterion
is such that it is not discharged as deeply as the Ni-Fe batteries
during Schedule C and Schedule D range tests.
(2) The decreasing internal resistance of the Westinghouse battery from
0%depth-of-di scharge to about 25%depth-of-di scharge may be the
result of self-heating. The EPr and the Globe batteries do not show
this decrease in internal resistance during the first part of dis-
charge, but neither does the temperature of these two batteri es
rise as muchas that of the Westinghouse battery.
(3) Differences in electrode construction may explain the rather rapid
increase of internal resistance, after about 40%depth-of-discharge,
in the Westinghouse,battery as opposed to the very gradual increase
in the EPr battery: a sintered, iron-powder plate is used in the
EPr battery (Reference 3), whereas the active materi al for the
iron electrode in the Westinghouse battery is pressed into a steel-
fi ber substrate (Reference 12). Thus, in the Westinghouse iron
el ect rode , the interlacing of active material and conductive sub-
strate is likely to be coarser than in the EPr iron electrode.
Assumingthe structure of the Westinghouse iron electrode to be
coarser than that of the EPr iron electrode, the more rapid increase
of internal resistance in the Westinghouse battery may be due to
depletion of active material in the immediate vicinity of the con-
ductive substrate. Internal resistance rises because the remaininq
active material is not in as close contact with the conductive
substrate.
2. Effect of Temperature on Internal Resistance
The resistivity of sulfuric acid (the electrolyte in Pb-A bat-
teries) and of potassium hydroxide (the electrolyte in Ni-Fe batteries) de-
creases as temperature increases. The electrolyte is responsible for a larqe
portion of the battery's internal resistance (Reference 8), so internal re-
sistance should also decrease as temperature increases. This was found to
be true for the Globe battery: internal resistance decreased by 0.7-0.8%
per °C during discharge. The effect of temperature on the internal resistance
of the two Ni-Fe batteries was not tested •• .creas i nq internal resistance
at lower temperatures should be included in t. ~ vehicle/battery interface
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considerations. If acceleration capability is only marginal with a warm
battery, it is likely to be inadequate when the battery is cold.
C. SELF-HEATING
High ambient temperatures can adversely affect battery performance. The
degree to which high ambient temperatures present a probl em depends on the
sel f-heating of the battery system and on the effectiveness of the thermal
management techni ques used. If battery temperature is all owed to ri se too
high, the battery system may be permanently damaged. In addition, the charge
acceptance of Ni-Fe batteri es is impai red at el evated temperatures, even
when battery temperature is not high enough to cause damage (Reference 11).
Of the three developmental batteries, the Globe battery exhibited the
1east amount of self-heating. During discharge, battery temperature seldom
rose by as much as 1DoC. During charge, temperature ri ses at fi rst, but
then remains constant, or even decreases as current tapers below about 7 A.
A test series, consisting of four consecutive days of urban driving, was
conducted to simulate normal vehicle use. During this test series, battery
temperature fl uctuated between 33°C and 28°C, and there was no overall in-
crease in temperature, due to cumulative heating, when driving range was
1imited to about 30 mi. On the fourth day, a full di scharge was done and
battery temperature reached 36°C (13°C above ambient) by the end of this
di scharge. These temperatures are well below safe 1imits, and it does not
appear that self-heating will be a problem for the Globe battery.
The EPI battery was charged and discharged daily during vehicle testing.
The cell sin the EPI battery are spaced apart to allow forced-ai r cool i nq,
and air circulation was maintained with blowers. Nevertheless, some cumu-
lative heating effects were seen in the EPI battery: temperature typically
rose by about 4°C during a week of testing. During a full discharge, temper-
ature typically rose by about 15°C. Unless a more effective means of cooling
is used duri ng charge, decreased charge acceptance at el evated temperatures
is likely to impair capacity when the EPI battery is used at high ambient
temperatures.
The Westinghouse battery was also charged and discharged daily during
vehicle testing. However, cumulative temperature rise was prevented by the
water cooling that was used during charge. Figure 5-24 shows a charge that
was started at a high initial temperature. During the first part of charge,
the EMSreduced battery temperature by goC. The water cool ing in the EMS
seems to be an effect ive means of controll i ng battery temperature duri ng
charge. During discharge, however, there is no cooling, and battery tempera-
ture rose by as much as 27°C during a full discharge. This sel t'-heat tnq
during discharge is likely to present a problem at high ambient temperatures.
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D. RECHARGECONSIDERATIONS
1. Procedure for the EPI Battery
The EPI battery was recharged at 60 A for 5 h (300 Ah) after every
complete discharge; after a partial discharge, it was charged at 60 A until
120%of the previous discharge (on a coulombic basis) had been returned.
The voltage response of the battery during recharge is shown in Figure
5-5. As seen in this figure, the voltage of the gO-cell battery rises during
the first 3.5 h of charge to a peak of about 152 V. The voltage remains
fixed at this peak value for the remaining 1.5 h of charge. This last 1.5 h
seems to be the least efficient portion of the charge. There are two indica-
tions that, during this time, the battery is not able to accept as much of
the charge current as during the first 3.5 h:
(1) During the last part of charge, there is a visible increase in the
rate of gassing. This increased gassing is evidence of a drop in
charge efficiency during this period: more of the current passinq
through the battery is bei ng used for el ectrolysi s so 1ess is
available for charging.
(2) Figure 5-7 shows the temperature rise that occurs during the last
part of charge, which indicates that some of the power going into
the battery is being lost as heat rather than being stored as use-
ful energy. Although battery temperature ri ses conti nuall y duri nq
charge, there is a sharp increase in the rate of this temperature
rise during the last part of charge.
Battery response during this last portion of the charge is especially im-
portant, because during normal use, the battery would seldom be fully dis-
charged.
More experimentai on with the charge procedure for thi s battery would
likely prove to be valuable. The increased electrolysis observed during the
last 1.5 h of charge indicates that the current during this time is probahly
higher than is actually needed to charge the battery (Reference 13). It is
possible that the battery could be fully charged with a lower current during
the last portion of charge, and that this would improve the recharge effi-
ciency--especially following a partial discharge. Lowering the current would
at least reduce the recharge power requirement and decrease the gassing rate.
2. Procedure for the Globe Battery
A taper-charge procedure was used with the Globe battery. The
battery was charged at 48 A until voltage reached 2.67 V/cell;8 voltage was
then maintained for a fixed time period. The length of this time period
determined the amount of overcharge that the battery received. For an equal-
ization charge, the time period was g h, and for a regular charge, it was 3 h.
8Referenced to 27°C (temperature compensation = -0.007 V/oC/cell).
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A regul ar charge can be used after a di scharge that is terminated at or
before 80% depth-of-di scharge, but an equal i zat ion charge is requi red after
any discharge greater than 80% depth-of-discharge. In addition, an equaliza-
tion charge is required after every seventh discharge, regardless of depth-
of-discharge.
One purpose of the electrolyte stirring system is to increase recharge
efficiency, which would reduce the amount of overcharge required. Globe has
estimated (Reference 14) that an overcharge of 5% for the regular charges and
10% for the equalization charges (on a coulombic basis) would be sufficient
to maintain full battery capacity. With the charge procedure used, the amount
of overcharge actually gi ven depends on how low the charge current tapers
during the fixed-voltage portion of charge. With the first battery, charge
current tapered to about 2.5 A by the end of the equal i zat ion charges, and
the amount of overcharge was typically about 14%. With the second hattery,
however, charge current tapered to about 3.5 A by the end of the equalization
charges, and the amount of overcharge was typically about 19%. The batteries
were seldom discharged to less than 100",4depth-of-discharge during vehicle
testing, and the regular charge procedure was never used.
3. Procedure for the Westi nghouse Battery
The manufacturer I s recommended recharge procedure is a nominal
350-Ah charge consisting of a 70-A charge current for 5 h. A number of
reliability problems were experienced while using this charge regime, and a
taper charge was developed to improve reliability. With the taper charge
procedure, the battery is charged at 70 A until it reaches 156 V. This
voltage is then maintained until 300 Ah has been del ivered to the hattery.
It is recognized that some capacity is probably sacrificed by reducing
the charge from 350 Ah to 300 Ah, However, it was felt that ensuring re-
1iabil ity was of more importance than maximizing capacity. Based on a
limited number of constant-current-discharge tests, it appears that a capa-
city loss of about 6% is suffered when the amount of charge is reduced from
350 Ah to 300 Ah.
4. Efficiency
The recharge efficiencies typically obtained from the three de-
velopmental batteries during vehicle testing are shown in Table 6-2. 9 Ef-
ficiencies of the two basel ine batteries and of the earl ier version of the
Westinghouse battery are also shown in this tahle.
During vehicle testing, discharges were seldom terminated before 100%
depth-of-discharge, whereas, during normal use, the batteries would seldom
be discharged below about 80% depth-of-discharqe. In addition, the charqe
procedures generally were tailored to provide maxirnum capacity rather than
maximumrecharge efficiency. Because vehicle-range testing is not representa-
t i ve of normal use patterns, the recharge effi c i er.cy data shown in Table 6-2
9The equations used for calculating recharge efficiencies are shown in
Appendix B.
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Table 6-2. Typi cal Energy, Cou10mbic, and Voltage Efficiencies
Recharge Cou10mbic Recharge
Energy Recharqe Voltage
Efficiency, Efficiency, Efficiency,
Battery % % %
EPI 60 77 79
Globe 71 86 83
Westinghouse 39 56 70
ETV-1 Baseline 64 78 82
(prototype of
Globe EV1000)
SCT-2 Baseline 62 77 80
(Exide XPV-23)
Early Westinghouse 47 67 70
may not be representative of the efficiencies that would be obtained in a
vehicle application.
Although the efficiency data in Table 6-2 was not obtained under condi-
tions of normal use, these data provide information on the relative charge
efficiencies of these battery technologies. As shown in Table 6-2, the Globe
ISOA battery demonstrated the highest energy efficiency (71%). The energy
efficiency of the EPI battery (60%) is slightly less than that of the two
commercially-available, baseline Pb-A batteries (62% and 64%). The energy
efficiency of the Westinghouse battery (39%) is much lower than that of the
other batteries.
The energy efficiency of the Globe ISOA battery is substantially higher
than that of the two baseline Pb-A batteries. As shown in Table 6-2, this
improvement in energy efficiency is due to improved cou1ombic efficiency;
voltage efficiency is only sl ight1y higher than that of the other two hat-
teries. The high coul ombi c efficiency of the ISOA battery indicates that
the electrolyte stirring system is effective in preventing electrolyte strati-
fication thus allowing more uniform utilization of active material.
The energy efficency of the EPI battery is siqnificantly less than that
of the Globe ISOA battery. Most of this difference appears to be due to the
lower coulombic efficiency of the EPI battery. Both the coulombic and the
voltage efficiencies of the EPI battery are about the same as that of the two
baseline Pb-A batteries. Thus, the efficiency of the EPI battery is com-
parable to that of a commercially-available, Pb-A propulsion battery.
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The energy efficency of the Westinghouse battery is much lower than that
of either of the other two developmental batteries. This low energy effi-
ciencyappears to be due to both coulombic and voltage losses. The low
voltage efficiency is probably a result of the high internal resistance of
the Westinghouse battery, noted previously. It is surprising that the cou-
lombic loss in the Westinghouse battery is about twice that in the EPI bat-
tery, even though the amount of gas rel eased is about the same for both
batteries. Apparently, a side reaction occurs in the Westinghouse battery
which lowers the coulombic efficiency. The earlier version of the Westinq-
house battery, that was tested in 1979, had a somewhat higher energy efficency
due to a higher coulombic efficiency.
5. Power Requirements
The recharge power profiles for each battery are shown in Section
V (see Figures 5-6, 5-15, and 5-22). As shown by these profiles, the power
requirements for charging these batteries are substantial: 9 kW for the 90-
cell EPI battery, 5 kWfor the Globe battery, and 10 kWfor the Westinghouse
battery. These requirements include only the dc power into the battery from
the charger. The power required from a wall outlet would be higher because
of charger inefficiencies.
The power requirement for the Globe battery was less than for the Ni-Fe
batteries, but the Globe battery also had a lower system voltage than the
Ni-Fe batteries. The high power requirements for charging these batteries
may present difficulties for residential users.
E. SAFETYANDMAINTENANCEONSIDERATIONS
1. Gassing
The two Ni-Fe batteries rel ease 1arge amounts of hydrogen and
oxygen gas each charge/discharge cycle. The Globe ISOAbattery also releases
these gasses, but the amount rel eased is about a hal f the amount from the
Ni-Fe batteri es. Hydrogen has a broad fl ammabi1ity range ina i r , and thi s
range is extended by the presence of oxygen. Safety provisions should be
carefully considered, especially for the Ni-Fe batteries.
2. Watering
At the time of the vehicle tests, EPI had not yet developed a
wateri ng system for thei r tli -Fe battery, and it was necessary to water each
cell seperately. Of the two developmental batteries with watering systems,
the Westinghouse system is the easiest to use: water is simply poured into
the EMSreservoir through a fill spout. Several difficulties were encountered
while attempting to use the Globe watering system. 10
The Ni-Fe batteries needed watering every second charge/discharge cycle,
but the Globe battery only needed watering about every tenth charge/discharge
10See the test history for the Globe battery in Section IV.
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cyc 1e. The more frequent wateri ng requi red by the Ni-Fe batteri es would
cause them to be less convenient in a vehicle application.
3. Leaks
Both Ni-Fe and Pb-A batteries have electrolyte which, in the case
of a leak in the battery system, would pose a safety hazard. It is therefore
important that the possibilities for electrolyte leaks be minimized.
The possibil ity of a leak through the case is probably greatest with
the Ni-Fe batteries. Because of the higher gassing rates during charge, the
EPI and the Westinghouse cells are likely to be subjected to higher internal
pressures than the Globe modules.
The Westi nghouse battery is espec i ally 1i kely to develop 1eaks because
the electrolyte is circulated outside the cells through an extensive plumbing
network (shown in Figure 3-11). Numerous opportunities for electrolyte leaks
exist within this system. Indeed, this battery developed several leaks
during the test program.
4. Reliability
Although the EMSof the Westinghouse battery facil itates thermal
management, venting of gasses, and watering, and the electrolyte stirring sys-
tem of the Globe battery prevents electrolyte stratification, these auxiliary
systems present added complexity which may adversely affect system reliabili-
ty. The Globe battery system is the most complex: the auxi 1i a ry components
of this system consist of an air pump, valves, a control system for the pump
and valve timing, manifolds, and a vacuum pump. However, if a problem were
to develop in one of these components, it would not disable the battery.
The Vlestinghouse battery is more vulnerable: if a problem were to develop
in the 8~S (such as pump failure), the battery could not be used until after
bei nq repa ired.
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SECTIONVII
CONCLUSIONS
A. EPI BATTERYPERFORMANCE
The most outstanding features of this battery are its high specific
energy and its ability to maintain a high energy capacity as discharge
rate is increased. The capacity of this battery is very consistent and
predictable under a variety of di scharge regimes, and capacity under
strenuous driving conditions is especially good. There are, however,
several disadvantages of the EPI battery:
(1) Self-discharge occurs when the battery stands without an applied
load.
(2) The power requirement for recharge is considerable.
(3) Electrolysis during charge produces enough hydrogen gas to he a
sa fety concern.
(4) Frequent watering is required.
By lowering the current during the last part of charge, it may be possible
to reduce the recharge power requirement somewhat, decrease the gassing
r at e considerably, and slow down water consumption without sacr t f ic tnq
capacity.
Because of its good capacity at high discharge rates, the EPI battery
shows promise for electric vehicle applications. Although self-discharqe
has a significant effect on capacity, the magnitude of this phenomenon
should not preclude use of the battery. Voltage drop during acceleration
is moderate and should present no problems in a well-designed vehicle
system. Recharge efficiency is only fair, but it is high enough for the
battery to be viable.
B. GLOREBATTERYPERFORMANCE
The specific energy of the Globe battery is significantly higher than
that of the commercially-available Pb-A propulsion hatteries tested at
JPL. It is also less sensitive to discharge rate. Nevertheless, the
specific energy of this battery is not as high as that of the EPI Ni-Fe
battery. Voltage drop during acceleration is less than with either of
the two Ni-Fe batteries, and should present no problems in a well-designed
vehicl e system. The use of an el ectrolyte sti rring system has improved
specific energy and recharge efficiency, but at the expense of increased
system c~nplexity.
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As a Pb-A system, the Globe battery has several advantages over the
Ni-Fe batteries:
o The self-discharge rate of a fully-charged battery is less.
o Less hydrogen gas is released during charge.
o Watering is required less frequently.
o The recharge power requirement is lower.
C. WESTINGHOUSEBATTERYPERFORMANCE
Performance 1imitations in several critical areas were observed in
thi s battery:
(1) Specific energy is low.
(2) Voltage drop during acceleration is high.
(3) Recharge energy efficiency is poor.
In addition, as with the EPI battery, frequent watering is required, large
quantities of hydrogen gas are released during charge, and considerahle
power is required for recharge.
The H1S provides an effective means of cool ing the hattery during
charge and makes watering a simple process. But, the need for electrolyte
circulation through an extensive plumbing network, during both charge
and discharge, makes the battery vulnerable: both to leaks and to in-
adequate electrolyte flow.
Recharge efficiency and specific energy were significantly better
in the earlier version of the Westinghouse battery, indicating that it
may be possible to improve performance in these areas. Unless perfor-
mance improvements are made, the Westinghouse battery would not be a
viable battery for electric-vehicle propulsion.
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SECTIONVII I
RECrnMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are based on the results of the vehicle
tests and on the experi ence ga i ned in handl i ng the battery systems duri nCJ
testing:
(1) The performance of the EPI Ni-Fe battery system is promising, es-
pecially in terms of energy capacity, and continued development is
encouraged.
(2) The Globe ISOA battery technology offers the potential for qood
battery performance with a minimum of maintenance and safety re-
qui rements. Development of thi s technology shoul d be conti nued.
(3) If development work with the Westi nghouse Ni-Fe battery is to be
continued, the reasons for the low capacity, high internal resis-
tance, and poor recharge efficiency of this battery should be de-
termined. Any further development work on this hattery technology
should he concentrated on alleviating these problems.
(4) Ilore research should be done to determine the optimum recharge
procedure for the EPI Ni-Fe battery.
(5) The cooling requirements of the EPI battery during operation in
high ambient temperature conditions should be investigated.
(6) Further development work should he done to improve the Globe water-
i ng system.
(7) Further testing should be done to quantify the effects of tempera-
ture on these batteries and to fully characterize self-discharge
of the Ni-Fe batteries.
(8) All three developmental batteries generate hydrogen gas, and ade-
quate safety precautions should be a primary consideration in their
use.
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APPENDIXA
BATTERYS STEMSPECIFICATIONS
A-I

THEEAGLE-PICHERNICKEL-IRONBATTERYS STEM
Description
Manufacturer's Designation --------------------------------- VNF300
Rated Capacity --------------------------------------- 270 Ah @90 A
NominalVoltage ---------------------------------------- 1.2 Vlcell
Weight (Cells + Frame)
aO-Cell Battery ----------------------------------------- 595 kq
90-Cell Battery ----------------------------------------- 670 kg
Charge Procedure
After a Full Discharge ----------------------- 60 A for 5 h (300 Ah)
After a Partial Discharge -------------- 60 A until 120%of previous
discharge (on an Ah basis) has
been returned.
Test Termination Criteria
During Cruise ------------------------------------------- 1.0 Vlcell
During Acceleration ------------------------------------- 0.5 Vlcell
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THEGLOBEISOALEAD-ACIDBATTERYSYSTEM
Description
Manufacturer's Designation ---------------------------------- EV-30ao
Rated Capacity --------------------------------------- 249 Ah 0 83 A
NominalVoltage ----------------------------------------- 1.9 Vlcell
Weight1 ----------------------------------------------------- 602 kg
Charge Procedure
Following Discharges of ----------------- 48 A until voltage reaches
Hore Than 80%, or for 2.67 V/cell. 2 Hold temperature-
Equalization compensated voltage constant until
110%of previous discharge (on an
Ah basis) has been returned.
Regular Charge -------------------------- Sameas for equalization,
but return only 103%of previous
discharge.
Test Termination Criteria
During Cruise ------------------------------------------ 1.75 Vlcell
During Acceleration ------------------------------------- 1.3 Vlcell
1Weight includes 5 kg for the pumpand the manifolds.
2Referenced to 27°C (Temperature Compensation= -0.007 V/oC/cell.)
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THEWESTINGHOUSENICKEL-IRONBATTERYSYSTEM
Descript ion
Manufacturer1s Designation --- •. -.---.------------------------- none
Rated Capacity ----------------- .... ------------------ 220 Ah @ 73 A
NominalVoltage ------.---------------------------------- 1.2 Vlcell
Weight3 ----------------------------------------------------- 607 kg
Charge Procedure
After a Full Discharge ------------------ 70 A until voltage reaches
157 V. Hold voltage constant;
continue charge until 300 Ah has
been ret urned.
After a Partial Discharge ------------.----- Has not been determined.
Test Term;nat ion Criteri a
During Cruise ----------------.-------.---------------- •• 1.0 Vlcell
During Acceleration --.-----.-----.-----.---------------- 0.5 Vlcell
3Weight includes cables, hoses, manifolds, circulation pump, electrolyte
storage tank, and 40 liters of electrolyte in tank.
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APPENDIXB
SUPPORTINGCALCULATIONS
AND
DATANALYSISTECHNIQUES
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A. EQUAnONS
Equations that were used for cal cul ati ng commonbattery parameters
are listed below.
Specific energy = Discharge energy from battery (1)
Battery mass
Recharge energy efficiency = Discharge energy from battery (2)
Recharge energy
Coulombicrecharge efficiency = Coulombicbattery discharge (3)
Coulombicrecharge
Recharge voltage efficiency = Recharge energy efficiency (4)
Coulombicrecharge efficiency
Average power = Discharge energy from battery
Discharge time
B. AVERAGEDRESULTSOFRANGETESTS
(5 )
Tables 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5-6, and 5-9 summarizethe results of all valid
range tests with the developmental batteries. Equations (1), (2), and (3)
were used to calculate the parameters in these tables.
Tables 5-1 and 5-2 show the results of range tests with the 80-cell
EPI battery. The battery cycles shown in Table B-1 were used as data sources
for Table 5-1.
Table B-1. Data Sources for Table 5-1
Test Type Battery Cycles
56 km/h (35 mi/h) 114
72 km/h (45 mi/h) 110, 118
80 km/h (50 mi/h) 120
Schedule C 112, 130
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The battery cycles shown in Tab12 B-2 were used as data sources for
Table 5-2.
Table B-2. Data Sources for Table 5-2
Test Type Battery Cycl es
56 km/h (35 mi/h) 121
72 km/h (45 mi/h) 106, 125
88 km/h (55 mi/h) 122
Schedule e 124, 129
Schedule D 123, 126
The raw data from these range tests are shown in Appendix E. For calculations
involving the 80-cell EPI battery, a battery mass of 595 kg was used.
Tab1e B-3 shows the resul ts of range tests with the 90-cell EPI bat-
tery. The battery cycles shown in Table B-3 were used as data sources fer
Table 5-3.
Table B-3. Data Sources for Table 5-3
Test Type Battery Cyc1es
56 km/h (35 mi/h) 138
72 km/h (45 mi/h) 135
88 km/h (55 mi/h) 136
Schedule e 137
Schedule D 140
The raw data from these range tests are shown in Appendix F. For calculations
involving the 90-cell EPI battery, a battery mass of 670 kg was used.
Table 5-6 shows the results of range tests with the Globe ISOAbattery.
The battery cycles shown in Table B-4 were used as data sources for Table 5-6.
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Table B-4. Data Sources for Table 5-6
ISOA-1 ISOA-2
Test Type Battery Cycles Battery Cyeles
56 kmjh (35 mijh) 60 60, 61, 64
72 kmjh (45 miih) 58 42, 52, 59
88 km/h (55 mi/h) 61, 62, 64 43, 63
Schedule C 63
Schedul e D 59, 65
The raw data from range tests with the ISOA-1 battery are shown in Appendix
G, and the raw data from range tests with the ISOA-2 battery are shown in
Appendix H. For calculations involving the Globe ISOA battery, a battery
mass of 602 kg was used.
Table 5-9 shows the results of range tests with the Westinghouse bat-
tery. Only data from tests with the W-220-3 battery were used in this table.
The battery cycl es shown in Tabl e B-5 were used as data sources for Tabl e
5-9.
The raw data from range tests with the W-220-3 battery are shown in
Appendix K. For calculations involving the Westinghouse battery, a battery
mass of 607 kg was used.
Tabl e B-5. Data Sources for Table 5-9
W-220-3
Test Type Battery Cycles
56 km/h (35 mi/h) 11, 13, 24, 25
72 km/h (45 mi/h) 10, 12, 21
88 km/h (55 mi/h) 15, 19, 22, 23
Schedule C 14, 20
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C. SPECIFICENERGYVERSUSAVERAGEPOWER
Figures 5-1, 5-8, 5-17, 6-1, 6-2, 6-3, 6-6, and 6-7 show battery spe-
cific energy as a function of the average power requirements during constant-
speed driving. Equations (1) and (5) were used to calculate the data points
shown in these figures.
Figure 5-1 shows the resul ts of all val id constant-speed range tests
with the 80-cell EPI battery. A battery mass of 595 kg was used for the 80-
cell battery. The data used to generate this figure are listed in Table B-6.
Table B-6. Tabulation of Data Shownin Figure 5-1
Battery Discharge Specific Average
Battery Cycle Energy, kWh Energy, Whlkg Power, kW
106 22.128 37.2 8.066
110 22.757 38.2 9.378
114 22.967 38.6 6.350
118 22.767 38.3 9.186
120 22.233 37.4 11. 51
121 22.500 37.8 5.618
122 21.831 36.7 11.38
125 22.467 37.8 8.019
Figure 5-8 shows the results of all val id constant-speed range tests
with the Globe ISOAPb-A battery. A battery mass of 602 kg was used for this
battery. Data from tests with both the ISOA-l and the ISOA-2batteries are
used, but the data from tests of the ISOA-l battery were corrected to account
for the fact that a termi nat i on voltage of 1. 65 VIce" rather than 1. 75
Vlcell was used with the ISOA-l battery. This correction was made for each
test by examining the magnetic-tape data, and determining the amount of
battery energy removed from the time voltage reached 1. 75 VIce" unti 1 the
start of vehicle deceleration. The battery energy removed during this time
interval was subtracted from the total battery discharge energy. The data
used to generate Figure 5-8 are listed in Table B-7.
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Table B-7. Tabulation of Data Shownin Figure 5-8
ISOA-l Battery Discharge Specific Energy, Average
Battery Cycle Energy, kWh Wh/kg Power, kW
58 19.05 31.64 8.539
60 20.12 33.42 5.793
61 16.6 27.34 11.95
ISOA-2 Battery Discharge Specific Energy, Average
Battery Cycle Energy, kWh Wh/kg Power, kW
42 19.68 32.70 7.932
43 17.08 28.37 10.90
52 19.26 31.99 7.915
59
60
61
63
64
18.65
22.24
22.44
16.47
21.90
30.99
36.94
37.28
27.36
36.38
8.188
5.588
5.568
11.31
5.434
Figure 5-17 shows the results of all valid constant-speed range tests
with the Westinghouse battery. A battery mass of. 607 kg was used for this
battery. The data used to generate Figure 5-17 are shown in Table B-8.
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Table B-8. Tabulation of Data Shownin Figure 5-17
W-220-3 Battery Discharge Specific Energy, Average
Battery Cycle Energy, kWh Wh/kg Power, kW
10 18.006 29.66 9.258
11 19.157 31.56 6.636
14 17.551 28.91 5.870
15 15.680 25.83 14.77
22 15.821 26.06 14.47
23 15.594 25.69 14.64
24 18.872 31.09 6.626
25 19.053 31. 39 6.654
In Figure 6-1, the curves of Figure 5-1 and 5-17 have been redrawn as
the sol id curves for the EPI and the Westinghouse batteries. The dashed
curve in Figure 6-1 was obtained from the solid curve for the Westinghouse
battery by multi plying the specific energy of the Westinghouse battery by
1.06. This 6% increase in specific energy is an estimate of the increase in
capacity that could have been obtained by using a 350-Ah charge rather than
a 300-Ah charge with the Westinghouse battery.
Thi s est imate is based on data from constant-current-di scharge tests
of the W-220-3 battery. A 300-Ah charge was used for Battery Cycles 4 and 5,
and energy capacity was 18.8 kWh;a 340-Ahcharge was used for the next cycle,
and energy capacity increased by 7% to 20.1 kWh. Simil arly, 350-Ah charges
were used for Battery Cycles 35 and 36, and energy capacity was 19.7 kWh;
300-Ah charges were used for the next two cycl es , and energy capacity de-
creased by 5% to 18.7 kWh. It is therefore estimated that about 6% more
energy capacity could be obtained by increasing the amount of recharge from
300 Ah to 350 Ah.
In Figure 6-2, the curve of Figure 5-17 has been redrawn as the solid
curve for the current version of the Westinghouse battery. The four data
points from tests of the 1979 version of the Westinghouse battery are based
on data found in Reference 2. These data are listed in Table B-9. The dashed
curve showing the estimated specific energy of the 1979 battery has been
placed halfway between the two low-power data points.
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Table B-9. Data for the 1979 Version of the
Westinghouse Battery
Battery Discharge Specific Energy, Average
Energy, kWh Wh/kg Power, kW
17.08 28.95 12.65
19.79 33.55 5.69
17.30 29.33 12.32
16.51 27.99 5.47
In Figure 6-3, the curve of Figure 5-8 has been redrawn as the curve
for the Glabe ISOAbattery. The curve for the SCT-2 basel i ne battery is
based on the data listed in Table B-10.
Table B-10. Data for the SCT-2Baseline Battery
SCT-2 Battery Discharge Specifi c Energy, Average
Test Energy, kWh Wh/kg Power, kW
44 14.54 28.29 9.49
51 14.52 28.81 9.53
57 16.10 31.32 6.26
59
61
62
63
64
65
66
11.68
13.18
10.59
13.61
10.95
14.55
14.34
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22.72
25.65
20.61
26.48
21. 31
28.31
27.90
14.48
9.84
15.24
9.14
14.38
6.08
6.00
The mass of the SCT-2 baseline battery is 514 kg. The curve for the ETV-1
baseline battery is based on the data listed in Table B-11. The mass of the
ETV-1baseline battery is 490 kg.
Table B-ll. Data for the ETV-1Baseline Battery
ETV-1-2 Battery Discharge Specific Energy, Average
Test Energy, kWh Whjkg Power, kW
5 12.02 24.53 11.21
7 13.86 28.29 8.05
12 13.69 27.94 7.87
15
16
21
22
23
24
13.61
13.39
15.79
16.20
13.31
16.10
27.77
27.32
32.23
33.07
27.16
32.85
7.97
8.24
5.86
5.79
8.11
5.73
In Figure 6-6, the curves of Figures 5-1 and 5-17 have been redrawn
as the sol id curves for the EPI and the Westinghouse batteries. The dashed
curve for the Globe ISOAbattery was obtained by multiplying the specific
energy of the Globe battery by 1.11. This 11%increase in specific energy is
an estimate of the amount capacity would be increased if the discharges had
been done at 33°C rather than at 23°C. This estimate is based on a capacity
increase of 1.1% per °C.
In Figure 6-7, the curve of Figure 5-8 has been redrawn as the solid
curve for the Globe battery. The dashed curves for the EPI and for the
Westinghouse batteries were obtained by multiplying the specific energy of
these batteries by 0.88. This 12%decrease in specific energy is an estimate,
based on the data shown in Figure 6-4, of the amount that capacity would be
decreased by self-discharge after an overnight stand.
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D. SELF-HEATING
Tab1es 5-5, 5-8, and 5-12 show the average temperature ri se, due to
self-heating, for each battery during charge and discharge. The test data
used to generate Table 5-5 are listed in Tables B-12 through B-23. The test
data used to generate Table 5-8 are listed in Tables B-24 through B-35. The
data used to generate Table 5-12 are listed in Tables B-36 through B-43. No
data are shown for self-heating of the Westinghouse battery during charge
because, as shown in Figures 5-23 and 5-24, temperature is controlled by the
Electrolyte ManagementSystem (EMS).
Table B-12. EPI Battery: Temperature Rise
During 56 km/h (35 mi/h) Tests
Battery
Battery Cycle
Temperature
at Start of
Discharge, °C
Temperature
at End of
Discharge ,oC
Temperature
Rise During
Discharge, °C
80-cell
80-cell
90-cell
114
121
138
30.7
31.3
32.7
44.4
43.9
41.8
13.7
12.6
9.1
Table B-13. EPI Battery: Temperature Rise
During 72 km/h (45 mi/h) Tests
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Discharge,OC Discharge,OC Discharge,OC
80-cell 106 32.4 47.2 14.8
80-cell 110 34.0 49.8 15.8
80-cell 118 33.5 48.7 15.2
80-cell 125 34.0 48.5 14.5
90-cell 135 30.7 44.6 13.9
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Table B-14. EPI Battery: Temperature Rise
During 88 km/h (55 mi/h) Tests
Battery
Battery Cycle
Temperature
at Start of
Discharge, °C
Temperature
at End of
Discharge,OC
Temperature
Rise During
Discharge,OC
80-cell
90-cell
122
136
33.9
32.7
50.4
47.8
16.5
15.1
Table B-15. EPI Battery: Temperature Rise
During Schedule C Tests
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Discha rge, °C Discharge, °C Discharge, °C
80-cell 124 31.5 47.2 15.7
80-ce11 129 33.9 50.7 16.8
80-cell 130 33.3 50.0 16.7
90-cell 137 31.9 45.1 13.2
Table B-16. EPI Battery: Temperature Rise
During Schedule D Tests
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Discharge,OC Discharge, °C Discharge,OC
80-cell 123 33.7 54.8 21.1
80-cell 126 33.7 55.a 21.3
90-cell 140 28.2 46.8 18.6
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Table B-17. EPI Battery: Temperature Rise to 50%Depth-of-Discharge
During 56 km/h (35 mi/h) Tests
Battery
Battery eye1e
Temperature
at Start of
Discharge, °e
Temperature
at 50%DoD,oe
Temperature
Rise to
50%000, -c
90-cell 138 32.7 36.2 3.5
Table B-18. EPI Battery: Temperature Rise to 50%Depth-of-Discharge
During 72 km/h (45 mi/h) Tests
Battery
Battery eycle
Temperature
at Start of
Discharge,Oe
Temperature
at 50%000, -c
Temperature
Rise to
50%DoD,oe
80-cell
80-cell
90-cell
110
118
135
34.0
33.5
30.7
40.4
39.8
36.4
6.4
6.3
5.7
Table B-19. EPI Battery: Temperature Rise to 50%Depth-of-Discharge
During 88 km/h (55 mi/h) Tests
Battery
Battery Cycl e
Temperature
at Start of
Discharge,Oe
Temperature
at 50%DoD,oe
Temperature
Rise to
50%DoD,oe
90-cell 136 32.7 38.5 5.8
Table B-20. EPI Battery: Temperature Rise to 50%Depth-of-Discharge
During Schedule e Tests
Battery
Battery Cycl e
Temperature
at Start of
Discharge,Oe
Temperature
at 50%DoD,oe
Temperature
Rise to
50%000, -c
80-cell
90-cell
130
137
33.3
31.9
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40.6
36.2
7.3
4.3
Table B-21. EPI Battery: Temperature Rise to 50%Depth-of-Discharge
During Schedule 0 Tests
Battery
Battery Cycle
Temperature
at Start of
Discharge,OC
Temperature
at 50%000, °C
Temperature
Rise to
50%DoD,oC
so-een 140 28.2 36.3 8.0
Table B-22. EPI Battery: Temperature Rise During Recharge
After a Partial Discharge
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Recharge,OC Recharge,OC Recharge,OC
80-cell 108 25.7 33.8 8.1
80-cell 109 24.9 30.8 5.9
80-cell 112 28.5 35.7 7.2
Table B-23. EPI Battery: Temperature Rise During Recharge
After a Full Discharge
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Recharqe , °C Recharge, °C Recharge, °C
80-cell 111 26.8 33.3 6.5
80-cell 113 27.1 34.6 7.5
BO-cell 114 20.6 28.8 8.2
----------------------------------------------------------------
80-cell 115 25.7 33.5 7.8
P.:1-cell 116 26.5 33.7 9.4
80-cell 118 24.3 33.3 9.0
------------------------------,,---------------------------------
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Table B-23. EPI Battery: Temperature Rise During Recharge
After a Full Discharge (cont'd)
Temperature
Battery at Start of
Battery Cycle Recharge,OC
Temperature
at Endof
Recharge,OC
Temperature
Rise During
Recharge, °C
80-cell
80-cell
80-cell
80-cell
80-cell
80-cell
80-cell
80-cell
80-cell
80-cell
80-cell
90-cell
90-cell
90-cell
90-cell
90-cell
90-ce11
90-cell
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
129
130
131
133
134
135
136
137
139
24.6
25.7
20.6
23.4
26.9
20.6
25.8
26.2
28.1
24.5
21.9
21.9
26.4
20.8
21.1
25.7
25.3
21.0
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34.1
34.4
31.3
33.9
33.7
31.3
33.7
33.7
34.6
33.8
32.9
32.1
33.8
37.5
31.1
33.9
31.8
31.4
9.5
8.7
10.7
10.5
6.8
10.7
7.9
7.5
6.5
9.3
11.0
10.2
7.4
16.7
10.0
8.2
6.5
10.4
Table B-24. Globe ISOABattery: Temperature Rise
During 56 km/h (35 mi/h) Tests
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Oischa rge, °C Oischarge, °C Oischarge, °C
ISOA-l 60 22.7 25.6 2.8
ISOA-2 60 23.6 27.6 4.0
ISOA-2 61 23.3 27.3 4.0
ISOA-2 64 22.9 27.0 4.1
Table B-25. Globe ISOABattery: Temperature Rise
During 72 km/h (45 mi/h) Tests
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Discharge, °C Discharge , °C Dischar qe , °C
ISOA-1 58 22.2 26.2 4.0
ISOA-2 42 21.7 26.7 5.0
ISOA-2 51 21.3 27.5 6.2
ISOA-2 52 24.3 29.9 5.6
ISOA-2 59 21.0 27.0 6.0
Table B-26. Globe ISOABattery: Temperature Rise
During 88 km/h (55 mi/h) Tests
Battery
Battery Cycle
Temperature
at Start of
Disc.harge,OC
Temperature
at End of
Discharge,OC
Temperature
Rise During
Discharge,OC
ISOA-1
ISOA-2
ISOA-2
61
43
63
24.1
23.9
24.3
29.8
30.2
30.8
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5.7
6.3
6.5
Table B-27. Globe ISOABattery: Temperature Rise
During Schedule C Tests
Battery
Battery Cycle
Temperature
at Start of
Discharge, °C
Temperature
at End of
Discharge,OC
Temperature
Rise During
Discharqe , °C
ISOA-l 63 21.4 28.2 6.8
Table B-28. Globe ISOABattery: Temperature Rise
During Schedule D Tests
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Discharge,OC Discharge,OC Discharge,OC
ISOA-l 59 21.4 30.9 9.5
ISOA-l 65 22.1 30.9 8.8
Table B-29. Globe ISOABattery: Temperature Rise to 50%
Depth-of-Discharge During 56 kmjh (35 mijh) Tests
Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of Temperature Rise to
Battery Cycle Discharge,OC at 50%DoD,oC 50%DoD,oC
ISOA-2 60 23.6 26.0 2.4
ISOA-2 61 23.3 25.7 2.4
ISOA-2 64 22.9 25.4 2.5
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Table B-30. Globe ISOABattery: Temperature Rise to 50%
Depth-of-Discharge During 72 km/h (45 mi/h) Tests
Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of Temperature Rise to
Battery Cycle Discharge, °C at 50%DoD,°C 50%DoD,oC
ISOA-2 42 21.7 24.3 2.6
ISOA-2 51 21.3 24.7 3.4
ISOA-2 52 24.3 27.6 3.2
ISOA-2 59 21. 0 24.6 3.6
Table B-31. Globe ISOABattery: Temperature Rise to 50%
Depth-of-Discharge During 88 km/h (55 mi/h) Tests
Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of Temperature Rise to
Battery Cycle Discharge, °C at 50%DoD,oC 50%DoD,oe
ISOA-2 43 23.9 27.3 3.4
ISOA-2 63 24.3 28.3 4.0
Table B-32. Globe ISOABattery: Temperature Rise to 50%
Depth-of-Discharge During Schedule e Tests
Temperature
Battery at Start of
Battery Cycl e Discharge,Oe
ISOA-1 62 21.4
B-18
Temperature
at 50%000, -c
24.3
Temperature
Rise to
50%DoD,oe
2.9
Table B-33. Globe ISOABattery: Temperature Rise to 50%
Depth-of-Discharge During Schedule 0 Tests
Battery
Battery Cycle
Temperature
at Start of
Discharge, °C
Temperature
at 50%DoD,oC
Temperature
Rise to
50%DoD,oC
ISOA-1 65 22.1 25.9 3.8
Table B-34. Globe ISOABattery: Temperature Rise
During Recharge After a Partial Discharge
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Recharge,OC Recharge, °C Recharge,OC
ISOA-2 49 29.7 34.7 5.0
lS0A-2 71 29.3 31.9 2.3
ISOA-2 72 28.6 31.0 2.4
Table B-35. Globe ISOABattery: Temperature Rise
During Recharge After a Full Discharge
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Recharge,OC Recharge, °C Recharge, °C
ISOA-2 52 27.7 35.9 8.1
ISOA-2 59 26.0 33.7 7.7
ISOA-2 60 25.7 34.3 8.6
------------------------------------------------------------------
ISOA-2 61 26.5 34.6 8.0
ISOA-2 63 27.9 33.9 6.0
ISOA-2 64 26.8 34.6 7.8
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Table B-35. Globe ISOABattery: Temperature Rise During
Recharge After a Full Discharge (cont'd)
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Recharge, °C Recharge, °C Recharge,OC
ISOA-2 65 29.3 32.4 3.1
ISOA-2 69 27.9 33.7 5.8
ISOA-2 70 29.2 32.9 3.7
ISOA-2 75 26.7 34.4 7.7
Tab1e B-36. Westinghouse Battery: Temperature Rise
During 56 km/h (35 m/h) Tests
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Discha rge, °C Discharge, °C Discharge, °C
W-220-3 11 30.1 51.6 21. 5
W-220-3 13 31.9 53.6 21. 7
W-220-3 24 31.4 53.4 22.0
W-220-3 25 31. 9 54.0 22.1
Table B-37. Westinghouse Battery: Temperature Rise
During 72 km/h (45 mi/h) Tests
Temperature
Battery at Start of
Battery Cycle Discharge, °C
W-220-3 10 30.4
W-220-3 21 30.1
Temperature
at End of
Discharge, °C
53.0
54.4
Temperature
Rise During
Discharge, °C
22.6
24.3
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Table B-38. Westinghouse Battery: Temperature Rise
During 88 km/h (55 mi/h) Tests
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Discharge, °C Discharge, °C Discharge, °C
W-220-3 15 31.7 55.6 23.9
W-220-3 19 31.8 56.2 24.4
W-220-3 22 31.9 56.0 24.1
W-220-3 23 31. 6 55.6 24.0
Table B-39. Westinghouse Battery: Temperature Rise
During Schedule C Tests
Temperature Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of at End of Rise During
Battery Cycle Discharge, °C Discharge, °C Discharge, °C
W-220-3 14 31.7 58.0 26.3
W-220-3 20 30.7 58.3 27.6
Table B-40. Westinghouse Battery: Temperature Rise to 50%
Depth-of-Discharge During 56 km/h (35 mi/h) Tests
Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of Temperature Rise to
Battery Cycle Discharge, °C at 50%DoD,oC 50%Dod,oC
H-220-3 11 30.1 40.2 10.1
W-220-3 13 31.9 42.2 10.3
W-220-3 24 31.4 41.7 10.3
W-220-3 25 31.9 42.1 10.2
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Table B-41. Westinghouse Battery: Temperature Rise to 50%
Depth-of-Discharge During 72 km/h (45 mi/h) Tests
Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of Temperature Rise to
Battery Cycle Discharge, °C at 50%DoD,oC 50%DoD,°C
W-220-3 10 30.4 40.5 10.1
H-220-3 21 30.1 41.5 11.4
Table B-42. Westinghouse Battery: Temperature Rise to 50%
Depth-of-Discharge During 88 km/h (55 mi/h) Tests
Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of Temperature Rise to
Battery Cycle Discharge, °C at 50%DoD,oC 50%DoD,oC
W-220-3 15 31.7 41.7 10.0
W-220-3 19 31.8 42.0 10.2
W-220-3 22 31.9 41.7 9.8
W-220-3 23 31. 6 41. 6 10.0
Table B-43. Westinghouse Battery: Temperature Rise to 50%
Depth-of-Discharge During Scherlule C Tests
Temperature Temperature
Battery at Start of Temperature Rise to
Battery Cycl e Discharge,OC at 50%DoD,oe 50%DoD,oe
W-220-3 14 31.7 42.8 11.1
W-220-3 20 30.7 42.8 12. 1
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Eo EFFECTOF TEMPERATUREONCAPACITY
Two 72 km/h (45 mi/h) range tests (Battery Cycles 74 and 75) were
conducted with the ISOA-2 battery to determine the effect of temperature on
capacity. These range tests were conducted after the ISOA-2 battery began
to lose capacity as a result of the excessive overcharge. Although the
absolute magnitude of battery capacity during these two tests is impaired,·
it is assumed that the rel at i ve effect of temperature on capacity is the
same as for an undamaged battery. The following results were obtained:
For Battery Cycle 74
Battery temperature at start of discharge = 28.7°C.
Battery discharge energy = 18.99 kWh.
For Battery Cycle 75
Battery temperature at start of discharge = 22.7°C.
Battery di scharge energy = 17.75 kWh.
The average discharge energy for these two tests is
Average energy = (18.99 + 17.75)kWh = 18.37 kWh
2
Thus,
the temperature effect = {18.99 - 17.75 )kWh x 100% = 1.1% per °C
18.37 kWhx (28.7 - 22.7)OC
F. INTERNALRESISTANCE
Figures 5-3, 5-4, 5-9, 5-11, 5-19, and 6-8 show the effective internal
resistance of the developmental batteries as a function of depth-of-discharge.
The voltage and current information used to develop these curves was obtained
from the magnetic-tape data for Schedule C and Schedule D range tests. Figure
B-1 shows the two points in the driving cycle that were used for reading
voltage and current data to calculate internal resistance. Readings at Point
1 were taken during idle--shortly before the start of acceleration. Readings
at Point 2 were taken near the end of accel erat ion because battery current
is highest at that point in the cycle. Battery current at Point 1 is typical-
ly about 5 A, and battery current at Point 2 is typically about 350 A.
Figure 5-3 shows the internal resistance of the 80-cell EPr battery.
Data from Battery Cycle 112 were used to generate this figure. These data
are shown in Table B-44. Figure 5-4 shows the internal resistance of the
90-cell EPr battery. Data from Battery Cycles 137 and 140 were used to
generate this figure. These data are shown in Tables B-45 and B-46. Figure
5-9 shows the internal resistance of the Globe rSOA battery. Data from
ISOA-1 Battery Cycles 59 and 65 were used to generate this figure. These
data are shown in Tables B-47 and B-48. Figure 5-11 shows the effect of the
thermal-runaway charge on the internal resi stance of the Globe rSOAbattery.
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Figure B-1. Points in the Drivinq Cycle That Were Used
for Reading Data for Internal Resistance
Calculations
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the dashed curve (undamaged battery) is the same as the curve shown in Fiqure
5-9, and the sol id curve (damaged battery) is based on data from ISOA-2
Battery Cycle 65. These data are shown in Table B-49. Figure 5-19 shows
the internal resi stance of the Westinghouse battery. Data from W-220-3
Battery Cyc1es 9 and 20 were used to generate thi s fi gure. These data are
shown in Tables B-50 and B-51.
In Figure 6-8, the internal resistance curves of Figures 5-4, 5-9, and
5-19 have been voltage normal i zed. The foll owing average system voltages
were used for each battery:
Average voltage of the Globe battery = (1.9 Vjcell)x(48 cells) = 91.2 V.
Average voltage of the 90-ce11 EPI battery = (1.2 Vjcel1)x(90 cells) = 108 V.
Average voltage of the Westinghouse battery = (1.2 Vjcell)x(90 cells) 108 V.
Voltage-normalized resistance curves were calculated for each battery as
follows:
Voltage-Normalized Resistance = (100 V) x
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Internal Resistance
Average System Voltage
Table B-44. 80-Cell EPI Battery Cycle 112 (Schedule C):
Internal Resistance Data
Driving Cycle
Number
1
2
6
9
15
21
27
30
36
39
42
48
51
63
67
68
69
72
75
78
87
Effective Internal
Resistance, mil
45.4
44.1
45.4
46.3
47.9
44.8
47.7
47.7
51.1
47.4
48.9
45.5
47.8
47.1
51.2
49.9
48.7
45.8
49.7
48.5
49.5
Depth-af-Discharge,
%
0.24
0.81
2.9
4.5
7.8
11.1
14.3
16.0
19.2
20.9
22.5
25.8
27.4
34.0
36.3
36.8
37.3
38.9
40.5
42.2
47.1
-------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B-44. 80-Cell EPI Battery Cycle 112 (Schedule C):
Internal Resistance Data (cant'd)
Dri vi ng Cyc1e
Number
97
102
105
114
117
120
123
126
132
139
140
149
Effective Internal
Res;stance, mil
51.3
48.5
44.4
45.5
46.4
47.4
47.0
50.1
49.1
50.7
50.4
50.7
Depth-af-Discharge,
%
52.6
55.3
57.1
61.8
63.4
65.1
66.7
68.3
71. 6
75.5
76.1
81.4
-------------------------------------------~---------- - - - - - - -155
158
161
164
168
172
175
178
179
51.8
51.5
51. 9
51.9
55.2
57.8
62.6
68.7
75.7
84.7
86.5
88.0
89.6
91.9
94.1
95.8
97.4
98.0
-------------------------------------------------------------
180
181
79.0
87.6
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98.5
99.0
Table B-45. gO-Cell EPI Battery Cycle 137 (Schedule C): Internal
Resistance Data
Driving Cycle
Number
1
2
3
Effective
Internal Depth-of-Discharge,
Resi stance, mil %
56.0 0.2
56.0 0.7
61.6 1.1
6
g
12
15
18
21
24
27
30
32
35
38
57.0
64.0
62.2
63.5
64.3
64.3
65.8
66.8
70.6
64.8
68.1
64.1
2.7
4.2
5.7
7.2
8.7
10.2
11.7
13.2
14.8
16.2
17.7
19.3
------------------------------------------------------
41
44
47
66.6
66.0
62.1
20.8
22.3
23.8
------------------------------------------------------
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Table B-45. 90-Cell EPI Battery Cycle 137 (Schedule C): Internal
Resistance Data (Cant'd)
Driving Cycle
Number
50
53
56
Effective
Internal Depth-af-Discharge,
Resi stance, rna %
62.1 25.3
62.6 26.8
62.2 28.3
59
62
65
58.5
67.3
64.3
30.0
31.3
32.8
------------------------------------------------------
68
71
74
64.6
60.0
57.1
34.3
35.8
37.4
------------------------------------------------------
75
76
82
57.5
57.5
59.5
37.9
38.4
41.3
------------------------------------------------------
88
91
94
61.6
60.7
64.6
44.4
45.9
47.4
------------------------------------~----------------
100
102
105
58.5
60.5
65.9
50.4
52.0
53.5
-----------------------------------------------------
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Table B-45. 90-Cell EPI Battery Cycle 137 (Schedule C): Internal
Resistance Data (Cont'd)
Driving Cycle
Number
111
114
117
Effect ive
Internal Depth-of-Discharge,
Resi stance, mil %
66.0 56.4
66.6 57.9
68.6 59.4
120
123
126
132
135
138
141
144
66.9
67.3
65.8
58.8
66.7
60.1
64.0
68.1
67.5
60.9
62.5
62.7
65.5
67.0
68.5
70.0
71.5
73.0
------------------------------~-----------------------
150
153
154
67.1
67.2
60.7
76.0
77.6
78.1
-----------------------------------------------------
155
157
158
59.9
59.8
62.1
78.6
79.5
80.0
-----------------------------------------------------
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Table B-45. 90-Cell EPI Battery Cycle 137 (Schedule C): Internal
Resistance Data (Cant'd)
Driving Cycle
Number
161
164
166
Effect he
Internal Depth-af-Discharge,
Resi stance, mn %
65.4 81.5
61.1 83.0
66.9 84.2
169
172
175
178
181
184
187
190
193
195
196
64.7
69.2
67.6
67.4
66.9
69.8
78.3
84.8
107.0
116.0
132.0
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85.1
87.2
88.7
90.2
91.7
93.3
94.7
96.2
97.7
98.8
99.3
Table B-46. gO-Cell EPI Battery Cycle 140 (Schedule 0): Internal
Resistance Data
Driving Cycle
Number
1
2
3
Effective
Internal Depth-of-Discharge,
Resistance, mO %
57.5 0.36
61.6 1.91
64.5 3.26
4
6
7
8
13
14
15
17
18
19
20
25
26
27
28
63.1
62.6
61.7
60.6
64.7
63.1
62.8
62.1
60.1
59.8
60.7
61. 6
61.0
62.7
61.2
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4.72
7.70
9.13
10.6
17.8
19.4
20.8
23.7
25.1
26.5
28.0
35.3
36.8
38.2
39.7
Table B-46. 90-Cell EPI Battery Cycle 140 (Schedule D): Internal
Resistance Data (Cant'd)
Effective
Driving Cycle Internal Depth-af-Discharge,
Number Resi stance, m.Q. %
29 59.2 41.1
39 61.4 55.6
40 61.4 57.1
------------------------------------------------------
47
48
49
63.5
63.0
60.6
67.3
68.8
70.2
------------------------------------------------------
50
51
58
60.5
62.5
64.7
71.7
73.2
83.3
------------------------------------------------------
59
60
64.6
63.5
84.8
86.2
------------------------------------------------------
61
66
62.6
78.1
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87.6
95.0
Table B-47. Globe ISOA-l Battery Cycle 59 (Schedule D): Internal
Resistance Data
Effect ive
Driving Cycle Internal Depth-of-Discharge,
Number Resi stance, mil %
1 49.9 0.1
2 47.2 1.9
.
3 47.3 3.4
------------------------------------------------------
5
7
11
47.8
47.3
47.7
7.0
10.4
17.3
------------------------------------------------------
12
13
14
47.2
46.3
46.0
18.9
20.8
22.5
------------------------------------------------------
15
20
21
22
23
24
45.6
47.2
45.6
45.6
45.9
47.3
24.1
33.6
35.4
37.1
38.8
40.4
------------------------------------------------------
31
32
33
47.3
47.6
47.4
52.6
54.3
55.9
------------------------------------------------------
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Table B-47. Globe ISOA-1Battery Cycle 59 (Schedule D): Internal
Resistance Data (Cont'd)
Effective
Driving Cycle Internal Depth-of-Discharge,
Number Resistance, mQ %
34 46.9 57.6
35 47.5 59.3
38 49.7 64.5
------------------------------------------------------
39
40
41
42
43
44
50.1
50.8
49.8
50.2
49.7
50.4
66.2
67.9
69.7
71.4
73.1
74.8
------------------------------------------------------
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
55.9
57.1
57.2
56.8
58.1
59.8
61.5
62.9
65.4
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83.2
85.1
86.9
89.1
90.7
92.5
94.2
95.9
97.6
Table B-48. Globe ISOA-l Battery Cycle 65 (Schedule D): Internal
Resistance Data
Driving Cycle
Number
1
2
6
Effective
Internal Depth-of-Discharge,
Resistance, mn %
46.7 0.5
44.5 2.2
44.8 9.2
7
8
9
10
16
17
18
20
23
24
28
29
30
38
39
45.1
45.2
45.7
41.6
43.6
44.3
44.0
43.4
42.4
42.2
45.5
46.0
45.1
47.7
49.2
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10.9
12.6
14.3
16.0
26.5
28.2
29.9
33.3
38.6
40.3
47.2
48.9
50.7
64.6
66.3
Table B-48. Globe ISOA-lBattery Cycle 65 (Schedule D): Internal
Resistance Data (Cont'd)
Driving Cycle
Number
40
48
49
Effective
Internal Depth-of-Discharge,
Resistance, mn %
47.6 68.0
49.5 81.9
50.6 83.7
50
51
56
57
54.1
59.1
58.9
58.0
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85.3
87.2
95.8
98.1
Table B-49. Globe ISOA-2Battery Cycle 65 (Schedule D): Internal
Resistance Data
Dr i vi n9 Cyc1e
Number
1
2
3
Effect ive
Internal Depth-of-Discharge,
Resistance, mil %
50.4 0.8
48.7 2.7
48.9 4.7
9
11
12
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
27
28
29
30
49.8
49.1
48.3
51.1
50.8
51.6
51.8
50.6
50.9
50.2
50.3
52.0
53.1
52.6
53.3
16.7
20.8
22.8
30.9
32.8
34.8
36.9
38.9
40.9
43.0
45.0
53.0
55.0
56.9
59.0
------------------------------------------------------
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Table B-49. Globe ISOA-2Battery Cycle 65 (Schedule D): Internal
Resistance Data (Cont'd)
Driving Cycle
Number
31
32
33
Effect ive
Internal Depth-of-Discharqe,
Resi stance, mil %
53.6 60.9
53.6 64.1
53.5 66.1
34
37
38
39
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
57.2
57.7
58.1
58.7
60.4
60.6
62.7
64.7
67.9
70.7
73.2
77.8
85.9
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67.9
74.2
76.1
78.1
82.2
84.2
86.2
88.2
90.5
92.8
94.9
96.4
98.5
~~ble B-50. Westinghouse Battery Cycle 9 (Schedule D): Internal
Resistance Data
Driving Cycle
Number
1
2
3
Effective
Internal Depth-of-Di scharge,
Resi stance, mil %
98.7 0
99.1 1.8
101.0 4.3
------------------------------------------------------
4
5
6
98.9
96.3
89.9
6.0
8.5
10.2
------------------------------------------------------
8
9
10
91.7
91.2
89.6
14.4
16.6
18.6
------------------------------------------------------
11
12
13
85.3
91.4
90.6
20.3
22.8
24.5
------------------------------------------------------
14
15
16
90.5
86.1
86.9
27.0
28.9
30.9
------------------------------------------------------
17
18
20
89.8
89.6
88.3
33.8
35.4
39.2
------------------------------------------------------
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Table B-50. Westinghouse Battery Cycle 9 (Schedule D): Internal
Resistance Data (Cont1d)
Dr i v i n9 Cyc1e
Number
21
22
23
Effective
Internal Oepth-of-Oi scharge,
Resi stance, mil %
90.3 41.4
89.9 43.6
91.2 45.2
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
34
35
37
38
39
40
93.5
90.8
92.6
94.9
94.0
96.2
96.5
95.6
99.1
99.8
99.8
108.0
108.0
109.0
117.0
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47.3
49.3
52.3
53.7
55.7
57.4
59.9
61.8
64.1
67.8
70.0
73.9
75.9
78.4
80.3
Table B-50. Westinghouse Battery Cycle 9 (Schedule D): Internal
Resistance Data (Cont1d)
Driving Cycle
Number
41
42
Effective
Internal Depth-of-Discharge,
Resistance, mf2 %
120.0 82.1
122.0 84.3
------------------------------------------------------
44
46
139.0
182.0
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88.5
92.8
Table B-51. Westinghouse Battery Cycle 20 (Schedule C): Internal
Resistance Data
Dr i vi ng Cyc1e
Number
5
8
10
Effective
Internal Depth-of-Discharge,
Resistance, mil %
97.5 3.6
99.0 6.2
82.0 8.0
11
14
17
20
23
29
32
35
38
41
44
47
90.6
87.0
88.7
88.3
87.5
89.2
86.7
86.8
87.7
87.6
88.4
88.7
8.5
11.0
13.4
15.4
18.1
22.8
25.3
27.6
29.9
32.2
34.7
36.8
------------------------------------------------------
50
54
57
89.4
88.4
88.0
39.4
42.3
44.7
------------------------------------------------------
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Table B-51. Westinghouse Battery Cycle 20 (Schedule C): Internal
Resistance Data (Cont/d)
Driving Cycle
Number
60
63
66
Effective
Internal Depth-of-Discharge,
Resi stance, mil %
89.9 47.0
90.1 49.4
89.9 52.0
69
72
75
78
81
84
87
90
93
96
99
102
105
108
111
89.7
91.7
90.9
91.9
92.7
93.6
92.9
94.3
94.0
96.8
98.3
99.5
101.0
103.0
106.0
54.4
56.5
58.9
60.4
62.8
65.3
67.8
70.3
72.7
75.2
77.7
80.1
82.6
85.1
87.5
------------------------------------------------------
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Table B-51. Westinghouse Battery Cycle 20 (Schedule C): Internal
Resistance Data (Cont'd)
Effective
Driving Cycle Internal Depth-of-Discharge,
Number Resistance, mil %
114 108.0 90.0
117 113.0 92.5
120 117.0 95.0
123
126
127.0
141.0
8-45
97.1
99.4
G. ELECTROLYSISBY-PRODUCTS
1. EPI Battery
Based on the amount of water consumedby the 80-cell EPI battery
during daily use, the amount of hydrogen gas released during a charge/dis-
charge cycle was calculated as follows (References 15, 16):
Amountof water added per charge/discharge cycle = 1.51
or
The atomic weight of hydrogen is 1.0 g, and the atomic weight of oxy-
gen is 16.0 g, so the amount of hydrogen gas liberated per charge/discharge
cycle was
To determine the volume of hydrogen gas at standard conditions, the
perfect gas law was used:
v = nRTp
where
n = (166.7 g H2)/(2 g H2/9-mole) = 83.33 g/mole
R = 0.08205 atm-i
g:iTiO'ie:"K
T = 297 K
so,
P = 1 atm
V = 83.33 x 0.08205 x 297 = 20311
1
The amountof hydrogen gas released by the 90-cell battery each charge/
discharge cycle would, therefore, be
V = 2031,l x 90 cell s = 22841-
80 cells
2. Globe ISOABattery
Because of difficulties with the watering system, the water con-
sumption of the Globe battery could not be determined. Therefore, the ap-
proach used for calculating the amount of hydrogen gas released by the EPI
battery could not be used with this battery. However,the amount which can
be rel eased is 1imited by the amount of coulombic overcharge. The maximum
possible amountof hydrogen gas which could be released each charge/discharge
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cycle was calculated as follows:
Average coulombic overcharge = 45 Ah.
One faraday = 26.8 Ah/equivalent (Reference 16), and one equivalent 1 of H2 =11.2 £/cell at standard conditi ons (Reference 15). If all of the coulombtc
overcharge is used to produce hydrogen, the amount of hydrogen gas rel eased
would be
45 Ah x (11.2£/cell-equiv)x{48 cells) = 9001.
26.8 Ah/equiv
The amount of hydrogen gas released by the Globe battery was also
calculated using gassing-rate measurements taken during charge. These mea-
surements were taken during ISOA-2Battery Cycle 76. The data are shown in
Table B-52. As shownin this table, the measured gassing rate was about 0.2i/
min during most of the charge. The following assumptions were used to esti-
mate the amount of hydrogen gas released each charge/discharge cycle:
(I) Assume a steady gassing rate of 0.2 l/min throughout charge.
(2) Recharge time = 13 h.
(3) Hydrogenand oxygen gasses are released in a stoichiometric ratio
of 2:1 during charge.
(4) Noelectrolysis occurs during discharge.
Using these essumpttons , the volume of hydrogen gas released each
charge/discharge cycle is calculated as follows:
(0.2j/min)x{60 min/h)x{13 h)x{2 parts H2)/{2 parts H2 + 1 part 02) = 104£
As explained in Section V, these gassing-rate measurements are probably
inaccurate because it seems unlikely that only 1/9 of the total coulombic
overcharge is used for electrolysis.
3. Westinghouse Battery
Figures 5-25 and 5-26 show the gassing rate of the Westinghouse
battery during charge. The data shown Figure 5-25 were obtained during a
normal charge (W-220-3 Battery Cycle 56). These data are 1i sted in Table
B-53. The data shownin Figure 5-26 were obtained during experimental charges
(Battery Cycles 68 and 70) in which a lower clamping voltage was used, al-
lowing charge current to taper to about 10 A. These data are listed in Table
B-54.
IThe equivalent weight of an element is defined as its atomic weight divided
by its valence (Reference 16).
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Table B~52. Globe ISOA-2Battery Cycle 76: Gassing-Rate
Measurements During Recharge
Time Since Volumeof Elapsed Gassing
Charge Start, h Gas Co11ected,,£ Time, min Rate, t Imin
1.0 0.0 10.0 0.0
4.0 1.2 3.8 0.32
5.0 1.2 5.3 0.23
---------------------------------------------------------------------
6.0
7.0
9.0
11.0
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
5.0
6.6
5.2
7.0
0.24
0.18
0.23
0.17
Table B-53. W-220-3Battery Cycle 56: Gassing-Rate
Measurements During Recharge
Time Since Volumeof Elapsed Gassing
Charge Start, h Gas Co11ected, .£ Time, min Rate, .2/min
0.5 0.0 10.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 10.0 0.0
1.5 18.3 2.1 8.6
---------------------------------------------------------------------
2.0 24.5 1.6 14.9
3.0 24.5 1.1 23.3
4.0 24.5 0.90 27.2
4.5 24.5 0.85 28.7
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Table B-54. W-220-3Battery Cycles 68 and 70: Gassing-Rate
MeasurementsDuring Recharge
Time Since
Charge Start, h
0.5
0.75
0.92
1.17
1.25
1.42
1. 75
2.0
3.25
4.25
4.50
5.0
Volumeof
Gas Co11ected, .£
6.4
6.4
6.4
12.6
12.6
18.8
18.8
18.8
18.8
18.8
18.8
18.8
Elapsed
Time, min
4.2
2.9
2.4
3.4
2.7
2.8
2.1
1.8
1.7
2.1
2.1
2.1
Gassing
Rate, 1,Imin
1.5
2.2
2.7
3.7
4.7
6.8
9.0
10.7
11. 0
8.9
8.8
8.8
--------------------------------------------------------------------
8.0
11.5
18.8
18.8
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2.2
2.2
8.7
8.6
The total volume of hydrogen gas released by the Westinghouse battery
duri ng a normal charge/di scha rge cycl e was cal cul ated from the gassing-rate
measurements listed in Table B-53. The following assumptions were used to
estimate the amount of hydrogen gas released:
I} Hydrogen and oxygen gasses are released in a stoichiometric ratio
of 2:1 during charge.
2} No electrolysis occurs during discharge.
Numerical integration of the data in Table B-53 was used to calculate
the total volume of gas released during charge. The integration was done by
using trapezoids to approximate the area under the gassing-rate curve. Five
trapezoids were used, and their area was summedto give the total area under
the curve as follows:
Al = 1/2 x {O+ 8.6} j, /min x {1.5 - 1.0}h x 60 min/h = 129£
A2 = 1/2 x {8.6 + 14.9} l /mtn x {2.0 - 1.5}h x 60 minih = 352.5 i
A3 = 1/2 x {14.9 + 23.3} RJmin x {3.0 2.0}h x 60 min/h = 11461
A4 = 1/2 x {23.3 + 27.2} t /min x {4.0 3.0}h x 60 min/h = 1515£
A5 = 1/2 x {27.2 + 28.7} i /mtn x {4.5 - 4.0}h x 60 min/h = 838.5 i
Total volume of gas released = Al + A2 + A3 + A4 + A5 = 3981~
Using the assumptions stated above, the volume of hydrogen gas released each
charge/discharge cycle was estimated to be
39811 x (2 parts H2}/(2 parts H2 + 1 part 02) = 2654£
The magnitude of this volume calculation is corroborated by the fact
that the water consumption of the Westinghouse battery was approximately the
same as that of the EPI battery.
H. SENSITIVITYTODISCHARGERATE
In Table 6-1, the sensitivity of battery capacity to constant-power
discharge rate has been expressed as the mean gradient of specific energy as
a function of average discharge power between 5 and 15 kW. This parameter
was calculated as follows:
E15 - E5 E15 - E5
G5-15 = = _
{15 - 5}kW 10 kW
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where E15 = specific energy at 15 kWdischarge rate.
E5 = specific energy at 5 kWdischarge rate.
The data used for these calculations are listed in Table 8-55.
Table 8-55. Data Used for Computingthe MeanGradient of
Specific Energy as a Function of Discharge Power
Battery E5' Wh/kg E15' Wh/kg
EPI Ni-Fe 39.9 36.9
Globe ISOAPb-A 36.1 25.0
Westinghoue Ni-Fe 33.8 25.6
ETV-1-2baseline 34.9 20.6
SCT-2basline 33.8 21.5
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APPENDIXC
DATACQUISITIONCAPABILITIES
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A. INTRODUCTION
Dynamometer testing of electric vehicles is done in JPL's Automotive
Research Facility. This facility was started in 1973 as a small laboratory
for internal-combustion engine research and, since that time, it has been
expanded to include capabilities for exhaust emissions analysis, Stirling
engine testing, and electric vehicle testing.
The primary means of recording data in the Automotive Research Facil-
ity is with IDAC(Integrated Data Acquisition and Control). IDACis a data
logger/computer that was designed and built by JPL. Other instrumentation
in the Automotive Research Facility includes an oscillograph for recording
high-speed data, strip chart recorders, x-y plotters, and special power
measurement instrumentation for electric vehicle testing. The central in-
strumentation area of this facility is shown in Figure C-1.
B. IDAC
1. Analog Inputs
A block diagram of IDAC is shown in Figure C-2. Analog data
signals are multiplexed for a maximumcapability of five-hundred data chan-
nels. A capability of two-hundred analog channels has been implemented.
The sampling sequence of analog channels is determined by software, and the
number and order of channels sampled can be changed by software modifications.
The sampling rate can be varied from 50 to 5000 samples per second. The
characteristics of the multiplexer input channels are as follows:
Input type:
Input resistance:
Input capacitance:
Commonmode rejection:
Commonmode input resistance:
Guarded differential, three wires
per channel.
1200 pf.
Each input: 120 dB, dc to 60 Hz,
1000 n , source un-
balanced.
Input-to-i nput: 100 dB, dc to 60 Hz.
106 n .
The first level of SWitching in the multiplexer unit is done by field-
effect transistors having a maximum pump-out current of 1.5 nA. The
full-scale sensitivity settings available for analog data are +5, +10, +20,
+50, and +100 mV, and the output word size from the anarog-to-digTtal
converter 1S fourteen bits pl us sign. The performance of the multi pl exer
and the analog-to-digital converter is as follows:
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Figure C-1. Automotive Research Facility,
Central Instrumentation Area
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Figure C-2. IDAC,Block Diagram
Gain accuracy (one month): +0.05%.
Gain stability (8 h): +0.01%.
Offset drift (8 h): 0.5fLV Referred To Input (RTI)
plus 0.005%of full scale.
Linearity: +0.02%of full scale, best straiqht
Tine.
Noise, peak 3 sigma: (4 + 6(10- 4)x(scan rate)) fLVRTI
or 0.02% of full scal e, whichever
is greater.
Cross talk: +2 fLVRTI
or +0.025(10- 4)x(scan rate))% of
previous channel amplitude, which-
ever is greater.
Channel-to-channel offset: ~(3 + 15(10-4)x(scan rate)) fLVRTI.
Temperature coefficient (offset): .:.1.0 fLV and .:.1.0 nA RTI per °C
over any IDoCvariation between
O°Cand 50°C.
Maximuminput overload: +10 V.
Maximumcommonmode voltage: Total of input signal and common
mode signal must be less than 10 V.
2. Digital Inputs
There are four types of digital inputs: period counters, totali-
zers, contact closure monitors, and bit parallel data. Four period counters
are available. These counters record frequency data within a range of 7.5 Hz
to 100 kHz with an accuracy of +0.2%. Eight total i zers are avail abl e to re-
cord the total counts of a frequency source. Eight contact closure monitors
are available to record the status of contacts. Four bit parallel data in-
puts are available. Twoof these inputs record 16-bit data, and two record
3D-bit data.
3. Real-Time Capabilities
IDACcan be used to do calculations in real time, and a floatinq-
point arithmetic capability with five significant decimal figures is available
fo r thi s purpose. Real-time cal cul at ions can be based on data from either
analog or digital channels, and data from several channels can be used simul-
taneously in calculations. In addition, limits can be assigned to analog
data, digital data, and to the results of calculations. The status of these
limits is checked continuously.
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There are four types of real-time data outputs: video display chan-
nel s , di gital-to-anal og (D/A) converters, di gital output channel s, and a
printer. There are eight video display channels, and these can be used to
show analog, digital, or calculated data in decimal format with engineering
units. If the parameter displayed has been assigned a limit, the limit
status (La, GO, or HI) will also be displayed. There are twenty D/A conver-
ters that can output a signal proportional to time, digital, analog, or cal-
culated data. The output from these D/A converters are +10-V signals with a
nominal 0.1% resolution. These outputs can be used to run an analog device
such as a stri p chart recorder or an x-y plotter, or they can be used for
feedback in a control circuit. Eight digital outputs are available. These
outputs can be used to sound an alarm or to shut off a test if a limit is
exceeded, or they can be set and cleared periodically by software for control
purposes. A thirty-two column alphanumeric printer is available for printing
analog, digital, or calculated data at a rate of 50 channels per second.
Printing can be initiated manually, at preset time intervals, or by a change
in a limit status. The list of parameters to be printed can be varied,
and one of seven presto red lists can be selected manually or by software at
each initiation of printing.
5. Magnetic Tape Recording
In addition to the real-time data-examination capabilities, IOAC
can also produce a magnet i c-tape recordi ng of test data. Whenever data
scans are written to tape, the analog channels are sampled in a sequence
determined by software. As the analog channels are being sampled, digital
channels may input data. If digital data are input during a data scan, they
are immediately written to tape by a hardware interrupt scheme. Analog and
digital data are recorded on tape only when the recording capability is en-
abled by a data scan. The rate at which analog data is scanned and written
to tape can be varied from 50 to 5000 samples per second.
Three recording modes are available for writing magnetic tapes: contin-
uous, intervalometer, and single scan. In continuous mode, the data channels
are scanned and written to tape continuously; this mode is used for tests
with rapidly varying data. In intervalometer mode, data scans are written
to tape at fixed intervals; this mode is used for tests with slowly varying
data. In single scan mode, each data scan must be manually initiated; this
mode is used for steady-state testing. In intervalometer and single scan
modes, eight samples of each analog channel are taken every data scan.
Duri ng a test, raw data are written to tape each time a channel is
sampled. Time resolution for these data is 1 ms, Before and after the
test, headers are written. The headers contain the information needed to
convert the raw channel data to engi neeri ng units, the test number (i nput
manually), the date, the time of day, and other test information.
The magnetic tape is later processed by software on a Univac 1100/81
computer. If the data were recorded in single scan or intervalometer mode,
the eight samples from each data scan are averaged to reduce the influence
of noise. Various data reduction programs are available to do calculations
with the test data, and to print and plot either raw or calculated data.
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B. ADDITIONALDATAACQUISITIONHARDWARE
1. High-Speed Data Acquisition
A Honeywell 1912 oscillograph is also available for high-speed,
analog data recording. It has thirty-six channels, and paper speeds can be
varied from 0.1 in./s to 160 in./s. Galvanometers are available for recording
data at up to 5 kHz.
2. Plotting Hardware
Two Hewlett-Packard 7100B strip chart recorders are available.
These are dual-pen recorders, and paper speed can be varied from 1 in./h
to 2 in./s. Full-scale sensitivity can be varied from 0.1 mVto 100 V, and
response time is less than 0.5 s for a full-scale excursion.
A Moseley 7030A x-y plotter is available, and this plotter is often
controll ed by the IDAC analog outputs duri ng a test. This plotter has a
7x10 in. grid and a single pen. Full-scale sensitivity can be varied from
1.0 mVto 200 V, and response time is 1 s for a full-scale excursion. Several
other, similar, x-y plotters are also available.
3. Electric Vehicle Test Equipment
Whentesting electric vehicles, differential amplifiers are used
to isolate signals that might reach battery potential. In addition, some
special instrumentation is used in the Automotive Research Facil ity for
testing electric vehicles. High-frequency, coaxial shunts are used for
measuring current. Two sizes are used: 50-A shunts and 500-A shunts. The
full-scale output of both types is nominally 250 mY.
Wideband wattmeters are used for power measurement. These wattmeters
were designed and built by JPL. A power-measurement box with six wattmeter
cards is shown in Figure G-3. Each of these wattmeters continuously outputs
signals for four parameters: voltage, current, positive power, and negative
power. Two power-measurement boxes (twelve wattmeters) are available.
A block diagram of a wattmeter card is shown in Figure C-4. Voltage
and current input signals are connected directly to each card to minimize
noise. These signals pass through several stages of amplification. Frequency
response during amplification is within +3%from 0 to 50 kHz. The 50 kHz volt-
age and current signals are output, and these outputs can be used for facility
checkout or for examining the pulsed-power waveforms typically used for
speed control in electric vehicles. Voltage and current signals that have
been filtered to 5 Hz are also output. Because the signals from the filtered
outputs are proportional to average (rather than instantaneous) input data,
these signals are used as the analog inputs to IDACfor voltage and current.
The 50 kHz signals also go to an analog multiplier where a signal
proportional to instantaneous power is derived. The signal from the mul-
ti pl ier goes to two voltage-to-frequency (V/F) converters. The output from
the V/F converters is pulsed, and the frequency of the output is proportional
to the magnitude of the power measurement. Because the outputs are frequen-
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Figure C-4. WidebandWattmeter, Block Diagram
cies, the power signals can be integrated by totalizers to obtain energy
data. There are two outputs for each polarity: one output for each polarity
is processed by a pulse shaper so mechanical counters can be used to totalize
energy; the other pulsed output is processed by a pulse-rate converter to
obtain an analog signal proportional to average power, and this signal is
used as an analog input to IDAC. All power-signal outputs are optically
isolated. Thewattmeter outputs are located in the rear of the power-measure-
ment box--shown in Figure C-5.
Specifications for the wideband wattmeters are as follows:
Output Signals
Voltage measurement:
Current measurement:
Powermeasurements:
Full-Scale Sensitivity
Voltage measurement:
Current measurement:
+10 V.
+10 V.
Oto 10kHz.
+200 V.
+25 A to +500 A.
DCAccuracy
Low-frequency voltage si gnal : 1. 0%.
Low-frequencycurrent sign a1: 1.0%.
Positive power signal: 0.2%.
Negative power signal: 0.2%.
Frequency Response
High-frequency voltage measurement: +3%from o to 50 kHz.
High-frequency current measurement: +3%from o to 50 kHz.
Low-frequencyvoltage measurement: 5 Hz.
Low-frequencycurrent measurement: 5 Hz.
e-n
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Figure C-5. Back Panel of Power-MeasurementBox Showing Signal Outputs
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The following data are recorded during electric vehicle tests:
Magnetic Tape Data
Analog Channels
Parameter
Battery Voltage
Battery Current
Power Out of Battery
Power Into Battery
Battery Temperature!
Armature Voltage
Armature Current
Power Into Armature
Power Out of Armature
Field Voltage
Field Current
Field Power
Motor Speed
Motor Temperature2
Controller Temperature
Torque on DynamometerLoad Roller
Load-Roller Speed
Idle-Roller Speed3
Resolution
0.1 V
0.1 A
0.01 kW
0.01 kW
0.1 V
0.1 A
0.01 kW
0.01 kW
0.1 V
0.01 A
0.001 kW
1.0 rev/min
0.1 OF
0.1 OF
0.01 1h-f't
0.1 rev/min
0.1 rev/min
IThere are five battery temperature channels.
2There are two motor temperature channels.
3Idle-roller speed is used to calculate vehicle velocity.
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Analog Channels (Cont'd)
Parameter Resolution
Inertia-Weight Torque
Ambient Temperature
Ambient Press ure
Relative Humidity
Digital Channels
Parameter
Energy Out of Battery
Energy Into Battery
Coulombic Charge RemovedFromBattery
Coulombic Charge Returned to Battery
Energy Into Armature
Energy Out of Armature
Field Energy
Distance
Hand-Recorded Data
Date
Test Number
Vehicle Tested
Test Type
Battery
0-4
0.1 lb-ft
0.1 of
0.01 psia
0.01 %
Type of Digital Input
Totalizer
Totalizer
Totalizr
Totalizer
Totalizer
Totalizer
Totalizer
Totalizer
DynamometerSettings
Odometer Reading (recorded both before and after test)
Tire Pressure (recorded both before and after test)
Lift Pressure (recorded both before and after test)
Specific Gravity (recorded both before and after test)
Post-Test Tire Temperature
Test Termination Criterion
Mechanical Counter Data:
Energy Out of Battery
Energy Into Battery
Coulombic Charge RemovedFromBattery
Coulombic Charge Returned to Battery
Energy Into Armature
Energy Out of Armature
Field Energy
Drivers
Instrumentation Operator
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DATAFROMTESTSOFTHE80-CELLEPI NI-FE BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
104
10/24/80
75 A
105
10/27/80
75 A
106
10/28/80
ETV-1-2
45 mi/h
10/29/80
ETV-1-2
D
Distance Traveled, mi 122.1 57.2
Discharge Time, min N.A. N.A. 164.6 117.9
Discharge Energy N.A. N.A. 22.13 17.46
FromBattery, kWh
Regen. Energy 0.04 2.39
To Battery, kWh
CoulombicBattery 235.0 231.7 226.0 183.2
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah 0.42 20.54
Discharge Termination 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell vehicle
Criteri a failure
Recharge Energy, kWh N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Coulombic Recharge 300.0 316.4 300.0 300.0
Recharge Time, h 5.0 5.3 5.0 5.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start N.A. N.A. 87.0 87.3
of Discharge) , of
Battery Temp. (End N.A. N.A. 109.0 110.5
of Discha rge) , of
Battery Temp. (Start N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
of Charge), of
Battery Temp. (End N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
of Charge), of
aInvalid range test. Test termi nated by vehicle failure.
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DATAFROMTESTSOF THE80-CELLEPI NI-FE BATTERY
Battery Cycle 108a 109a 110 111b
Date (Discharge) 10/30/80 10/31/80 11/4/80 11/5/80
Test Vehicle ETV-1-2 ETV-1-2 SCT-2 SCT-2
Type of Discharge 55 mi/h D 45 mi/h D
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi 67.1 61.3 108.5 23.9
Discharge Time, min 75.2 127.1 145.6 49.5
Discharge Energy 14.40 18.59 22.76 8.83
FromBattery, kWh
Regen. Energy 0.04 2.47 0.01 0.22
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 144.6 194.8 230.7 90.3
Coulombic Regen. , Ah 0.35 21.24 0.06 1.90
Discharge Termination vehicle vehicle 1.0 V/ce" motor
Criteri a failure failure overheat
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Coulombic Recharge N.A. N.A. N.A. 300.0
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. N.A. 5.0
Battery Temp. (Start 92.8 87.8 92.7 92.0
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (End 107.0 N.A. 112.0 N.A.
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (Start 78.2 76.8 71. 2 80.2
of Charge), OF
Battery Temp. (End 92.8 87.5 92.7 92.0
of Charge), OF
aInvalid range test. Terminated by vehicle failure.
bTest terminated early because of motor overheating.
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DATAFROMTESTSOFTHE80-CELLEPI NI-FE BATTERY
Battery Cycle 112 113a 114 115b
Date (Discha rge) 11/6/80 11/7/80 11/10/80 11/11/80
Test Vehicle SCT-2 SCT-2 SCT-2 SCT-2
Type of Discharge C 55 mi/h 35 mi/h C
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi 65.0 81.7 126.0 62.0
Discharge Time, min 245.1 91.2 217.0 233.0
Discharge Energy 22.86 21.91 22.97 21.87
FromBatte ry, kWh
Regen. Energy 0.63 0.10 0.0 0.57
To Battery, kWh
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Coulombic Battery 241.4 229.7 232.3 228.2
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah 5.62 0.09 0.02 5.32
Discharge Termination accel. 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell accel.
Criteria time time
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh
CoulombicRecharge
Recharge Ii me, h
N.A.
300.0
5.0
N.A.
300.0
5.0
N.A.
300.0
5.0
N.A.
300.0
5.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of
96.3
N.A.
83.3
96.3
94.3
N.A.
80.7
94.3
83.8
104.2
69.0
83.8
89.8
114.0
78.3
92.3
alnvalid range test. Motor overheat resulted in current limiting.
blnvalid range test. 25-min wait between end of charge and start of
discharge.
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DATAFROMTESTSOFTHE80-CELLEPI NI-FE BATTERY
Battery Cyc1e
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
FromBattery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
11/13/80
SCT-2
45 mi/h
95.73
128.8
20.08
0.02
11/17/80
SCT-2
45 mi/h
92.02
123.8
19.32
0.04
118
11/18/80
SCT-2
45 mi/h
110.71
148.7
22.77
0.02
11/20/80
SCT-2
45 mi/h
103.75
139.4
21. 70
0.01
Coulombic Battery 211.0 204.2 232.4 227.0
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah 0.22 0.04 0.21 0.05
Discharge Termination 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
Criteri a
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Coulombic Recharge 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0
Recharge Time, h 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start 74.0 72.0 93.0 75.7
of Discharge), OF
Battery Temp. (End 106.3 105.3 119.0 110.0
of Discha rge) , OF
Battery Temp. (Start 79.7 N.A. 75.7 76.3
of Charge), OF
Battery Temp. (End 92.7 N.A. 92.0 93.3
of Charge), OF
a24-h open-circuit stand between charge and discharge.
b67-h open-circuit stand between charge and discharge.
c24-h stand with 120-V float charge between charge and discharge.
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DATAFROMTESTSOFTHE80-CELLEPI NI-FEBATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
FromBatte ry, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
120
11/21/80
SCT-2
50 mi/h
95.67
115.9
22.23
0.01
121
11/24/80
ETV-1-2
35 mi/h
139.35
240.3
22.50
0.03
122
11/25/80
ETV-1-2
55 mi/h
103.48
115.1
21.83
0.04
123
11/26/80
ETV-1-2
D
77.09
159.0
23.25
3.00
CoulombicBattery 227.9 229.7 226.8
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah 0.09 0.27 0.34
Discharge Termination 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
Criteri a
249.7
26.13
accel.
time
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh
CoulombicRecharge
Recharge Time, h
N.A.
300.0
5.0
N.A.
300.0
5.0
N.A.
300.0
5.0
N.A.
300.0
5.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of
94.0
123.7
78.2
94.0
E-7
88.3
111.0
69.0
88.3
93.0
122.7
74.2
93.0
92.7
130.7
80.5
92.7
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHE80-CELLEPI NI-FEBATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
FromBattery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
CoulombicBattery
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteri a
Recharge Energy, kWh
CoulombicRecharge
Recharge Time, h
124
12/1/80
ETV-1-2
C
75.55
286.0
23.73
2.66
251.2
23.15
accel.
time
N.A.
300.0
5.0
125
12/2/80
ETV-1-2
45 mi/h
124.75
168.1
22.47
0.04
230.6
0.41
1.0 V/cell
N.A.
300.0
5.0
126
12/3/80
ETV-1-2
D
78.12
161.0
23.62
3.09
250.9
26.66
accel.
time
N.A.
300.0
5.0
12/4/80
ETV-1-2
Var.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
70.6
N.A.
vehicle
failure
N.A.
300.0
5.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge ), of
88.7
117.0
69.0
88.3
93.3
119.3
78.5
92.7
92.7
131.0
79.2
92.7
N.A.
N.A.
82.5
94.2
aNot a range test. Special test at various speeds to examine chopper
waveforms. Terminated by vehicle failure.
E-8
DATAFR~l TESTSOFTHEaD-CELLEPI NI-FE BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
12/8/80
SCT-2
45 mi/h
129
12/9/80
ETV-1-2
C
130
12/11/80
SCT-2
C
Distance Traveled, mi 102.24 76.60 64.02
Discharge Time, min 137.8 . 287.6 241.1
Discharge Energy 21.16 23.86 22.30
FromBattery, kWh
Regen. Energy 0.01 2.81 0.61
To Battery, kUh
CoulombicBattery 224.2 253.2 234.4
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah 0.06 24.53 5.51
Discharge Termination 1.0 V/cell accel. accel.
Criteri a time time
Recharge Energy, kWh
CoulombicRecharge
Recharge Time, h
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
300.0
5.0
N.A.
300.0
5.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start 69.8 93.0 92.0
of Discharge), OF
Battery Temp. (End 105.5 123.2 122.0
of Discharge), OF
Battery Temp. (Start N.A. II .8 71.5
of Charge), of
Battery Temp. (End N.A. 92.8 91.2
of Charge), of
a67-h stand with 120-V float charge between charge and discharge.
E-9
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DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEgO-CELLEPI NI-FEBATTERY
Battery Cyc1e
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
10/21/80
CC, 75 A
102
10/22/80
CC, 75 A
10/23/80
CC, 75 A
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
FromBattery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
CoulmbicBattery
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteri a
Recharge Energy, kWh
CoulombicRecharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
N.A.
N.A.
258.2
·1.0 V/cell
N.A.
400.0
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
250.1
1.0 V/cell
N.A.
350.0
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
234.3
1. 0 V/cell
N.A.
300.1
5.0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF N.A. 131. 2 N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF N.A. N.A. 78.5
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF N.A. N.A. N.A.
aFirst use at JPL. Conditioning cycle.
bSattery was configured to 80 cells after this cycle.
F-3
DATAFROMTESTSOF THE90-CEll EPI NI-FE BATTERY
Battery Cyc1e
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
From Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
12/16/80
CC, 75 A
N.A.
N.A.
12/17/80
CC, 75 A
N.A.
N.A.
133
12/18/80
CC, 75 A
N.A.
N.A.
134c
12/30/80
N.A.
N.A.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
237.3 239.3 235.9 223.8
Discharge Termination
Criteri a 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
N.A.
301.0
5.0
N.A.
300.0
5.0
N.A.
300.0
5.0
N.A.
450.0
N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 89.8 N.A. 92.8 79.5
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of N.A. N.A. N.A. 108.8
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of 71.4 96.0 79.5 69.5
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 89.8 N.A. 92.8 99.5
aFirst cycle after being reconfi9ured from 80 to 90 cells. Replaced two weak
cells and repaired a leaking cell before this cycle.
bReplaced two weak cells before this cycle.
cConditioning cycle. Overnight stanct between charge and discharge.
F-4
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHE90-CELLEPI NI-FE BATTERY
Battery Cycle 135 136 137 138
Date (Discharge) 1/6/81 1/7/81 1/8/81 1/9/81
Test Vehicle SCT-2 SCT-2 SCT-2 SCT-2
Type of Discharge 45 mi/h 55 mi/h C 35 mi/h
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi 123.7 98.9 70.7 151.8
Discharge Time, min 166.1 109.1 265.0 261.4
Discharge Energy
FromBattery, kWh 25.55 24.64 25.48 26.21
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.01 0.01 0.63 0.01
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 231. 6 227.0 238.0 236.0
Coulombic Regen., Ah 0.1 0.1 5.1 0.0
Discharge Termination accel
Criteri a 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell time 1.0 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0
Recharge Time, h 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 88.0 93.0 89.2 93.0
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge) , of 110.0 125.0 119.0 107.2
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 70.0 78.2 77.5 N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 88.0 93.0 89.2 93.0
F-5
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHE90-CELLEPI NI-FE BATTERY
Battery Cyc1e
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
1/12/81
SCT-2
45 mi/h
140
1/13/81
SCT-2
D
141
1/15/81
CC, 75 A
Distance Traveled, mi 62.6 66.1
Discharge Time, min 85. a 134.8 N.A.
Discharge Energy
From Battery, kWh 12.52 23.18 N.A.
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.0 0.72
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 107.0 222.9
Coulombic Regen., Ah 0.0 5.8
Discharge Termina t ion accel
Criteria 107 Ah time
235.4
1. a v/ce"
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
N.A.
300.0
5.0
N.A.
149.7
N.A.
N.A.
300.0
5.0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 88.6 82.8 N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of 96.4 116.a N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of 69.8 N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of 88.6 82.8 N.A.
aNot a range test. Partial discharge.
F-6
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DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEGLOBEISOA-1BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
50a
2/13/81
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
216.0
3/3/81
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
202.7
52
3/4/81
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
216.3
53
3/5/81
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
204.3
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1.75 V/cell 1.65 V/cell 1.65 V/cell 1.65 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh
CoulombicRecharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
84.0
N.A.
N.A.
26.30
235.2
N.A.
N.A.
74.0
N.A.
N.A.
25.83
234.5
N.A.
N.A.
82.0
N.A.
N.A.
24.80
223.5
N.A.
N.A.
71. 0
N.A.
N.A.
aAll previous cycles done at Globe and at ANL.
bTop-off charge before this cycle. Acid-stirring pumpoff until last
15 min of discharge.
G-3
DATAFROMTESTSOF THEGLOBEISOA-l BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
54
3/23/81
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
203.8
3/24/81
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
220.5
3/25/81
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
216.7
57
3/26/81
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
218.1
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1.65 V/cell 1.65 V/cell 1.65 V/cell 1.65 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh 27.64 26.24 27.89 N.A.
Coulornbic Recharge, Ah 249.1 240.2 251.9 254.9
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge) , of 68.0 N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge) , of 77.0 85.0 82.0 84.0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 78.0 83.0 81. 0 79.7
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 81. 0 75.2 79.6 74.7
aCharge error: battery undercharged.
bBattery terminals cleaned prior to discharge.
G-4
DATAFR~1 TESTSOFTHEGLOBEISOA-1BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
58
3/27/81
ETV-1-2
45 mi/h
101.56
136.4
19.41
0.04
59
3/30/81
ETV-1-2
D
56.33
117.5
17.60
2.12
60
3/31/81
ETV-1-2
35 mi/h
122.68
211.7
20.43
0.03
61
4/1/81
ETV-1-2
55 mi/h
77.31
,86.1
17.16
0.07
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Re~en., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteri a
211.2
0.35
1.65 V/cell
202.0
19.94
accel
time
219.8 188.8
0.27 0.70
1.65 V/cell 1.65 V/cell
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kHh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
26.13
235.6
N.A.
23.10
207.2
N.A.
27.49
247.6
N.A.
23.75
213.8
N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of
72.0
79.2
81. 0
75.4
G-5
70.6
87.6
85.6
76.0
72.8
78.0
79.0
76.1
75.4
85.6
78.0
76.1
DATAFROMTESTSOF THEGLOBEISOA-1BATTERY
Battery eye1e
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
4/2/81
ETV-1-2
55 mi/h
71.50
79.3
16.09
0.09
63
4/3/81
ETV-1-2
C
64.77
246.6
20.08
2.01
64
4/6/81
ETV-1-2
55 mi/h
71. 66
80.0
15.79
0.09
4/7/81
ETV-1-2
D
56.44
117.0
17.15
2.33
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteria
177.5 227.6 175.3
0.85 18.80 0.85
1.65 V/cell 1.3 V/cell 1.65 V/cell
196.2
22.02
accel
time
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
21.93
198.3
N.A.
25.81
233.7
N.A.
22.21
199.4
N.A.
21.93
198.0
N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 75.4 70.6 70.0 71.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 83.6 82.8 79.4 87.6
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of 84.5 82.0 79.9 87.•8
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of 73.6 75.2 77.7 77.1
aWatered battery before this cycle.
bOne weak module. Problem identified later as inadequate circulation.
G-6
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEGLOBEISOA-l BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
4/8/81
ETV-1-2
FTP
4/9/81
ETV-1-2
45 mi/h
68c
4/22/81
CC, 83 A
4/23/81
CC, 83 A
Distance Traveled, mi 61.39 96.90
Discharge Time, min 273.2 130.6 N.A. N.A.
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh 19.74 18.03 N.A. N.A.
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 2.57 0.06
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CoulombicBattery
Discharge, Ah 228.0 196.5 207.0 219.5
CoulombicRegen., Ah 23.55 0.54
Discharge Termination
Criteri a 1.3 V/cel1 1.65 V/cell 1.65 V/ce" 1.65 V/ce"
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh 27.88 24.00 N.A. N.A.
CoulombicRecharge, Ah 247.8 217.3 238.0 270.0
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 72.4 75.6 N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 84.8 80.4 N.A. 90.0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 82.0 81.5 N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 80.0 77. n N.A. N.A.
aCharging error: battery overcharged.
bOiagnostic test only.
CTop-off charge before this cycle.
dCharging error: battery overcharged. Returned to Globe for analysis
after this cycle.
G-7
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DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEGLOBEISOA-2BATTERY
Battery Cyc1e
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
8/19/81
CC, 83 A
34
9/2/81
CC, 83 A
35
9/4/81
CC, 83 A
9/9/81
ETV-1-2
45 mi/h
Distance Traveled, mi 109.71
Discharge Time, min N.A. N.A. N.A. 149.7
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh N.A. N.A. N.A. 19.54
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.06
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 226.2 193.1 218.4 213.5
Coulombic Regen., Ah 0.56
Discharge Termination
Criteri a 1. 75 V/cell 1. 75 V/cell 1. 75 V/cell 1.75 V/cell
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
N.A.
263.3
N.A.
N.A.
263.2
N.A.
N.A.
259.8
N.A.
47.49
401. 6
N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of N.A. N.A. N.A. 75.0
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of 86.0 82.0 85.0 84.8
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
aFirst cycle at JPL. Gravities adjusted.
bExcessive overcharge. Thermal runaway. Addedwater. Gravities
adjusted.
H-3
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEGLOBEISOA-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
37
9/17/81
38
9/21/81
39a 40
10/16/81 10/19/81
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
219.7
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
212.2
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
224.4
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
214.6
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1.75 V/cell 1.75 V/cell 1.75 V/cell 1.75 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 241.2 N.A. 262.3 251.8
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF N.A. 71. 0 81. 0 76.0
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 82.0 79.0 88.0 83.0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF N.A. N.A. N.A. 83.0
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
aTop-off charge before this cycle.
H-4
DATAFROMTESTSOF THEGLOBEISOA-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
41
10/20/81
CC, 83 A
10/28/81
ETV-1-2
45 mi/h
43
10/30/81
ETV-1-2
55 mi/h
11/2/81
ETV-1-2
D
Distance Traveled, mi 11O.88 83.38 8.87
Discharge Time, min N.A. 148.9 95.0 19.9
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh N.A. 19.68 17.08 2.68
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.05 0.08 0.41
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 235.1 217.2 189.1 29.6
Coulombic Regen., Ah 0.49 0.71 3.73
Discharge Termination vehicle
Criteri a 1.75 V/cell 1. 75 V/cell 1.75 V/cell fa il ure
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh N.A. 27.67 25.15 N.A.
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 271.1 249.6 225.2 41. 4
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 88.0 71. 0 75.0 73.0
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 94.0 80.0 86.4 76.4
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF N.A. 78.8 84.2 N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF N.A. 93.2 91.8 N.A.
aTop-off charge before this test.
bInvalid range test: terminated by vehicle failure.
H-5
DATAFROMTESTSOF THEGLOBEISOA-2BATTERY
Battery Cyc1e
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
45
12/11/81
CC, 83 A
46
1/6/82
CC, 83 A
1/8/82
ETV-1-2
D
1/13/82
ETV-1-2
D
Distance Traveled, mi 52.49 43.44
Discharge Time, min N.A. N.A. 114.3 91. 0
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh N.A. N.A. 15.88 12.92
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 1. 75 1. 78
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteria
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
180.5
1.75 V/ce"
N.A.
242.5
N.A.
199.7
1.75 V/ce"
N.A.
247.8
N.A.
182.3
16.38
vehicle
fa il ure
22.19
198.0
12.0
149.3
16.45
accel
time
18.98
166.4
11.4
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of N.A. 64.0 73.3 66.1
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of N.A. 74.6 94.7 85.8
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
alnvalid range test: terminated by vehicle failure.
blnvalid range test: cold battery.
H-6
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEGLOBEISOA-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
1/15/82
ETV-1-2
D
50
2/11/82
CC, 83 A
2/15/82
ETV-1-1
45 mi/h
52
2/17/82
ETV-1-1
45 mi/h
Distance Traveled, mi 33.74 101.25 108.53
Discharge Time, min 73.8 N.A. 138.2 145.0
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh 9.95 N.A. 18.11 19.26
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 1.34 0.04 0.04
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 113.4 174.2 195.2 206.9
Coulombic Regen., Ah 12.22 0.41 0.38
Discharge Termination vehicle
Criteri a fa il ure 1.75 V/cell 1. 75 V/cell 1. 75 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh 15.69 N.A. N.A. 28.22
CoulombicRecharge, Ah 136.9 N.A. 229.3 252. a
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. 12.6 N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 73.8 N.A. 70.4 75.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of 87.6 N.A. 81. 5 85.9
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of 85.5 N.A. N.A. 81.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge). of 94.4 N.A. N.A. 96.6
alnvalid range test: terminated by vehicle failure.
bNot a range test. Diagnostic car test and battery conditioning cycle.
H-7
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEGLOBEISOA-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
2/19/82
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
206.5
54
2/25/82
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
192.7
3/4/82
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
200.8
56c
3/5/82
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
215.6
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1. 75 V/cell N.A. 1. 75 V/cell 1. 75 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh 24.02 N.A. N.A. N.A.
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 223.0 219.6 244.6 265.6
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 75.6 N.A. 73.0 84.4
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge) , of 82.6 N.A. 82.2 90.0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF N.A. N.A. 82.2 N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
aWatered battery before this cycle. Interrupted charge because electro-
lyte was coming out of flame arrestors.
bAdjusted electrolyte levels and specific gravities in all cells before
this cycle.
CInterrupted charge because electrolyte was coming out of flame arrestors.
Adjusted electrolyte levels and finished charge.
H-8
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEGLOBEISOA-2BATTERY
Batt ery Cyc1e
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
57
3/10/82
CC, 83 A
58
3/11/82
CC, 83 A
59
3/15/82
ETV-1-1
45 mi/h
60
3/17/82
ETV-1-1
35 mi/h
Distance Traveled, mi 101.84 138.85
Discharge Time, min N.A. N.A. 136.7 238.8
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh N.A. N.A. 18.65 22.24
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.04 0.03
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 215.2 223.5 201.1 236.0
Coulombic Regen., Ah 0.36 0.25
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1.75 V/cell 1.75 V/cell 1.75 V/cell 1. 75 V/cell
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh N.A. N.A. 27.09 31.18
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 253.1 242.6 241. 5 279.5
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. 13.2 13.9
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 75.2 81.8 69.9 74.4
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge) , of 84.2 90.0 80.7 81. 7
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of 84.2 90.0 78.9 78.2
Batte ry Temp. (End
of Charge), of N.A. N.A. 92.6 93.7
H-9
DATAFROMTESTSOF THEGLOBEISOA-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle 61a 62b 63 64
Date (di scharge) 3/19/82 3/22/82 3/24/82 3/26/82
Test Vehicle ETV-1-1 ETV-1-1 ETV-1-1 ETV-1-1
Type of Discharge 35 mi/h 55 mi/h 55 mi/h 35 mi/h
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi 139.7 75.33 78.39 140.03
Discharge Time, min 241.8 83.5 87.4 241.8
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh 22.44 15.87 16.47 21.90
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.03 0.07 0.08 0.02
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 238.5 173.1 179.3 231.1
Coulombic Regen., Ah 0.27 0.73 0.74 0.25
Discharge Termination see note
Criteri a 1.75 V/cell below 1.75 V/cell 1.75 V/cell
Recharge Energy, k~Jh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time. h
31.48
282.6
14.0
24.17
213.6
12.6
24.55
217.7
12.7
30.88
275.1
13.8
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 73.9 72.3 75.8 73.3
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 81.2 84.7 87.5 80.6
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 79.7 80.4 82.2 80.3
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of 94.2 92.3 93.0 94.2
aOperational problems with ETV-1-1during this test, but test validity
was not impaired.
bInvalid range test. Terminated at 84.86 V instead of 84.0 V.
H-I0
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEGLOBEISOA-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
65
3/29/82
ETV-1-1
D
48.30
101.4
14.73
1.63
66
3/30/82
ETV-1-1
D
58.36
120.6
17.57
1. 93
4/1/82
ETV-1-1
45 mi/h
12.65
18.2
2.48
0.05
4/7 /82
CC, 83 A
142.0
N.A.
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 169.1 199.3 25.7 192.9
Coulombic Regen., Ah 15.48 18.35 0.44
Discharge Termination accel electrolyte
Criteri a 1.3 V/ce" time 1eve1s 1.75 V/cell
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh 22.52 24.68 N.A. N.A.
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 205.0 223.0 N.A. 233.6
Recharge Time, h 12.2 12.8 N.A. 13.3
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 69.8 85.4 71.7 70.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 90.7 105.7 74.1 78.0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 84.8 92.0 N.A. 78.0
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 90.3 92.2 N.A. N.A.
aTest aborted because of low electrolyte 1evel in some cells.
bConditi ani ng eye1e. Adjusted gravities.
H-l1
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEGLOBEISOA-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle 69a 70 71b 72c
Date (di scharge) 4/9/82 4/12/82 4/13/82 4/14/82
Test Vehicl e ETV-1-1 ETV-1-1 ETV-1-1 ETV-1-1
Type of Discharge 45 mi/h FTP FTP FTP
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi 108.09 51.22 29.84 29.64
Discharge Time, min 146.7 218.1 126.5 122.9
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh 18.55 16.37 9.60 9.48
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.03 1.93 1.17 1.20
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 199.6 185.0 103.5 102.2
Coulombic Regen., Ah 0.33 18.28 11.00 11.24
Discharge Terminat ion
Criteria 1.75 V/cell 1.3 V/cell 30 mi 30 mi
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
27.28
257.1
13.3
23.10
203.9
12.5
14.56
125.1
10.9
14.14
122.0
N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 73.0 71.7 86.0 83.9
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 81.7 87.3 91. 4 91. 0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of 82.2 84.5 84.2 83.5
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of 92.6 91.3 89.5 87.8
aInvalid range test: operational problems with ETV-I-I.
bpartial discharge.
cPartial discharge.
H-12
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEGLOBEISOA-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
73
4/15/82
ETV-1-1
FTP
57.15
251.1
18.29
2.21
206.1
20.89
74
4/16/82
ETV-1-1
45 mi/h
111.32
149.7
18.99
0.05
202.2
0.51
75
4/19/82
ETV-1-1
45 mi/h
99.00
134.6
17.75
0.05
190.6
0.49
5/3/82
CC, 83 A
N.A.
N.A.
179.2
Discharge Termination
Criteri a 1.3 V/cell 1.75 V/cell 1.75 V/cell 1.75 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
24.54
219.6
12.9
26.87
239.9
13.2
26.44
234.1
13.0
N.A.
N.A.
11.8
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of
82.2
96.9
92.3
93.2
83.7
89.5
89.7
91.8
72.8
81.7
80.0
93.9
74.0
83.0
81.4
N.A.
aConditioning cycle. Measured gassing rate during charge.
H-13
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DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-1BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah
8/14/80
CC, 70 A
N.A.
N.A.
26
2
8/15/80
CC, 70 A
N.A.
N.A.
180
3
8/22/80
CC, 70 A
N.A.
N.A.
202
9/5/80
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Discharge Termination
Criteri a 1.0 V/cell
KOH
leak 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh
CoulombicRecharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
N.A.
70
N.A.
N.A.
273
N.A.
N.A.
348
N.A.
N.A.
35
N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
aShakedowncycle.
bpartial charge prior to start of vehicle testing.
1-3
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-1BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
sa
9/8/80
SCT-2
D
9/9/80
SCT-2
D
7c
9/10/80
ETV-1-2
55 mi/h
8
10/3/80
CC, 112 A
Distance Traveled, mi 17.2 18.0 68.76
Discharge Time, min 36.1 37.2 76.8 N.A.
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh 6.36 6.44 14.60 N.A.
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.14 0.16 0.07
----------------------------------------------------------------------------.CoulombicBattery
Discharge, Ah 63.3 66.1 154.6 181.7
CoulombicRegen., Ah 1.1 1.3 0.58
Discharge Termination vehicle see
Criteri a fail ure note 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh
CoulombicRecharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
N.A.
364
N.A.
N.A.
100
N.A.
N.A.
103
N.A.
N.A.
348.3
N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 91.6 84.4 84.2 N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 109.0 104.4 115.4 N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 91.6 84.4 84.2 N.A.
alnvalid range test: terminated by vehicle failure.
blnvalid range test: terminated because battery terminals overheating.
CBattery was configured to 84 cells during this test.
1-4
DATAFROMiESTSOFTHEW-220-1BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (di scharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
9
10/6/80
SCT-2
CC, 112 A
10
10/7/80
SCT-2
CC, 112 A
11
10/8/80
ETV-1-2
CC, 112 A
12
10/10/80
CC, 112 A
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CoulombicBattery
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteria
186.9
80 V
182.4
80 V
186.6
80 V
206.7
80 V
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Caulombic Recharge, Ah 297.6 278.8 280 348
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge) , of N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge) , OF N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1-5
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-1BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
CoulombicBattery
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteria
13
10/13/80
CC, 112 A
N.A.
N.A.
212.4
80 V
14
10/14/80
CC, 112 A
N.A.
N.A.
199.9
80 V
15
10/15/80
CC, 112 A
N.A.
N.A.
188.8
80 V
16
10/27/80
CC, 112 A
N.A.
N.A.
200
80 V
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 350 323 301.2 350.4
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge) , of N.A. N.A. N.A. 129
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge) , of N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 90 N.A. N.A. N.A.
1-6
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-1BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
CoulombicBattery
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteria
17
10/28/80
CC, 112 A
N.A.
N.A.
212.8
70 V
18
10/29/80
CC, 112 A
N.A.
N.A.
206.8
80 V
19
10/30/80
CC, 75 A
N.A.
N.A.
211.7
80 V
20
4/10/81
. CC, 115 A
N.A.
N.A.
123.9
1.0 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 354.3 353.5 354.3 420.1
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 88 88 N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 130 130 125 N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of 89 88 85 N.A.
1-7
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-1 BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteria
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of
21
4/13/81
CC, 115 A
N.A.
N.A.
151.8
90 V
N.A.
353.7
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
22
4/14/81
CC, 115 A
N.A.
16.85
165.1
90 V
53.29
353.0
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
6/17/81
speci al
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
6/18/81
special
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
aTests conducted by Westinghouse personnel to select the best cells for use
in the W-220-3 battery.
1-8
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DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
1
2/3/81
2
2/4/81
3
2/5/81
4
2/12/81
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
CC, 115 A CC, 115 A CC, 115 A CC, 115 A
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
From Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
N.A.
N.A.
181.73
N.A.
N.A.
174
N.A.
N.A.
189
N.A.
N.A.
193.6
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 v/e-n 1.0 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 350.a 350.7 350.a 352.0
Recharge Time, h 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge) , of N.A. 91. a N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of N.A. 100.0 N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of N.A. 65.0 N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of N.A. 91. a N.A. 120.0
J-3
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
FromBattery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
5a
3/4/81
CC, 115 A
N.A.
N.A.
3/5/81
CC, 115 A
N.A.
N.A.
7
3/12/81
CC, 115 A
N.A.
13.76
8
3/16/81
CC, 115 A
N.A.
17.20
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
186.8 149.0 133.7 167.1
Discharge Termination
Criteri a 1.0 V/cell Cell Failure 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of
N.A.
353.7
N.A.
89
105
N.A.
89
N.A.
354.3
N.A.
94
N.A.
80
94
32.42
220.0
N.A.
91
108
77
91
53.34
353.0
5.0
88.2
129.7
80.2
90.0
alnstalled battery in SCT-2before this test.
bRuptured a cell during discharge. Battery removed from car. Ruptured
cell and adjacent cell replaced.
J-4
DATAFROMTESTSOF THEW-220-2 BATTERY
Battery Cycl e
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
From Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
9
3/17/81
CC, 115 A
88.0
17.55
170.6
10
3/18/81
CC, 115 A
N.A.
18.13
176.3
3/23/81
CC, 115 A
N.A.
17.77
170.7
12
3/24/81
CC, 115 A
N.A.
17.97
172.6
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
52.40
352.4
5.0
52.96
353.2
5.0
53.63
354.4
5.0
53.56
351.4
5.0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 90.8 92.8 83.8 85.5
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 131.8 125.8 122.8 127.5
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 104.2 N.A. N.A. 72.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 92.5 N.A. N.A. 86.5
aReplaced two cells with low capacity before this cycle.
J-5
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-2 BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
3/25/81
14
3/27/81
15
3/30/81
16
3/31/81
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
CC, 115 A CC, 115 A CC, 115 A CC, 115 A
Discharge Time, min
Discha rge Energy
From Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
N.A.
18.39
179.0
N.A.
18.68
179.9
N.A.
19.07
183.0
N.A.
19.19
184.1
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/ce" 1.0 V/ce" 1.0 V/ce"
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of
60.75
400.0
6.0
86.5
119.8
N.A.
N.A.
53.86
353.9
5.0
85.0
132.8
74.5
87.0
54.16
353.8
5.0
88.8
125.2
74.5
88.8
53.19
350.4
5.0
89.2
133.8
86.5
89.2
aRuptured a cell during discharge. Replaced ruptured cell and adjacent
cell. Replaced three cells having low capacity.
J-6
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
FromBattery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
17
4/1/81
CC, 115 A
N.A.
15.78
151.3
18
4/2/81
CC, 115 A
N.A.
15.72
149.5
4/3/81 4/24/81
CC, 75 A
N.A.
16.03
162.5
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh 32.60 32.69 N.A. 51. 68
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 220.4 221.3 326.0 300.0
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 83.8 N.A. 79.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of 116.8 N.A. 116.5
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 87.2 N.A. 74.5 80.0
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 83.2 N.A. 88.8 81.8
aTwocells ruptured during charge. Replaced three damagedcells and five
cells having low capacity.
bMeasured voltage during charge at various currents.
J-7
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
21
4/27/81
cc, 75 A
22
4/28/81
CC, 75 A
4/30/81
CC, 75 A
24
5/1/81
CC, 75 A
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
FromBattery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
CoulombicBattery
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah
N.A.
17.76
165.38
N.A.
13.92
165.5
N.A.
19.67
185.3
N.A.
20.35
194.3
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1. 0 V/cell 80 V
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Recharge Energy, kWh 43.98 45.50 N.A. 49.39
CoulombicRecharge, Ah 300.0 300.3 386.6 330.1
Recharge Time, h N.A. 6.0 N.A. 6.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 75.2 76.5 76.0 78.0
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of 114.8 116.8 121.2 125.5
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of 74.0 86.2 N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of 76.2 76.0 N.A. N.A.
aCharge was started on 4/29, finished on 4/30. Interrupted to repair
leak in manifold.
J ..g
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-2 BATTERY
Batte ry Cyc1e
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
25
5/5/81
CC, 75 A
26
5/6/81
CC, 75 A
27
5/7/81
CC, 75 A
5/8/81
CC, 75 A
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
FromBattery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
CoulombicBattery
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteri a
Recharge Energy, kWh
CoulombicRecharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
N.A.
19.25
181.9
80 V
46.12
308.3
N.A.
N.A.
19.28
182.7
80 V
44.70
300.1
4.3
N.A.
19.12
182.4
80 V
44.27
300.3
5.0
N.A.
19.07
182.6
80 V
44.22
300.0
5.25
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 91. 0 91.8 88.2 88.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of 125.2 125.0 122.5 122.8
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of 75.8 83.2 N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of 82.8 82.8 N.A. N.A.
aRepaired leak in manifold prior to charge.
J-9
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-2BATTERY
Battery eycl e
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
FromBattery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulornbic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteri a
29
5/11/81
cc, 75 A
N.A.
19.05
180.96
80 V
30
5/12/81
ee, 75 A
N.A.
19.03
180.0
80 V
31
5/13/81
ee, 75 A
N.A.
18.78
179.2
80 V
32
5/14/81
ec 75 A
N.A.
18.95
179.2
80 V
Recharge Energy, kWh 44.33 44.15 44.10 44.18
Coulomb;c Recharge, Ah 300.2 300.7 300.0 300.1
Recharge Time, h 6.0 6.0 6. 1 6.0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 88.8 91. 8 89.2 90.8
Battery Temp. (End
of 9ischarge), OF 122.5 125.0 121.0 122.0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 76.2 96.5 87.8 87.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 79.8 80.8 80.8 80.8
J-10
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
33
5/15/81
CC, 75 A
5/18/81
CC, 75 A
35
6/1/81
SCT-2
45 mi/h
36
6/2/81
SCT-2
35 mi/h
Distance Traveled, mi 71.58 88.56
Discharge Time, min N.A. N.A. 96.7 159.2
Discharge Energy
FromBattery, kWh 18.56 1R.77 15.16 16.22
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.018 0.01
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 176.8 178.8 144.0 151.4
CoulombicRegen., Ah 0.13 0.05
Discharge Terminat ion
Criteri a 80 V 0.89 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 v/e-n
Recharge Energy, kWh 43.61 43.95 44.16 43.31
CoulombicRecharge, Ah 300.0 300.1 300.0 300.0
Recharge Time, h 7.5 N.A. N.A. N.A.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 85.2 N.A. 88.0 89.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of 118.5 N.A. 120.8 120.0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 97.5 N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge) , OF 77. a N.A. N.A. N.A.
alnstalled battery in SCT-2after this cycle.
J-11
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-2BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (Discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
37
6/3/81
SCT-2
55 mi/h
38
6/4/81
SCT-2
45 mi/h
6/11/81
special
6/18/81
special
Distance Traveled, mi 49.98 73.35
Discharge Time, min 55.7 98.9 N.A. N.A.
Discharge Energy
FromBattery, kWh 13.26 15.07 N.A. N.A.
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.03 0.02
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CoulombicBattery
Discharge, Ah 129.8 142.1
CoulombicRegen., Ah 0.19 0.14
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1. 0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.
Recharge Energy, kWh
CoulombicRecharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 88.8 88.0 N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 122.5 121.5 N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
aTests conducted by Westinghouse personnel to select the best cells for use
in the W-220-3battery.
J-12
APPENDIXK
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-3BATTERY
K-l

DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-3BATTERY
Battery Cycle 3 4
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
7/15/81
CC, 75 A
7/16/81
CC, 75 A
7/21/81
CC, 75 A
7/22/81
CC, 75 A
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
N.A.
N.A.
177.0
N.A.
19.2
180.0
145.0
18.86
178.1
141.0
18.72
176.5
Coulombic Regen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1. 0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 Vlcell
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
N.A.
340.0
8.0
50.75
338.6
8.0
45.38
304.5
4.9
44.6
300.0
5.2
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 92.0 N.A. 87.0 86.5
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 138.0 N.A. 124.1 122.8
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 78.0 N.A. 75.0 75.0
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 83.0 N.A. 87.0 86.5
aConditioning/forming cycle.
bConditioning/forming cycle.
K-3
DATAFROMTESTSOF THEW-220-3 BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
5
7/23/81
CC, 75 A
7/24/81
CC, 75 A
8/11/81
SCT-2
45 mi/h
8c
8/12/81
SCT-2
45 mi/h
Distance Traveled, mi 79.56 83.80
Discharge Time, min N.A. 144.0 107.5 113.0
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh 18.87 20.11 17.00 17.64
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh N.A. 0.02
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 177.6 189.6 161.9 167.9
Coulombic Regen., Ah N.A. 0.16
Discharge Termination
Criteri a 1.0V/cell 1.0 V/ce" 1.0 V/ce" 1.0 V/ce"
Recharge Energy, kWh 44.82 51. 02 N.A. 45.17
Coulombi c Recharge, Ah 300.0 340.3 300.0 300.0
Recharge Time, h 5. 1 6.0 N.A. N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 88.0 87.5 87.0 85.2
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 123.0 127.2 124.8 126.2
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 75.0 73.0 N.A. N.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 88.0 87.0 N.A. N.A.
aTest to determine effect of extending taper charge an extra 40 Ah.
bHalf-hour open-circuit stand between end of charge and start of discharge.
cInvalid range test: power interruption during charge resulted in a
half-hour open-circuit stand part way through the charge.
K-4
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-3BATTERY
Battery Cycle 9a 10 11 12
Date (di scharge) 8/13/81 8/14/81 8/18/81 8/19/81
Test Vehicle SCT-2 SCT-2 SCT-2 SCT-2
Type of Discharge D Cycle 45 mi/h 35 mi/h 45 mi/h
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi 45.02 86.51 100.40 83.93
Discharge Time, min 98.7 116.7 173.2 113.2
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh 16.60 18.01 19.16 17.84
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh N.A. 0.02 0.01 0.02
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 176.8 171.9 179.6 172.7
Coulombic Regen., Ah 2.84 0.15 0.06 0.20
Discharge Termination accel
Criteria time 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh 44.92 45.00 44.08 44.02
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 300.0 300.0 299.9 300.0
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 86.2 86.8 86.2 87.0
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 142.5 127.5 124.8 128.5
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF N.A. N.A. 72.5 89.5
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF N.A. N.A. 85.3 85.3
alnvalid range test: motor overtemp resulted in current limiting after
32 cycles.
K-5
DATAFROMTESTSOF THEW-220-3 BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
13
9/2/81
SCT-2
35 mi/h
95.85
165.3
18.80
0.01
14
9/3/81
SCT-2
C Cyc1e
47.75
179.4
17.55
0.29
15
9/4/81
SCT-2
55 mi/h
57.35
63.7
15.68
0.01
9/9/81
CC, 75 A
63.0
10.03
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 174.6 175.0 155.3
Coulombi c Regen. , Ah 0.07 2.39 0.08
Discharge Termination accel
Criteria 1.0 Vjcell time 1.0 V/cell
90.2
90 Ah
Recharge Enerqy , kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Timet h
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge)t of
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge)t of
Battery Temp. (Start
of Cnarqe}, of
Battery Temp. (End
of Charye) t OF
44.96
299.9
N.A.
89.5
128.5
74.8
89.2
43.93
300.3
N.A.
89.0
136.5
100.5
89.0
44.56
300.0
N.A.
89.0
132.0
104.0
88.2
41. 49
300.0
6.1
88.0
105.0
75.0
8R.0
aTest to determine amount of overcharge required after a partial discharqe.
K-6
DATAFROMTESTSOF THEW-220-3BATTERY
Battery Cycle 20
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
9/10/81
CC, 75 A
9/11/81
CC, 75 A
9/16/81
SCT-2
55 mi/h
9/17/81
SCT-2
C
Distance Traveled, mi 54.68 45.89
Discharge Time, min 69.0 110.0 62.7 172.8
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh 9.92 14.69 15.36 17.04
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.04 0.30
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteria
90.7
90 Ah
138.2
1.0 V/cell
152.4
0.29
1.0 V/cell
171.2
2.54
accel
time
--------,---------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF
16.12
110.5
1.7
86.0
101.0
89.0
86.0
16.00
110.0
1.8
80.0
111.0
77.0
80.0
44.74
300.0
N.A.
89.2
133.2
76.0
88.0
44.52
300.0
N.A.
87.2
137.0
103.0
86.2
aTest to determine amount of overcharge required after a partial discharge.
bNo electrolyte circulation for first 27 min of discharge.
K-7
DATAFRQ\1TESTSOF THEW-220-3 BATTERY
Battery Cycle 21 22 23 24
Date (discharge) 9/18/81 9/22/81 9/23/81 9/24/81
Test Vehicle SCT-2 SCT-2 SCT-2 SCT-2
Type of Discharge 45 mi/h 55 mi/h 55 mi/h 35 mi/h
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi 82.21 58.16 56.52 98.77
Discharge Time, min 111.3 65.6 63.9 170.9
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh 17.41 15.82 15.59 18.87
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.01 0.02 0.02 O.m
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 165.8 156.5 154.9 175.2
Coulombic Regen., Ah 0.04 0.18 0.12 0.07
Discharge Tennination
Criteria 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh 44.58 44.97 44.66 44.72
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0
Recharge Time, h N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 86.2 89.5 88.8 88.5
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharqe) , of 129.9 132.8 132.0 128.2
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge) , of 105.5 75.8 102.5 102.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge) , OF 86.0 89.0 88.2 88.2
K-8
DATAFROMTESTSOF THEW-220-3BATTERY
Battery Cycle 25 26a 27b 28c
Date (discharge) 9/25/81 9/28/81 10/5/81 10/13/81
Test Vehicle SCT-2 SCT-2 SCT-2 SCT-2
Type of Discharge 35 mi/h 45 mi/h 45 mi/h 45 mi/h
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi 99.44 70.14 58.63 80.17
Discharge Time, min 171.8 95.0 79.7 107.9
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh 19.05 15.26 12.87 16.92
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 176.6 149.4 128.8 161.3
Coulombic Regen., Ah 0.05 0.09 0.12 0.15
Discharge Termination
Criteri a 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
44.60
300.0
N.A.
44.99
300.0
N.A.
44.92
300.0
N.A.
45.36
300.0
N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of
aSelf-discharge test.
start of discharge.
bSelf-discharge test.
start of discharge.
. 89.5 85.0 78.2 82.2
129.2 122.0 114.0 122.2
103.2 78.2 77.5 75.5
88.2 88.0 89.5 80.8
24-h open-circuit stand between end of charge and
72-h open-circuit stand between end of charge and
cSelf-discharge test. 1-h open-circuit stand between end of charge and
start of discharge.
K-9
DATAFROMTESTSOF THEW-220-3BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (di scharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
10/21/81
SCT-2
45 mi/h
10/30/81
CC, 75 A
11/2/81
CC, 75 A
11/3/81
CC, 75.'\
Distance Traveled, mi 79.61
Discharge Time, min 107.5 133.0 127.0 135.0
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh 16.46 19.43 17.31 18.12
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh 0.02
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah 157.2 178.2 162.0 169.5
Coulombic Regen., Ah 0.15
Discharge Terminati on
Criteria 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1. 0 V/ce" 1.0 V/ce"
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
44.80
300.0
N.A.
41. 35
300.0
4.5
45.06
300.0
5.3
44.67
300.0
5.6
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 87.3 117.0 85.0 83.0
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 125.5 142.0 112.2 123.0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 78.8 N.A. 76.0 rl.A.
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 84.8 117.0 85.0 83.0
aSelf-discharge test. 4-h open-circuit stand between end of char~e and
start of discharge.
bConditioning cycle.
K-IO
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-3 BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehi cl e
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
33
11/5/81
ce, 75 A
122.0
16.40
153.2
11/9/81
CC, 75 A
132.0
17.54
166.4
11/10/81
CC, 75 A
146.0
19.59
183.2
11/12/81
CC, 75 A
139.0
19.90
185.3
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1.0 V/ce" 1.0 V/ce" 1.0 V/ce" 1.0 V/ce"
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh 36.81 51.42 52.60 52.71
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 250.0 350. a 350.0 350. a
Recharge Time, h 5.5 N.A. 6.2 6.0
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 79.5 84.5 92.5 89.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 117.8 116.8 129.0 130.2
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of 78.8 77.2 88.2 87.2
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of 79.5 84.5 92.5 89.5
aConditioning cycle.
x-u
DATAFROMTESTSOF THEW-220-3BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
37
11/13/81
CC, 75 A
139.0
18.64
173.6
38
11/16/81
CC, 75 A
139.0
18.82
174.6
11/17/81
CC, 75 A
135.0
18.36
169.1
12/3/81
CC, 75 A
130.0
17.26
162.5
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1. 0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh 44.86 45.15 44.11 46.65
Caulombic Recharge, Ah 300.0 300.2 300.0 340.1
Recharge Time, h 5.3 4.8 4.4 8.3
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 88.8 91. 5 106.8 84.6
Battery Temp. {End
of Discharge}, of 128.0 130.0 137.8 117.0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of 82.5 81.2 101. 5 80.2
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), of 88.8 91. 5 107.0 84.6
aNa cooling water for fi rst 210 Ah of charge.
bConditioning cycle.
K-12
DATAFRQ1TESTSOFTHEW-220-3 BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Dtscharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteri a
12/29/81
CC, 75 A
150.9
20.15
189.9
1.0 V/ce"
42
12/30/81
CC, 75 A
141. 0
19.18
176.7
1.0 V/ce"
1/5/82
CC, 75 A
162.0
21.85
204.6
1.0 V/ce"
1/6/82
CC, 75 A
68.0
11.01
90.0
90 Ah
----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
Recharge Energy, kWh 64.82 45.23 71.67 44.41
CoulombicRecharge, Ah 430.0 300.0 475.0 300.0
Recharge Time, h 8.3 N.A. 8.5 4.6
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF
aConditioning cycle.
91.8
134.0
72.2
91.6
105.2
135.6
80.0
105.2
90.6
129.6
71. 2
90.6
97.2
109.0
88.4
97.2
bTest to determine amount of overcharge required after a partial discharge.
K-13
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-3BATTERY
Battery Cycle 47 48
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
CoulombicBattery
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah
1/7/82
CC, 75 A
71. 0
10.11
90.3
1/8/82
CC, 75 A
N.A.
18.27
146.5
1/11/82
CC, 75 A
133.0
1R.36
169.8
1/12/82
CC, 75.n..
135.7
18.45
170.5
Discharge Termination
Criteria 90 Ah 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh
CoulombicRecharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
18.27
126.0
1.7
18.34
126.0
1.9
44.94
300.0
5.2
44.56
300.0
5.1
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 95.8 98.0 89.2 91. 2
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF N.A. 118.8 119.4 120.2
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of 82.2 85.4 75.2 88.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 96.4 95.8 89.2 91.2
aTest to determine amount of overcharge required after a partial discharge.
K-14
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-3BATTERY
Battery Cyc1e
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
CoulombicBattery
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteri a
1/13/82
CC, 75 A
138.3
19.01
176.0
1.0 V/cell
50a
1/14/82
CC, 75 A
137.0
18.63
169.5
1.0 V/cell
1/15/82
CC, 75 A
122.0
15.49
140.7
see
note
52
1/18/82
CC, 75 A
138.0
18.66
173.8
1.0 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh 44.61 43.90 44.74 45.31
CoulombicRecharge, Ah 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0
Recharge Time, h 5.1 5.0 5.3 5.7
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 91.2 123.8 89.6 86.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 127.8 143.2 117.2 125.2
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 89.0 81. 0 90.6 75.4
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 91.2 91.0 89.4 86.8
aConditioning cycle.
bConditioning cycle. Discharge terminated whenweakest group of five
cells reached 1.0 V/cell.
K-15
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-3BATTERY
Battery Cycle 55a
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
2/12/82
CC, 75 A
2/16/82
CC, 75 A
2/17/82
CC, 75 A
2/19/82
CC, 75 A
-----------------------------------._-----------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
82.0
11.04
110.0
15.30
110.8
14.67
128.0
17.62
----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
CoulombicRegen., Ah
99.6 139.0 135.6 163.2
Discharge Termination
Criteria 1. 0 V/ce" 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recharge Energy, kWh 30.44 44.70 52.29 44.44
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 200.6 300.0 350.1 300.0
Recharge Time, h 3.8 4.9 7.9 6~0
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 75.2 86.4 77.4 77.4
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 92.0 105.4 110.0 113.8
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 68.4 74.0 87.4 87.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 75.2 86.4 75.6 77.4
aConditioning cycle.
bMeasured gassing rate during charge.
K-16
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-3 BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
2/22/82
CC, 75 A
58
2/26/82
CC, 75 A
5gb
3/2/82
CC, 75 A
60c
3/3/82
CC, 75 A
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
126.0
17.26
159.1
117.2
16.79
153.7
126.0
17.30
157.5
122.8
N.A.
153.0
Discharge Termination
Criteri a 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell 1.0 V/cell
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
44.69
300.0
5.8
44.69
300.0
5.2
44.73
300.0
5.3
44.90
300.0
5.8
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 77.4 85.0 78.8 77.4
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), of 108.0 120.0 114.4 101.4
Battery Temp. (Start
74.6 93.8of Charge), OF 74.2 76.0
Battery Temp. (End
78.0 85.0 78.8 77.4of Charge), OF
aConditioning cycle.
bAdded 100 g LiOHbefore charge.
cAdded 1 lb KOHbefore charge.
K-17
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-3BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (di scharge)
Test Vehicle
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteri a
3/5/82
CC, 75 A
N.A.
N.A.
140.2
see
note
3/9/82
CC, 75 A
117.8
N.A.
147.2
see
note
3/10/82
CC, 75 A
121.0
N.A.
154.6
see
note
3/11/82
CC, 75 A
N.A.
N.A.
106.5
cell
fa il ure
Recharge Energy, kWh N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Coulombic Recharge, Ah 391.8 394.0 350.0 300.0
Recharge Time, h N.A. 7.0 5.0 N.A.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF N.A. 82.2 83.4 90.0
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 103.0 107.2 117.2 N.A.
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), OF 70.4 72.0 90.4 95.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 82.6 82.2 83.4 90.0
aConditioning cycle. Discharge terminated when weakest group of five
cells reached 1.0 V/cell.
bOischarge terminated by cell failure after 106 Ah.
K-18
DATAFROMTESTSOFTHEW-220-3BATTERY
Battery eycl e 67 68c
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteria
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
3/16/82
CC, 75 A
101.1
N.A.
126.4
see
note
N.A.
300.0
6.5
3/17/82
CC, 75 A
139.0
N.A.
167.3
1. 0 V/cell
N.A.
300.0
5.0
3/18/82
CC, 75 A
135.0
17.49
169.4
1.0 V/cell
44.02
300.0
5.8
3/19/82
CC, 75 A
128.5
16.60
160.6
1.0 V/cell
42.79
300.0
11.5
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), of 72.8 83.0 77.2 66.4
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 96.0 106.6 107.0 102.8
Battery Temp. (Start
of Charge), of 71. 2 75.0 85.0 87.0
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 78.6 N.A. 77.2 65.4
aConditioning cycle. Replaced two cells before this cycle. Discharge
terminated when weakest group of five cells reached 1.0 V/cell.
bConfigured battery to 88 cells before this cycle.
CExperimental charge. Lowered voltage clamp so current would taper to
10 A by end of charge. Measured gassing rate during charge.
K-19
DATAFROMTESTSOF THEW-220-3BATTERY
Battery Cycle
Date (discharge)
Test Vehicl e
Type of Discharge
Distance Traveled, mi
Discharge Time, min
Discharge Energy
from Battery, kWh
Regen. Energy
To Battery, kWh
69
3/22/82
CC, 75 A
135.0
17.84
3/23/82
CC, 75 A
N.A.
15.82
----~------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Coulombic Battery
Discharge, Ah
Coulombic Regen., Ah
Discharge Termination
Criteria
Recharge Energy, kWh
Coulombic Recharge, Ah
Recharge Time, h
169.9
1.0 V/cell
44.14
300.2
N.A.
N.A.
1.0 V/cell
42.93
300.0
14.0
Battery Temp. (Start
of Discharge), OF 88.4 66.8
Battery Temp. (End
of Discharge), OF 111.8 N.A.
Battery Temp. (Sta rt
of Charge), of 74.8 88.2
Battery Temp. (End
of Charge), OF 88.4 66.8
aExperimental charge. Voltage clamp set so current tapered to 10 A by
end of charge. Measured gassing rate during charge.
K-20
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